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This is a comprehensive review of mechanical considerations in the

structural use of fibre composite materials, based on 794 references to the

literature, with the emphasis on the aerospace application of resin matrix

materials with fibres of carbon, glass, boron and kevlar.

The report first discusses data on mechanical properties: static strength

of plain, notched and jointed material and the influence of impact damage,

environment and creep; fatigue behaviour under constant amplitude and flight by

flight loading, the influence of environment and the effect of load cycling on

deformation; residual strength following load cycling and impact. It then -r.--.

l .,~~~~ ~ ~ ~ 0 ... .............................................
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presents physical observations of damage development in different structural

situations, and available methods of damage detection and measurement.

Then follows discussion of the application of fracture mechanics to damage

growth and residual strength; methods of stress analysis for loading and environ-

ment and prediction of failure; structural design procedures for static and

fatigue strength; and inspection methods for ensuring quality in production and

safety in service. A section is included on test techniques and methods for

determining mechanical behaviour of coupons, components and structures, and a

section on the absorption of moisture and its effect on mechanical properties.

Finally the report surveys the field of structural applications which

exploit composite properties, discusses economic factors and construction method-

ology, and makes recommendations on the further development of fibres and matrices

and on future research.
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PREFACE

Fibre composite materials, for some time used only in secondary components,

are being used to an increasing extent in primary structures. It therefore

became increasingly necessary to create design data inter alia in the field of

the strength properties of these modern materials, to derive computation methods,

examine inspection procedures and try out new types of test methods.

For this reason an increasing amount of research has been carried out in

the above fields, especially in the US aerospace industry. In order to counter-

act redundancies in this area of research and to provide users of fibre compo-

sites with a survey of useable data for the design of components, a mass of

published research reports and other literature has been evaluated, commissioned

by the Research Sub-department of the Federal Defence Ministry. The information

thus gained on the mechanical behaviour of fibre composites and examples on

completed fibre composite structures to assist implementation of projected

applications are prebented in sections I to 12. In conclusion future worthwhile

research projects are suggested. The prominence of the US in the field of fibre

composites means that most of the results are taken from the American literature,

the main emphasis being in the area of aircraft construction. A complete list of

the references is given in section 13.

The following reports contain additional information on the state of

technology of fibre composites:

Title (subject of report) Report

- Glass fibre reinforced plastics BMVg-FBWT 73-17

- Fibre reinforced composites BWDoK Special Issue No.49

October 1977

- Composite materials for engines AGARD-CP-112, Ref 2

- Joints and cut-outs in fibre See Ref 414 (Appendix VII)

composite construction in section 13

- Design criteria for the use of Handbook: Fibre composite

fibre reinforced materials light construction

These take account of numerous research reports by German companies and

institutes. Deadline for conclusion of literature search was 31 December 1978.

A .... . ,. ,



NOTE: In order to facilitate the location of test results yielded by the

references in section 13 on the mechanical properties of specific fibre composites

in special parameter combinations, the related source data are catalogued

accordingly in an Appendix*. Evaluation of the literature for this Appendix on

data of mechanical properties was carried out up to Ref 650. The remaining

references to 794 were only used as additional information for discussion of the

present state of knowledge in sections I to 12.

i,

* The Appendix is not included in the present translation but is available (in

German) as LBF Report TB-145, Vol 2.
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1.1 Preface

The following discussion is based on evaluation of extensive relevant

literature which is contained in section 13. The mechanical properties of fibre

composites under static load are described and some of the essential differences

compared with the metallic materials customarily used in aircraft construction

are pointed out. The multiplicity of parameter combinations does not permit

entering into details of the more complicated physical processes; the reference

contained in the text should be consulted in this respect.

1.2 Fundamental investigations

1.2.1 Stress-strain behaviour

In fibre composite materials a distinction must be made - in a similar

manner to metals - between brittle and ductile fracture behaviour, even though

the causes are different.

- Ductile behaviour

The area of deformation (along Hooke's line a = EE ) in which

strains are proportional Eo the imprinted external loads is traceable only

to a limited extent or not at all.

- Brittle behaviour

The behaviour of the material is almost purely elastic up to immedi-

ately before fracture, breaking elongation is generally slight.

These two modes of behaviour must be regarded as border-line cases, in

general smooth transitions are observed. A material known as ductile can also

become brittle under certain conditions (effect of extreme temperatures, chemical

agents, etc). In metallic materials this is chiefly determined by the structure

of the atomic grid and the matrix structure. In fibre composite materials there

are additional limiting quantities which result from their stratified structure

(composite, laminate) and the interaction of basic material (matrix) and the

fibres embedded therein. In this respect a distinction must be made between two

typical modes of behaviour

- Fibre-dominant behaviour*

This term is used when, as a consequence of structure and orientation

of the embedded fibres and type of stressing, the load is borne

* Hereafter briefly 'fibre-dominant composite' and 'matrix-dominant composite'

by which the behaviour of the composite is to be understood under the
conditions stated.

[I
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predominantly by the fibres in the composition and the fibre material thus

determines the mechanical behaviour of the composite.

Matrix-dominant behaviour*

This term is used when, as a consequence of structure and orientation

of the embedded fibres and type of stressing, the load is borne pre

dominantly by the matrix in the composition and the matrix material thus

determines the mechanical behaviour of the composite.

A relevant example: A composite symmetrical to the median plane (Index S)

in whose individual layers the embedded fibres are arranged in sequence at an

angle of 00 / +450 / -450/ / -450 / +4 5 0 / 00, in brief a [0/±45] composite,s

proves to be fibre-dominant under loading in the direction of the 00 layers,

Fig 1.1, but matrix-dominant under transverse loading (90 ), Fig 1.2. The

differences in these two modes of behaviour become even clearer on comparing 00

and 900 composites with ±450 composites which are stressed in the 00 direction,

Fig 1.3 to 1.5. The non-linear relationship between stress and strain in

Figs 1.6 and 1.7 points to a matrix-dominant composite.

In most applications the structure of a fibre composite will be selected

in such a way that it can be classified as fibre-dominant in the principal load-

ing direction; it will therefore exhibit largely linear stress-strain behaviour

and low breaking strain. Fig 1.8 shows the difference in stress-strain behaviour

between a [0/±45/90] composite and metals. It can be seen that for instance
s

breaking strain of Al alloy can be 5-10 times greater than a carbon fibre

reinforced composite (CFC), see Ref 414.

At the edge of the hole in notched specimens of [0/±45] composite
S

approximately 1.5 times greater fracture elongations were observed on average in

Refs 117, 252, 414, than in plain specimens. This is contradicted by the practi-

cally linear relationship between stress and strain in Fig 1.9 which would really

lead one to expect brittle behaviour with little fracture elongation. The

reasons must presumably be sought in a statistical scale effect and/or the fact

that measurements were made on the matrix material and not the fibre strands.

As a rule the stress-strain behaviour of fibre composites is the same in

the tension and compression area (with signs reversed). Differing from this

Refs 23, 191, 486 and 719, observe that in fibre-dominant composites the tangent

* Hereafter briefly 'fibre-dominant composite' and 'matrix-dominant composite' by

which the behaviour of the composite is to be understood under the conditions

stated.

L jh I
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modulus (slope of the o line) is load-dependent: it rises with increasing

tensile load (the stress-strain curve deviates increasingly in the tensile area

from the elastic straight line in an upward direction); in the compression area

the stress-strain curve runs its usual course.

Refs 23 and 719 demonstrated that this behaviour is caused by corrugation

and non-alignment of the embedded fibres. With worsening alignment of the
719fibres strength also decreases while transverse contraction increases Static

313trials with unidirectional Kevlar composites produced linear stress-strain

behaviour in the tensile area but non-linear behaviour in the compressive area.

Compressive strength here is only approximately 1/5 of tensile strength. In

contrast, in composites with embedded carbon fibres (CFC), boron fibres (BFC) or

glass fibres (GFC) compressive strengths in the direction of the fibres virtually

do not differ in volume from tensile strengths. However, across the fibre grain
25,218tensile strength is less than compressive strength

1.2.2 Special features of notched bars

Fibre-bearing composites react differently from metals to stress concentra-

tions caused by notches (holes, recesses, etc). This is due to the fact that

tough metals (eg Al alloys 2024 - T3 and 7075 - T6) can compensate 'or

inhomogeneous stress distribution by local plastic deformation and reduce stress

peaks whereas most fibre composites are, as already mentioned, fibre-dominant

and because of their accompanying brittle behaviour are not capable of doing so.

It follows that higher notch sensitivity must be expected in a fibre composite

than, for example, in Al alloys (this does not necessarily apply to repeated

loading). Consequently the reduction in static strength (related to the nett

cross section) due to the notch effect will be noticeably greater in a fibre

composite than in light alloys. In addition the strength of fibre composites

is more likely to depend on the hole diameter than on the ratio hole diameter/

specimen width 44 '96 '2 53 '4 |4 '6 22 6 34 , Fig 1.10. The effect of the hole diameter

on the strength of fibre composites is satisfactorily described by stress-

fracture criteria of Whitney and Nuismer5 9 1'6 20'62 2' 634' 763' 766' and

Waddoups et at

The stress gradient in the neighbourhood of notches can be arithmetically

determined only by the use of extensive calculations (see section 6). These

produce greater stress concentration factors for fibre composites than for iso-

tropic metals. On the other hand the ratio of unnotched/notched strength

established experimentally on fibre composites is lower than the computed stress

concentration factors.

A ..... .. .. J
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The parameters fibre material and laminate structure have a noticeable

effect on the drop in strength of notched specimens according to Ref 252. This

shows that the drop in strength in [0/±45/0/901 composites (BFC and CFC) is
S

approximately 12-25% greater than in GFC for specimens of the same dimensions.

Strain measurements at the edge of the hole resulted in:

- CFC : Largely elastic (linear) stress-strain behaviour up to almost 100%

breaking load, see Fig l.11a,

- BFC : Largely elastic stress-strain behaviour up to approximately 40%

breaking load, see Fig ].]Ib,

- GFC : Plastic strains can be detected even on slight loading, see

Fig 1.l1c.

Stress-strain behaviour is dependent on the structure and anisotropy of the

composite, see Figs 1.1 and 1.2, and provides a reference point for notch

sensitivity. Reduction in strength as a consequence of notch effect is greater

in fibre-dominant composites with linear stress-strain behaviour than in matrix-

dominant composites with non-linear behaviour; the amount of reduction grows

with increasing anisotropy of the composite and reaches its maximum in the
252

extreme anisotropic unidirectional composite , Fig 1.12.

The behaviour of notched specimens of fibre composite can be improved by
lyr343 ,3 77 ,4 20, oCF 63

laminating on additional layers 3 . Tests on CFC have shown that the

breaking load of notched bars could be increased by reinforcement in the area of

the hole to 93% of the breaking load in the unnotched condition. It is also

important in this connection whether the embedded fibre strands are severed in

drilling or pushed aside by reaming before impregnation and curing of the compo-
420site, as shown by an investigation of GFC

The voids in the matrix arising from defects in the manufacture of compo-

sites affect the tensile strength at right angles to the fibre direction as well

as torsional strength of uni-directional composites 166 '174 ' 76 . Transverse
176tensile strength drops with increasing proportion of voids , Fig 1.13. It was

found in an investigation of prismatic specimen bars with fibre direction paral-
166

lel to the bar axis that torsional strength of void free specimens can be 15%

greater than those affected by voids.

1.2.3 Special features of joints

The development of component joints with optimum load transfer is of great

importance for the quality of practical structures. Various types of joints with

1
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load transfer for low weight and their simplified reproduction in the form of

specimen bars are shown in Fig 1.14. It is more difficult to achieve optimum

design in joints with fasteners such as bolts and rivets in fibre composite

materials than in isotropic materials because of their relatively low shear and

tensile strength at right angles to the plate plane. Bonded joints are preferred

due to their more uniform load transmission for joining fibre composite compo-

nents, but even here concentration of shear stresses at the overlapping ends must

be kept low because of the relatively low shear strength of fibre composite

materials. Adhesives with high flexibility are suitable. The most important

parameters which (apart from environmental influences) affect static strength

according to investigations so far available
23 ,29 ,4 6 ,1

52 ,16 1,5 2 1,
54 9 ,6 52 ,65 3 ,

6 5 7

are:

- Rigidity of adhesive23'2 9' 15 2' 52 1 (shear and tension modulus)

- Length of overlap
29 '52 1 ,65 2

- Fibre alignment of layers at the joint face 2 3'52 1'54 9 , and
23

- Joint configuration 2

In mechanical joints by means of bolts or rivets the tensile strength of

the nett cross-section in the rivet line lies below the tensile strength of the

undisturbed cross-section in the case of fibre composites in contrast to metals,

and must therefore be taken into account in addition to bearing and shear

strength which are also critical in metals. Tests on joints in which the bolt

545,547
transmits the entire load (100% load transfer) show that the tensile

strength of the nett cross-section depends greatly on the orientation of the
0

layers, the hole diameter and the width of flange per bolt. Composites of 0

and ±450 layers (abbreviation 00, ±450 composites) generally produce the best

results.

The percentage combination of 00 and ±45 ° layers can be varied over a

relatively wide range without the tensile strength changing noticeably, see

Fig 1.15. The effect of flange width and bolt diameter is greatest in 00, 
900

composites and smallest in ±450 composites. In 00, ±450 composites there is for

all bolt diameters examined a largely linear relationship between specimen width

and the effective stress concentration factor ak eff which describes the ratio

of tensile strength of the unnotched bar and the tensile strength of the

joint545,546 , Fig 1.16. As shown by investigations in Refs 44, 222, 545 and 546,

the bearing strength of a fibre composite depends in the main on the following 0

parameters:
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- lateral resistance to deformation through the clamping force of the bolt,

S - orientation of fibres,

- proportionate composition of 0° layers and angular layers,

- laminate stacking sequence,

- thickness of laminate (number of layers).

In GFC and CFC bearing strength is increased by inhibiting deformation
548through the thickness at the edge of the hole . This effect is further

increased if pressure is exerted by the clamping force of the bolt on the layers

of the composite at the edge of the hole. Bearing strength rises with increas-

ing clamping force, see Fig 1.17. At the same time the dependence of bearing

strength on the bolt diameter which is observed in unclamped specimens

disappears; the orientation of the layers too loses effect under the influence

of clamping force.
0 0o

According to Ref 545, 00, ±450 and 00, ±600 composites exhibit higher bear-

ing strength than ±450 and 00, 900 composites. If 00 layers are added to a ±450

composite so that their proportion is around 60%, bearing strength rises, eg in a
2 0CFC from 830-930 N/mm 2 . If the proportion of 0 layers is raised to more than

0
60% bearing strength drops again. A 60% proportion of 0 layers also represents

a critical value in regard to failure of the specimen: with L lower proportion
0of 0 layers the fibres severed during drilling give way at the edge of the hole

and failure takes place due to increasing expansion of the hole; with a higher

proportion of 0° layers failure occurs through the specimen splitting in a

longitudinal direction, the bolt acting as a wedge54 5 . In laminate structure a

tendency can be recognised for composites with a more homogeneous structure to

exhibit higher bearing strength. For joints without short transverse support

the thickness of the laminate has a considerable effect. Tests carried out in

Ref 545 show that bearing strength drops sharply if the ratio of hole diameter/

thickness of laminate increases, see Fig 1.18.

Resistance to shearing, as expected, depends primarily on the orientation

of the layers of the composite. This is shown by results from relevant tests in

Ref 545 on 00, 900, on ±45 ° , 00, ±600 and on 00, +45° CFC, see Figs 1.15 and

1.19. Fig 1.20 contains a comparison of tensile strengths, bearing strengths

and shearing strengths for 00, ±45 ° CFC (HT)* with 1/3 proportion of 00 layers

as against an Al alloy and a steel. In these tests load transfer was 100%.

H
* HT - high tensile strength fibre.

I;
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1.2.4 Behaviour under impact loading

Despite their brittle behaviour modern fibre composite materials must in

many applications be able to withstand the impact of foreign bodies and absorb

deformation energy. Since 1972, therefore, the behaviour of CFC and BFC under
644

impact loading has been examined to an increasing extent . Charpy and Izod

tests were those most frequently carried out with to a lesser extent falling

weight, bending or tensile tests 5 . It was found that

energy absorption capacity of fibre composites is not affected by notches

(eg Ref 644).

In the Charpy and Izod tests (pendulum impact tester) the maximum percus-

sive power and energy absorption before and after the occurrence of the maximum
100

percussive power are measured with suitable instrumentation (in fibre compo-

sites - in contrast to metals - percussive power reaches its maximum value before

specimen fracture). Charpy and Izod specimens experience a three-point bending

stress on impact of the hammer which produces both tensile and compressive normal

stresses in the specimen as well as shearing stresses. In standard specimens

(because they are relatively thick at 10 mm) shearing stresses lead to fracture,

as recognised by delamination of the specimens in Ref 721. In thinner specimens

(42.5 mm) failure is predominantly from tensile stresses or else failure occurs

through delamination and subsequent buckling of the outer layers on the compres-

sion side of the bending specimen.

556
Results of Charpy tests on unnotched fibre composite specimens 

,

Fig 1.21, show that the notch impact strength depends greatly on specimen thick-

ness. In order to be able to arrive at a realistic judgment of the energy

absorption capacity of fibre composites, therefore, notched bar specimens should

be of thicknesses similar to those used in practice.

In Ref 644, the total energy absorption (before and after occurrence of
maximum percussive power) from Charpy tests on uni- and multi-directional compo-

sites is compared with metals, see Fig 1.22. Here the energy absorption values

for GFC and Kevlar reach the best values of the metals. The values for BFC and

CFC are however far lower. In Refs 100 and 644, the energy absorption values up

to occurrence of maximum percussive power (ie without energy absorption after-

wards) were compared, Fig 1.23. This reveals that the tested uni-directional

CFC had absorbed as much energy up to occurrence of maximum percussive power

as the Kevlar. In judging the notch impact strength of fibre composites,
t

therefore, a distinction must be made according to type of required rgy V 1
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absorption (before or after occurrence of maximum percussive power), bearing in
642

mind the thickness of the component 6

The impact energy which the specimen can withstand without damage is

established in tests with falling weights64 3 .721 Both results of Charpy and

Izod tests and results of falling weight tests show that the energy absorption

of fibre composites is largely determined by the mechanical properties of the

fibres, and that in BFC and CFC energy absorption values can be improved by
642

exchanging a few layers for GFC or Kevlar/epoxide layers

Energy absorption values were established on 20-layer uni-directional com-

posites made of Kevlar layers and CFC (HT) layers in different proportions. The

stacking sequence of the layers in the composite was shown to have a greater

influence on notch impact strength than the proportional composition of the two
642

types of layer

With increasing intermixture of the two types of layer a significant, if

only minor, increase in the total energy absorbed was observed. Further,

differences in the time of energy absorption were noted depending on whether

Kevlar or CFC (HT) layers were on the outside (surface layers). Composites with

three Kevlar layers on each surface took up more energy up to occurrence of the

maximum percussive power ('incipient crack phase') than composites with CFC (HT)

surface layers. On the other hand, the proportion of the total energy after

occurrence of maximum percussive power ('crack propagation phase') was less in

composites with Kevlar surface layzrs than in composites with CFC (HT) surface

layers.

The following emerged from falling weight tests and subsequent assessment

of damage according to Ref 643:

- Resistance to damage increases with increasing fibre and decreasing matrix

strength,

- Resistance to damage drops with increasing fibre and decreasing matrix

stiffness.

- Composites with two different fibre directions are more satisfactory than

jcomposites with three fibre directions or only one.
Composites with an intermixed arrangement of layers of different fibre

direction are more satisfactory than domposites with a blocked arrange-

0 ment of layers of the same fibre direction.c'

U2
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The damage observed in these tests appeared on the side of the specimen

away from the falling weight in the form of cracks parallel to the fibre direc-

tion. In thick specimens the first damage may be expected to occur beneath the

surface layer(s).

The visible damage alone, however, does not disclose the degree of damage

from striking foreign bodies. Thus for example a test of compression-stressed

CFC specimens exposed to ball bombardment with increasing energy showed that the

strength of the plates had already dropped to 40% of its original value before

the appearance of recognisable damage (see section 3).

1.3 Investigations on environmental effect

1.3.1 Parameters investigated

The environmental influences most frequently encountered in operating aero-

space equipment are changes in temperature and moisture content of the air.

In addition to the media air with humidity and the extreme borderline cases of

vacuum and water, fibre composite components of load bearing structures

occasionally come into contact with hydraulic and cooling fluids, fuels, etc. The

effects of these media are dealt with in Refs 271, 356 and 528. A far greater

number of publications deal with the effects of changes in temperature and

humidity which have proved problematical for fibre composites with plastic

271
matrix . This is reported below.

As described in section 10, plastic matrix materials absorb water from a

humid environment. It is useful to distinguish between environmental stress

with and without moisture absorption.

Investigations of environmental influences can be classified as follows:

- Investigations with environmental stress before loading: storage at con-

stand or alternating temperature with or without moisture absorption.

- Investigations with environmental stress during loading: short-term tests

at ambient temperatures below or above room temperature, long-term tests

at alternating or constant temperature with or without moisture absorption.

- Investigations with environmental stress before and during loading: short-

term tests with stored specimens at high or low temperature, long-term

tests with stored specimens at alternating or constant temperature with or

without moisture absorption.

0
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Modern fibres of carbon, silicon carbide and boron according to Ref 426,

retain their room temperature strength (tension) even at high temperatures (to

800°C). They are also insensitive to the effect of moisture. In glass fibres

tensile strength declines with rising temperature, but decrease in strength is

only slight within the temperature range permissible for the matrix material;

for Kevlar fibres it is greater, see Fig 1.24. However if the fibre detaches

itself from the matrix (debonding) glass fibres can be 'leached out' by water
268

penetration

After many years of use and after long-term tests in extreme climatic condi-

tions a deterioration of the properties of fibre materials has never been estab-

lished according to Ref 528, whether they be glass, boron or carbon. In the

organic fibre there are however signs of deterioration from ultra violet rays,
720

eg sun light 7 . In contrast, the effect of humidity and temperature changes on

the mechanical properties of matrix materials (epoxide resins, polyamides, etc)

and the fibre/matrix bond can be great and it is connected with:

- Residual stresses which remain between fibre and matrix and in the layers

after the last cooling in the curing process 2 18'5 15'5 6 9'6 32'6 39' 64 7 ; the

residual stresses can be computed with the aid of the coefficient of thermal

expansion of fibre and matrix for each layer, see section 6.

- Residual stresses in the fibre/matrix bond due to inhibition of deformation

by the fibre as the matrix swells through moisture absorption518 '56 6'5 69 .

These residual stresses can be computed, see section 6.

- Falling off of glass equilibrium temperature through moisture absorption

by the plastic matrix . Computation of the lower glass

equilibrium temperature is possible, see section 10.

- Appearance of fine cracks in the matrix, probably due to spatial expansion
S 528,648

on absorbing moisture

In every case the behaviour of the matrix material and/or the fibre/matrix

bond is crucial to the reaction of a composite to environmental influences.

The matrix materials in common use may react differently to environmental

influences. Then temperature and humidity changes in matrix-dominant composites

will have different effects depending on the matrix material used. Tests on

environmental effects on the mechanical properties of fibre composites with

different plastics were carried out in Refs 92, 214, 218, 271, 356, 396, 514,

515, 553 and 667.

I
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The upward range of the operating temperature of fibre composite materials

is limited by the glass equilibrium temperature of the plastic. The closer the

operating temperature is to the glass equilibrium temperature the more tempera-

ture changes affect the behaviour of the composite. Ref 426 contains a survey

of the maximum permissible operating temperatures of fibre composite materials,

see Fig 1.25. According to this fibre composites with the following matrix

materials

Epoxide up to 150 0 C

Polyamide up to 240 0C ±10 0 C in each case

Aluminium up to 310 0 C

Titanium up to 5000 C

can be used for components where both strength and stiffness are critical with a

saving in weight as compared with metals used by conventional construction

methods. As in fibre composites with plastic matrix, the matrix is the decisive

component in fibre composites with Al or Ti matrix; in this case the known

properties of the Al or Ti alloys can be used to assess the behaviour of the

metal matrix composite.

1.3.2 Effect of exposure at high temperature

Storage at constant high temperature without moisture absorption of fibre

composites with epoxide resin matrix shows no effect on the static strength and

modulus of elasticity, either in fibre-dominant or matrix-dominant compo-

sites 4 36 ,5 16 ,5 38 6 6 7 . An investigation of fibre-dominant 00 and 0 , ±45 compo-
• 667

sites in glass/epoxide, carbon/epoxide and carbon/polyamide showed that after

1000 hours only the tensile strength of the uni-directional carbon/polyamide

composite had dropped, namely by approximately 13%. The tensile tests were

carried out at the storage temperature. In another investigation of HM fibre
436

polyamide composites* , a drop in strength of 24% and in stiffness of 18% was

observed after 1000 hours/300 C. In this case the tests were carried out at

room temperature.

1.3.3 Effect of variable temperature

Since the coefficients of thermal expansion of the fibre materials (-5 to

+5 . 10-6 per degree) and matrix materials (20 to 60 . 10-6 per degree) are

distinctly different and the thermal expansions along and across the fibre

* HM = high modulus fibre.
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differ (thermal anisotropy), temperature changes lead to thermal stress changes

in the composite which overlie the stresses from applied loading. As explained

in section 6,

- normal stresses within the fibre,

- normal stresses within the matrix,

- normal and shearing strains between fibre and matrix can be computed with

the aid of micromechanical analyses, and

- normal and shearing strains within the individual layers,

- normal and shearing strains in the entire composite with the aid of macro-

mechanical analyses.

In uni-directional composites thermal stresses occur only between fibre
218

and matrix (micromechanical range , whereas in multi-directional composites

thermal stresses occur in addition between layers with differing fibre orienta-

tion (macromechanical range). For example, in the 00 layers of multi-directional

composites tensile stresses can occur transversely to the fibre direction in

consequence of thermal expansion; these stresses can exceed the lateral tensile

strength of the 00 layers (see section 6) and consequently produce longitudinal

cracks there.

The thermal stress-free condition of fibre composites with plastic matrix

occurs in the curing cycle at a temperature above the later operating tempera-

ture. Thus in the micromechanical range compressive stresses in the fibre and

tensile stresses in the matrix arise at operating temperature. Macromechanically

compressive stresses arise along the fibre and tensile stresses across the fibre
o o 0 218in the 00 layers of an 0 , ±45 composite at operating temperature . In com-

puting thermal stresses in the composite changes in the modulus of elasticity (E),

modulus of shear (G) and transverse contraction ratio () must also be taken into

account.

Some results of relevant investigations are quoted in section 1.3.4, see

Fig 1.26. Temperature variations below room temperature (RT) in the area <0°C

218have, as expected, proved more critical than temperature variations above RT

Specimen bars of an [0 2/±45] CFC* which had been heated 100 times from RT tos

+138 C showed no change in mechanical properties. In a second series of tests

specimen bars qf the same composite were co6led 100 times from RT to -730 C.

* Abbreviation 0 = 0/0.

. . . . -- . . . . . . . . t ~ m - l d . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. , i , ,, i e ~ n . . . . . ..2 - - "
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Afterwards the modulus of elasticity had dropped by about 25% and tensile

strength by about 35%. It should be mentioned that in the laminate structure

examined here matrix stress between the 00 layer and the +450 is comparatively

high. Stresses would surely be less if the stacking were more homogeneous.

In a different test of [0/±45/o/0] CFC* 5 16 a drop in compressive strength
S

of 25-50% was observed after 500 and after 1000 temperature changes between +380 C

and +1270C or +177 0 C. Tensile strength and stiffness were not affected. In

Ref 647, in contrast, a distinct drop occurred in tensile strength and stiffness

of a uni-directional CFC after temperature cycling between -550 C and +150 0 C. In

this investigation it was conjectured that thermal stresses reduced with increas-

ing number of temperature cycles.

Tests with uni-directional and multi-directional CFC, for which a curing

process with maximum 1400 instead of the usual 170 C was developed, showed no

tensile and stiffness loss in longitudinal and transverse directions after 25

temperature changes from -160 0 C to +100 0 C. Fractographic tests at the end of

the experiment showed resin cracks parallel with the fibre which were obviously
514stopped by embedded carbon fibre tissues in the multi-directional composites

In a test related to the application of fibre composites in space flight
174

the tensile strength in direction of thickness in multi-directional CFC dropped

steadily during 50 temperature changes from -157 C to +66°C in vacuum. Here, as

also in Ref 514, effects on the coefficient of thermal expansion were observed.

The effect of a combination of constant tensile loading (70% of tensile

strength) with 100 temperature changes from RT to 138 C and RT to -78 C was

investigated in Ref 218. [0 2/±45]s CFC and GFC did not survive the temperature

changes above RT without damage. After the subsequent temperature changes below

RT both composites exhibited damage which in the CFC led to 20% drop in tensile

strength and stiffness. In Ref 218 four further composites with the same

laminate structure but different fibre/matrix combinations were tested, and

after temperature changes with and without steady loading no loss of strength

and stiffness was detected.

1.3.4 Effect of high and low temperatures

As the environmental temperature approaches the glass equilibrium tempera-

ture of the plastics their stiffness drops while transverse expansion
396,667

increases 9  
. Although the strength of the resin increased after tests in

0

U,
* Abbreviation 90 means that only one 900 layer is set in the middle.
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Ref 667, all tests with matrix-dominant composites show higher strength losses

than fibre-dominant composites 316396'516 '648,667 The effect of temperature

changes on fibre composites presumably rests mainly on changes in matrix stiff-

ness, strength of the fibre/matrix bond and matrix strength as well as on

residual thermal stresses at low temperatures.

A drop in the modulus of elasticity of the matrix at high temperatures

reduces the support of the fibre under compressive qtress and can lead to prema-
54,316ture local mechanical instabilities which initiate the crack5

' . These

instabilities in conjunction with the shear deformations which are greatly

increased at high temperatures cause a relatively severe temperature effect on

bending strength 3 2 1'361,436,648' Since fibre materials exhibit no temperature
426effects up to the glass equilibrium temperatures , stiffness and strength

losses of the plastic matrix must be responsible for the drop in tensile

strength and modulus of elasticity frequently observed, even in the case of

fibre-dominant composites (including the uni-directional). Polyamide composites

according to Refs 3, 92, 119, 316, 516 and 667 have proved to be particularly

vulnerable. From an overall point of view, however, the drop in strength is

less in fibre-dominant composites than in matrix-dominant composites. A poss-

ible explanation for the temperature effect on uni-directional composites is

provided by the following observation:

Load transfers take place via the matrix at weak and broken fibres in the

00 layers so that the fibre carries its full loading again at a certain distance

from the weak or broken spot. The temperature behaviour of the matrix which is
426

thus highly stressed can therefore affect the strength of the composite

A review of the influence of temperature on the mechanical properties of

the CFC (HT) with T300 fibre and epoxide matrix (Narmco 5208) is contained in

Fig 1.26 with mean values from five tests from Ref 516. A comparison of the

influence of temperature on fibre composite materials with fibres of differing

stiffness and strength is undertaken in Refs 92, 110, 195, 316, 383, 396, 436

and 667. Material data for dimensional changes at different temperatures for

GFC and BFC are contained in Ref 600. The matrix material is subject to greater

stress in composites with fibres of low stiffness than in composites with fibres

of high stiffness. Consequently the more highly stressed matrix material is

responsible to a correspondingly greater extent for the temperature behaviour of

the composite. Therefore the effect of high temperatures on the static strength

E. and stiffness of GFC is relatively great2'9 2'6 00 . At low temperatures the
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increase in stiffness of the matrix material eases the load on the glass fibres
195

which works out favourably for the GFC composite9; at temperatures in the range

of -185 to -269 0 C the strengths of GFC composites are approximately 50% higher

than at room temperature195,383
. While the strength of BFC, Boron-Al and Kevlar

are not affected or only slightly affected by these temperatures
3 3' 195 '38 3 '66 7 , CFC

shows a significant drop in strength at only -550C
19 5,3 83,6 67 . Probably the

higher residual thermal stresses in CFC are responsible which (as already men-

tioned) may exceed the transverse tensile strength in the 0 layers and may

therefore indirectly lead to a drop in compressive and bending strength by

reduced support under compressive stress due to longitudinal cracks. Further-

more longitudinal cracks in the 00 layers prevent load transfer via the matrix

so that the strength of the weakest fibre bundle determines the strength of the

00 layer.

In notched specimens the temperature effect is no greater or less than in

416,667
unnotched specimens . In contrast the bearing strength of multi-

directional composites (T300/5208) is greatly affected; according to tests in

Ref 251 it is at 127 0C only 70% of the bearing strength at room temperature. The

drop in strength of bonded joints is also very great, as shown by an investiga-

tion in Ref 161 on a double shear CFC (T300/5208) to Ti 64 bond. At +150 0 C its

strength dropped to 40% of strength at room temperature, whereas it increased

at low temperatures. From a resume of numerous test results the following can

be stated according to Ref 718:

- in 00 and 0° , ±450, 900 composites with high modulus fibres, temperature

changes in the range of 0-100°C have a negligible effect. In the range

of 100-1800 C strength can drop slightly, at most by 20%. The drop in

stiffness is negligible over the whole temperature range,

- in 900 composites a rise in temperature from 0-1800 C causes a severe

drop in strength which may be as much as 60%. Stiffness drops by 50% with

this rise in temperature.

1.3.5 Effect of humidity

The spatial expansion of the matrix caused by absorption of moisture (see

section 10) produces residual stresses in the layers of multi-directional compo-

site3 which increase with spatial expansion. The residual stresses can be com-

puted by macromechanical analyses (see section 6.3.3) while residual stresses

due to moisture absorption can counteract residual thermal stresses.
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Moisture absorption leads to a build-up of compressive stresses in the

surface area of a composite, which in turn generate tensile stresses in the

layers beneath (this follows from the condition of the equilibrium of forces).

Moisture desorption has the reverse effect 528 '56 6 . Residual stresses of a macro-

mechanical type due to moisture absorption surely contribute to the change in the

mechanical properties of fibre composites in moist environment.

The negative effects of moisture absorption found in many investigations,

eg Refs 528, 648, 718 and 722 are, however, primarily due to processes which take

place in the non-homogeneous individual layer and therefore even in the uni-

directional composite lead inter alia to losses in compressive strength in the

fibre direction and in tensile strength transverse to the fibre. In considering

the causes for the negative effects a distinction must be made between reversible

and irreversible processes172 '2 7 |'356 '5 18 . Here are some examples;

If fibre composites are dried after moisture absorption and regain their

original mechanical properties in a dry condition then the effect was revers-
528 92,271

ible . Epoxide resins mostly behave reversibly , see Figs 1.27 and 1.28;

their strong molecular bonds make chemical attack by water and irreversible

changes connected therewith improbable. Weakening of the fibre/matrix bond and
172,356finally debonding of the fibre are essentially irreversible . Voids and

surface cracks generated by rapid warming (temperature peaks) in the resin of wet
•528

fibre composite presumably result in permanently raised diffusion coefficients

and increased saturation content2 14'3 22'5 28'6 14 and are thus also irreversible.

In practice irreversible and reversible processes occur jointly but to a

different degree172 '27 1'34 0 . Which processes predominate depends in individual

cases on the behaviour of the resin on absorbing moisture and on the quality of

the fibre/matrix bond. CFC with non-surface treated carbon fibres as Ref 271 for

instance, contains more voids than surface treated fibre composite; it therefore

takes up more water (see section 10) and suffers a predominantly irreversible

drop in interlaminar shear strength.

Both reversible and irreversible changes in the behaviour of the fibre

composite through moisture absorption reduce the mechanical properties of the

fibre/matrix composite in a moist condition; thus for instance matrix crazing was

discovered in the moist resin and is held responsible for the noted loss of

transverse tensile strength, modulus of elasticity and interlaminar shearI strength at room temperature. The formation of cracks in the matrix through
CNI
I
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spatial shrinkage on desorption of moisture (on drying and in temperature peaks)
528

is presumably intensified in a relatively thick multi-layer composite , since

the outer layers can contract more rapidly than the inner during emission of

moisture and are therefore under high tensile stresses. This effect cannot

occur until moisture has penetrated far into the laminate. The distribution of

moisture through the laminate thickness can be computed as a function of the

total moisture content of the composite and the humidity level of Lhe environ-

ment as Ref 573, as has been done, eg in Refs 528 and 718. After moisture varia-

tion a deterioration in the fibre/matrix bond (debonding) was found fractographi-

cally in Ref 369 which led to a decline in strength in relatively thin axially

loaded ±450 CFC.

In becomes clear from the processes of moisture absorption that only those

mechanical properties of a fibre composite are subject to changes which are

determined predominantly by the matrix material (matrix-dominant composites).

These mostly negative changes are always related to the measured time-dependent

increase in weight of the composite caused by penetrating water. The form of
271

this relationship varies with the resin system . In resins with a lower

saturation content the decline in the mechanical properties will be less than

in resins with a higher saturation content.72 '2 14'5 53 . Speed of diffusion and
214,528saturation content also depend on the curing process 2  

, especially when it

entails differences in the proportion of voids.

OF

Above are summarised the reasons for the negative effect of moisture

absorption on the mechanical properties of fibre composites at room temperature;

the essential parameters were also stated. The observed losses of mechanical

properties of fibre composites through the effects of moisture and temperature

will be shown below. Under these operating conditions the effects of moisture

absorption at room temperature are superimposed on those at raised temperatures.

The previously described effect of temperature is reinforced in a moist

environment by the fact that the so-called glass equilibrium temperature falls

with increasing moisture content in fibre-reinforced plastics (see section 10);

ie moist resins soften at lower temperatures compared to dry ones, where the

transition from hard to soft condition takes place over a larger temperature

range. This is shown in Fig 1.27 from Ref 92 by means of the bending of resin

specimens with rising temperature, for different moisture contents.

041
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The following paragraphs report on the effect of moisture and temperature| on
- Tensile, compressive and shear strength,

- Stiffness

- Creep strength depefiding on time and creep behaviour

- Notch impact strength.

The resultr of investigation on the effect of temperature and moisture

content on the tensile strength and modulus of elasticity of fibre composites

can be summarised as follows according to Shen and Springer 718,722

F
- on tensile strength:

according to Refs 92, 214, 321, 516, 648, 667 and 720 in fibre-dominant

0 , ±45 , 900 composites the moisture content of fibre composites has only

minor effects on tensile strength. For moisture contents below 1% the

[ effect of moisture appears to be negligible. Above 1% moisture content

tensile strength drops with increasing moisture content; the maximum drop

is around 20%. The drop in tensile strength, however, appears to be

independent of the temperature. In matrix-dominant 900 composites the

influence of moisture content on tensile strength is significant. The

Jdrop in strength depends both on the moisture content and on the tempera-
ture. The drop in tensile strength can be 60-90%.

on modulus of elasticity:

according to Refs 214, 321, 516, 648, 677 and 722 there were only very small

changes in the modulus of elasticity in fibre-dominant 00, ±450, 900 com-

posites in the ranges examined of moisture content (0-2%) and tempera-

ture (-75 to +180 0 C). In matrix-dominant 900 composites stiffness drops

considerably with increase in moisture content. The decline in the

modulus of elasticity depends both on moisture content and temperature

and reaches values between 50 and 90%.

In most tests moisture was not evenly distributed within the specimens.

In fibre-dominant composites differences in moisture distribution do not appear

to affect results. In matrix-dominant composites the moisture distribution can

affect the amounts of strength and rigidity but it will not alter the tendencies

in the data. Figs 1.29 and 1.30 show strength and modulus of elasticity

respectively as a function of test temperature and moisture content for a

I

I
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718,722
CFC 7

'
7

. he effect of moisture content on compressive strength of fibre

composites has been examined less frequently; the results described in Refs 92,

214, 516, 528 and 614 are based on different experimental methods. In Refs 214

and 516 it was found in fibre-dominant and matrix-dominant CFC after storage in

an environment with constant humidity that compressive strength had dropped by

up to 25% both at room and higher temperature. In environmental stressing with

realistic environment simulation (moisture absorption and temperature change)

the drop in compressive strength at high temperatures can be greater
9 2 ,528 ,6 14 ;

it is then up to 40%.

A pronounced moisture and temperature effect is observed for interlaminar

and intralaminar shear; however it has different causes depending on the type

of loading. For intralaminar shear (within a layer) moisture and temperature

influence on the fibre/matrix bond is decisive, for interlaminar shear (between
172,516the layers) it depends primarily on the behaviour of the matrix material

Tests with interlaminar shear stress in Refs 92, 172, 271 and 528 show

drops in shear strength through moisture and temperature effects of 40-60%.

Results in Refs 172 and 271 show a distinct increase in the drop of interlaminar

shear strength with increasing moisture content in CFC. The effect on breaking

elongation is noteworthy as it can increase threefold through moisture content
516,648

at high temperature . The effect of temperature and moisture on bending

strength 9 2 ,309 ,32 1 ,528,648 is governed by the effects on shear strength and

compressive strength of the material concerned.

It was observed in Ref 648 that the effect of moisture on bending strength

of a composite is caused indirectly by a drop in interlaminar shear strength

due to moisture absorbed. Confirmation of this can be extracted from Fig 1.31.

This shows the effect of cyclic moisture absorption on the bending strength of

uni-directional epoxide resin composites with fibres of differing stiffness 92

According to this the glass fibre composite (lowest stiffness fibre) shows the

greatest drop in bending strength and the carbon-HM composite the least, since

shear stress decreases with increasing rigidity.

The increase in the drop in strength of dry and moist composites, however,

takes a different course with rising test temperature for shear stress (short

bending test) and bending stress as shown by a comparison in Ref 321 and a

comparative table in Ref 528 for realisticarly aged ±450, 900 CFC with 18 layers,

see Fig 1.28. In changing environmental conditions al iost constant moisture
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content is established in the interior of fibre composite plates after long

operating periods according to Ref 565, while the moisture content in the surface

layers varies continually with the environment conditions (see section 10). In

changing environmental conditions therefore the outer layers suffer corresponding

changes in expansion or residual stress which can contribute to damage.

In order to reveal this proportion of damage comparative bending tests with and

without the effect of moisture are recommended. The table, Fig 1.32, taken from

Ref 528 gives an insight into the drop in static strengths and moisture absorbed

(percentage by weight) after real and simulated changes in environmental condi-

tions during long periods of service in aircraft (1-20 years). Static tests on

realistic components of GFC, CFC, BFC and CFC + BFC were carried out at RT and

+127 0 C. Only at 127 0 C did static strengths drop noticeably.

The effect of natural climatic change on 0 ± 450 composites with different

epoxide resins was examined in Ref 515. Static tests were carried out during

18 months' storage in sub-tropical and temperate marine climates. Shear strength

and breaking elongation fluctuated most in all resin systems, mechanical proper-

ties dropped noticeably in only one resin system. Surface treatment with poly-

amide primer and polyurethane enamel proved to be advantageous (see also

section 2).

The following is all that can be said at present on the effect of tempera-

ture peaks:

After repeated rapid heating to high temperatures (1500C) considerably

increased diffusion speeds and saturation amounts were observed in carbon fibre
214,322,518,528,614

epoxide resin composites . It is generally suspected that

faults and surface cracks in the resin develop under the effect of temperature

peaks. At present systematic investigations of the effect of temperature peaks

on the mechanical properties of fibre composite materials are not available.

1.3.6 Creep strength and creep behaviour

The plastics used as matrix material in fibre composites (epoxide resin,

polyester resin, polyamides and other thermoplastics) tend to creep because of

their visco-elastic behaviour (to a considerably greater degree than metals) so

that their strength and stiffness depend on time and temperature. By reinforcing

the plastics with 50-60% volume fraction of carbon, boron, glass or Kevlar

fibres, however, creep behaviour approximating to that of metals is achieved.

o The effectiveness of reinforcement depends on the fibre material used. For
cs
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instance, the creep resistance in the fibre direction of a uni-directional

composite with embedded Kevlar fibres proved to be three times greater than

S-glass composites. CFC too is judged to be particularly resistant to creep,

in nvetig-ios b th R~535,658,666which is confirmed in investigations by the RAE5 . Results show that

creep strains in 00; 00, +900 and 00, ±450 CFC after 1000 hours at +800C stressed

at 80% of tensile strength are very small in comparison with aluminium alloys

(2024, 7075). This also applies to uni-directional boron-epoxide and 00, ±450

boron-aluminium composites
6 57

In matrix-dominant 90-, ±450 and ±450 CFC composites creep strains were

considerably greater, see Pig 1.33, and the ±45 ° composite behaved like non-
reinfrced666

reinforced plastics . Similar results were obtained in investigations in

Ref 173 on the effect of fibre orientation on time creep strength of GFC in air

and benzene. Load and temperature act as in metals: their increase enlarges

creep strains2 1. In creep tests 8 7,7 16 ,7 20 of fibre strands in epoxide with

50-100 specimens per series, relatively wide scatter was observed, as also in

Ref 173. For the fibre composites tested, GFC, CFC and Kevlar/epoxide as well

as beryllium wire in epoxide the scatter in creep strength was 20-100 times
720greater than that in tensile strength 2

. An evaluation of the fibre/epoxide

composites tested for creep strength produced the following order:

- Carbon (maximum creep strength)

- Beryllium

- Kevlar

- S-glass (minimum creep strength).

The creep behaviour of GFC/polyester composites is described in a different
398investigation . Several publications by the Institut fUr Kunststoffverarbeitung

an der RWTH Aachen, eg Ref 246, also deal with the creep strength of GFC. The

effect of temperature and moisture is also treated there.

Creep strength and creep behaviour of CFC and BFC with plastic matrix have

Ilso been investigated repeatedly2 '1 81 '3 20 '4 25 '455 '5 16 '66 6'6 67 . Although

results available so far lead to the assumption that there are moisture and

temperature effects, it is not yet possible to quote quantitative data because

of the small number of tests. j
1.4 Scatter of test results

Since fibre composites in general do not plasticize and therefore incline 5
to spontaneous failure, it is necessary to take account of the degree of scatter
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of strength chracteristics, see Refs 50, 157, 158, 159, 161, 221, 343, 399, 401,

473, 484, 518 and 668 when laying down permissible loads (cumpare the 'A' and 'B'

values in MIL Handbook 5A). As in metals, the scatter of strength values of

fibre composites is affected to a major extent by the manufacturing process,

quality control, predominant type of fracture, size of specimen and test method

and to a lesser extent by the orientation of the layers, the environment and

notches.

It has been observed frequently in fibre composites that the variation

coefficient (percentage ratio of standard deviation and mean value) as a measure

of the scatter of the strength characteristics is largely independent of the type

of loading, layer orientation, temperature and shape of notch , but

greater than in metals. For instance, the variation coefficients of tensile

strength of BFC, CFC and GFC according to Refs 113, 119, 179, 191, 254, 414, 634,

778 and 784 amount to between 5 and 13%*. Further data on the scatter observed

are to be found in Ref 161 for bonded joints, in Ref 119 for breaking stresses in

BFC, in Ref 634 for notched specimens (with hole or crack), in Ref 276 for

short-fibre GFC and in Ref 720 for time creep strength of CFC, Kevlar and GFC.

For the future it is to be expected that with further development of

quality control in the manufacturing process from material constituents (fibre

and matrix) to structural components a progressive reduction in the scatter

ranges of strength characteristics will be achieved, as is already shown in the
414development of BFC technology

1.5 Summary

To summarise, the following can be stated on the subjects mentioned:

Stress-strain behaviour

- if approximately 25% or more of the layers of a CFC or BFC have fibres in

the direction of load then the behaviour and the mechanical properties of

the composite are determined by the properties of the fibres and the compo-

site is termed 'fibre-dominant',

- if less than approximately 25% of the layers of a CFC or BFC have fibres

in the direction of load then the behaviour and the mechanical properties

of the composites are primarily determined by the properties of the matrix

and the composite is termed 'matrix-dQminant',

* For comparison, the variation coefficients for metals are less than 5%.

I
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- in tensile and compressive stress fibre-dominant CFC and BFC exhibit linear

stress-strain behaviour and matrix-dominant non-linear stress-strain

behaviour,

- with inter- and intralaminar shear stresses the stress-strain behaviour

of all fibre composites with plastic matrix is non-linear,

since in CFC the fibres do not run exactly parallel the following devia-

tions occur from the linear stress-strain behaviour: the tangent modulus

rises with increasing tensile stress and drops with increasing compressive

stress.

- faulty alignment and parallelism of the fibres reduces strength and

increases the transverse strain coefficient of fibre-dominant composites,

- in fibre-dominant CFC, BFC, GFC and boron/aluminium the absolute value of

tensile strength is in general equal to the absolute value of compressive

strength,

- fibre-dominant composites with organic fibres (Kevlar) are non-linear on

compression; their compressive strength is only 1/5 of tensile strength

(ratio of absolute values),

- across the direction of the fibres compressive strengths are higher than

tensile strengths (absolute values),

- the position of the weakest layer (900 layer) in the composite can affect

the strength and the shape of the stress-strain curve,

despite local linear behaviour higher strains can occur at the notch than

at tensile failure of the unnotched specimen.

Static strengths of notched components

- stress concentrations in specimens with open holes and in joints reduce

the static tensile and compressive strengths in comparison with the

strengths of unnotched specimens,

- static strength drops with increasing hole diameter, this drop can be

estimated successfully with the fracture hypotheses of Whitney, Nuismer

and Waddoups,

- the drop in strength due to the notch becomes greater with increasing

anisotropy. Computed stress concentration factors also increase with
0

increasing anisotropy; they are however always greater than the ratio of

the static strength unnotched to the static strength notched,

bl.
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in fibre-dominant GFC the drop in strength due to the notch is less than in

BFC and CFC,

- the static strength of the notched specimen can be raised to that of the

unnotched by laminating on ±450 and 00 layers at the hole.

Static strength of joints

- mechanical joining of fibre composite parts by means of load transferring

bolts gives the greatest strength in the nett cross-section in composites

of 00 and ±450 layers,

- bearing strength is considerably improved by the lateral support conferred

by clamping of the composite at the edge of the hole,

- bearing strength is greatest in 00, ±450 CFC with 60% 00 layers,

- without lateral support bearing strength drops considerably with increasing

ratio of hole diameter to composite thickness (00, ±450 CFC),

- strength against shear-out depends on the orientation of the layers in the
0 0composite; 00, ±45 CFC (HT) with 40% 00 layers has high shear-out

strength.

Behaviour under impact load

- energy absorption related to the cross-sectional area (nett cross-section

for notched specimens) is equal in both unnotched and notched specimens,

- energy absorption of bending specimens is greater in thick specimens

(failure due to shear stresses) than in thin specimens (failure due to

normal stresses),

- the mechanical properties of the fibres determine the energy absorption

capacity of the composites. CFC and BFC absorb less, GFC-Kevlar the same

amount of energy as metal materials,

- hybrid composites with well mixed GFC and CFC layers or Kevlar and CFC

layers absorb more energy than pure CFC, furthermore it is of advantage

for the GFC or Kevlar layers to be on the surface of the hybrid composite.

Environmental effect (General)

- environmental effects on the mechanical properties of fibre composites

are related to:

Cq - the coefficients of thermal expansion which differ for matrix and

3 fibre,

LI
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the thermal stress condition after curing,

- the change in volume of the composite on absorption or desorption of

moisture, and

- the fall in the glass equilibrium temperature due to moisture

absorption.

- the transverse tensile stresses in an angle ply composite resulting from

different thermal expansions of fibre and matrix can exceed the transverse

tensile strength of the 00 layer,

- in general the effects of the environment on the matrix and the fibre/

matrix bond determine the effects of the environment on the composite.

Storage at high temperatures

- only in composites with polyamide resins was a drop in the mechanical

properties of the composite detected after storage at high temperatures

(3000C).

Temperature cycles before loading

- temperature cycles in the range below room temperature reduce the

strength and stiffness of fibre composites,

- constant tensile stress during alternating temperatures can cause even

greater reductions in the strength and stiffness of fibre composites with

plastic matrices.

High temperatures during loading

- at temperatures in the range 100-1800 C during loading the tensile strength

of 0° and 0° , ±450, 900 composites with epoxide resin matrix and stiff

fibres (carbon, boron) drops by 20% maximum,

- in 900 composites with epoxide matrix high temperatures (up to 180 0C)

during loading cause a drop in tensile strength up to 60% maximum and in

stiffness 50% maximum,

- in fibre-dominant composites the adverse effect of high temperatures on

static strength and stiffness is greater in GFC and Kevlar than in BFC and

CFC.

rIu
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Effect of absorbed moisture

- in 00 and 00, ±450, 900 composites tensile strength drops by 20% maximum

with moisture levels over 1.0%, stiffness is not affected,

- in 900 composites tensile strength and stiffness drop with increasing

moisture content; at 2% moisture level the drop is 90%,

the effect of moisture is greater if the proportion of shear stress on the

fibre composite is large.

Creep strength and creep behaviour

- in matrix-dominant composites creep strains are approximately the same as

those in the non-reinforced matrix materials,

- in fibre-dominant CFC creep strains are less than in aluminium alloys

(2024, 7075).

Scatter of test results

- the scatter of strength characteristics is at present still greater for

fibre composites than for metal materials; this difference will disappear

with the development of quality controls for fibre composite methods of

construction,

- the scatter of creep strengths of fibre composites is 20-100 times greater

than the scatter of tensile strengths,

- particular attention should be paid to the scatter of mechanical proper-

ties of fibre composites in the present stage of development.

1.6 References to the literature

In this section the references evaluated in the preceding sections are

classified according to contents and divided by subsidiary subjects. The

references cited in each section are underlined.

Section 1.2.1

Stress-strain behaviour:

23, 25, 77, 79, 105, 114, 117, 120, 191, 218, 252, 313, 414, 486, 634,

719, 792.
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Section 1.2.2

Notched bars:

44, 63, 96, 166, 174, 176, 252, 253, 343, 377, 414, 420, 591, 620, 622, 634,

763, 766, 770.

Section 1.2.3

Joints:

547.

Bondings:

23, 29, 46, 152, 161, 521, 549, 652, 653, 657.

Mechanical bond:

44, 222, 545, 546, 548.

Section 1.2.4

Percussive stress:

59, 60, 100, 146, 556, 642, 643, 644, 721.

Section 1.3.1

Environmental effect:

632, 648.

Parameters:

268, 271, 356, 426, 528, 718, 720.

Residual stresses:

218, 515, 518, 566, 569, 638, 639, 647.

Glass equilibrium temperature:

92, 343, 528, 670.

Matrix material:

91, 92, 214, 218, 271, 356, 396, 426, 514, 515, 553, 667.

Section 1.3.2

Storage:

436, 516, 538, 667.
0
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Section 1.3.3

Temperature cycles:

48, 174, 218, 514, 516, 647.

Section 1.3.4

Temperature during loading:

2, 3, 33, 54, 92, 110, 119, 161, 251, 316, 321, 361, 383, 396, 416, 426,

436, 516, 600, 648, 667, 718, 195.

Section 1.3.5

Moisture absorbed:

92, 172, 214, 271, 309, 321, 322, 327, 340, 356, 369, 515, 516, 518, 528,

553, 565, 573, 614, 648, 667, 718, 720, 722, 566.

Section 1.3.6

Creep strength and creep behaviour:

2LI, 87, 100, 173, 181, 246, 320, 398, 425, 455, 516, 535, 585, 657, 658,

666, 667, 716, 720, 776.

Section 1.4

Scatter:

50, 113, 119, 157, 158, 159, 161, 179, 191, 221, 254, 276, 343, 399, 401,

414, 473, 484, 518, 634, 643, 668, 720, 778, 784.
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Fig 1.6 Stress-strain behaviour of GFC under intralaminar shear load (Ref 79)
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Fig 1.7 Stress-strain behaviour of CFC under intralaminar shear load (Ref 79)
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Fig 1.10 Effect of the hole diameter on tensile strength of CFC (Ref 634)
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thickness) on bearing strength (Ref 545)
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Fig 1.27 Bending as a function of high temperatures for dry, wet and
dried resin (Ref 92)
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Fig 1.29 Effect of temperature (during loading) and moisture content on
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2.1 Introduction

Structures of all types - here aircraft construction is of particular

interest - are exposed to changeable loads in operation. In order to ensure the

adequate operational safety of a structure during its assumed useful life, it is

therefore essential to know its fatigue strength under conditions similar to

those obtaining in practice. Important parameters of varying stress are as

follows:

- the range of stress in the test cross-section which is bounded by the

minimum stress au and the maximum stress o ,

- the stress ratio R = u /0 . Under varying stress in the purely tensile

area 0 <R < 1, in the purely compressive area I <R < in the tensile/

compressive area - - < R < 0 with the special cases R = +1 (static load)

R = -1 (purely alternating load), R = 0 (tensile stress of varying magni-

tude) and R = (compressive stress of varying magnitude),

- mean stress am = (a + u)/2 , and

- stress amplitude a = (a0 - a u)/2

Single-stage tests at constant amplitude are particularly easy to carry out

and are suitable for the assessment of the fatigue behaviour of materials in the

form of specimen bars or bar-type joints. Results of single-stage tests and the

Woehler lines derived from them form the basis for arithmetical life prediction.

In many areas of aircraft construction (eg on the fuselage) the operational load

is very similar to a single stage load.

Endurance analysis for components which are primarily exposed to opera-

tional loads with variable amplitudes (eg wing areas) demands so-called flight-

by-flight tests. The load sequences used are always representative of a

definite operational use of aircraft, they therefore contain the essential

characteristics of operational loading.

Over and above these general considerations there are some special

features to be noted in the case of fibre composite materials. Thus the pro-

nounced environmental sensitivity of fibre composites with plastic matrix,

especially to moisture, renders it necessary to establish the fatigue strength

of these fibre composites in different environmental conditions. In addition

the drop in stiffness due to cyclic loading'has to be investigated - particu-

larly for the design of bearing surfaces. Since geometric notches in fibre

A1

h
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composites presumably have a similar effect on fatigue behaviour as in metals,

notched bars and joints should be included in the investigations.

The fatigue strength of fibre composites is described in the following

sections according to data from the relevant literature, eg Refs 49, 254 and 732.

These concern almost exclusively results of single-stage tests. The fatigue

strength tests with variable amplitude loading which have been carried out to a

very limited extent so far concern flight-by-flight tests with load sequences

typical of aircraft load bearing structure.

CFC materials are used most frequently in load bearing aircraft structure at

present and are therefore central to the following considerations. GFC is dealt

with only marginally, although there are more extensive investigations available

for this material in Refs 205, 209, 504, 509, 617, 684, 685 and 686. The CFC

specimens examined are largely realistic angle ply composites which are adjusted

in structure and fibre orientation to the multi-axial stresses in the structures

of aircraft, rockets and space ferries. The components designed in fibres for

these applications contain many ±450 and 00 layers and the 90 layers which are

sometimes necessary. The 00 layers lie in the principal load direction, the

±450 layers take the shearing stresses and the 900 layers take the lateral

stresses if the transverse strength of the 00, ±450 composite is not adequate.

Apart from tests to ascertain the endurance of complEte components the

behaviour of this composite has hardly been tested with multi-axial loading

similar to that obtaining in practice. Most of the fatigue strength tests

reported below were performed with uni-axial loading parallel to the fibres of

the 00 layer, ie with loading in the direction of maximum principal stress on

the component. This paper does not discuss fatigue strength on multi-axial

loading since this subject was treated in detail in Ref 705.

2.2 Repeated loading at room temperature

2.2.1 Effect of mean stress and stress ratio

The best view of the effect of the mean stress and stress ratio R is pro-

vided by presentation of the results of single-stage tests in the so-called Haigh

diagram. This type of presentation is therefore described briefly, see Fig 2.1.

In the Haigh diagram the mean stresses a are the abscissa values and

the stress amplitude oa the ordinate values. The test results are entered as

0 lines of constant life (N = constant). They all meet at a - 0 and R = +10 a

. ... ! ...
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(abscissa axis) in the range a >0 at the static tensile strength and in the

range a <0 at the static compressive strength. Between these points them

lines of constant life run separately at a greater or lesser distance from each

other, intersecting the lines of constant R values which radiate from the

origin (a = a = 0). The lines of constant maximum stress (a0 = U + o =a m 0 m a

constant) are inclined at -450 to the abscissa axis (o = 0 = constant), the
a

0lines of constant minimum stress (a = o - G = constant) at +45° . All constant
U m a

life lines therefore lie within a right-angled triangle whose hypothenuse is the

section of the abscissa between the static strength values and whose short sides

are the lines of constant maximum stress c0 = 0 Bz (tensile strength) and con-

stant minimum stress au = aBd (compressive strength), see Fig 2.1.

In the metal materials used in aircraft construction the lines of constant

life exhibit the same tendency in the range of positive mean stresses as in the

range of negative mean stresses, see Fig 2.2. In contrast, the lines of constant

life for fibre composite materials (see Fig 2.1) are deflected, even when the

stress cycles extend only slightly into the compressive range, in the direction

of 0 
0Bd712,785of am = aBd (at ya = 0 )7 , te the tolerated stress amplitudes drop with

increasing proportion of compressive stress (increasing negative minimum

stress a )
U

Fibre composite materials are therefore more sensitive to compression on
785repeated stressing than metals . A possible physical explanation lies in the

stress-strain behaviour typical of the material, which allows greater elongations

on compressive stress than on tensile stress (see section 1.2.1). This leads to

the stress on the matrix increasing in this fibre composite as the stress cycles

increasingly enter the compressive range, and thus to earlier development of

damage.

The Haigh diagram also shows as a function of mean stress and fatigue

amplitude whether or not the static design covers fatigue strength. For this

purpose a line must be drawn parallel to c0 = OBz (tensile strength) and

ou = aBd (compressive strength) of the material at the distance of the static

safety factor. The area above these lines is covered by the static design; in

the area below these lines fatigue strength governs the design.

The lines of constant life for fibre composites 73 2 ,78 5 show the greatest
/t

distance from static strength in the range of R = -5.0 to R = -0.5, so that

tensile-compressive stresses with 30-80% proportion of compression of the whole

C,
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load cycle can be covered least by static design. The stress ratio at which the

distance from static strength is greatest appears to be close to the ratio

aBd/aBz of static strengths, as shown by a comparison of the Haigh diagrams in

Fig 2.1.

2.2.2 Effect of notches introduced by the design

The previous section explained the presentation of results of single-stage

tests in Haigh diagrams because the effects of stress ratio and mean stress are

shown most clearly by this means. In describing the effects of notches, however,

presentation of the results of single-stage tests is clearer in the form of

Woehler lines which are therefore used hereunder. In the case of Woehler lines

at constant values of R either the maximum or minimum stresses are plotted

against endurance, depending on which of these two stresses is the greater, see

Fig 2.3.

Position and shape of the Woehler lines of notched and joint specimens (no

bonded joints) of fibre composites are determined by their static strength and

the fatigue strength of the unnotched composite at large numbers of load cycles.

As is known by comparing static strengths of notched and unnotched specimens

(see section 1), the static strength of notched and joint specimens is below the

static strength of unnotched specimens. For example, in drilled specimens with

a ratio of hole diameter (d) to specimen width (w) of d/w = 0.2 the ratio oi

static strengths (unnotched to notched) is approximately 1.532'533I794 n

joint specimens these ratios can be up to 3.0546,794.

The significant effect of the notch on static strength under cyclic load

decreases steadily with increasing number of cycles to failure and can disappear

completely after a large number of load cycles (N > 10 6), see Fig 2.3. This is

in contrast to the usual fatigue strength behaviour of metals where the effect of

notches on fatigue strength is greatest in the high endurance range. The most

suitable method of illustrating notch sensitivity under cyclic load is by

plotting 8k against endurance, 8k being the ratio: fatigue strength of the

unnotched to fatigue strength of the notched specimen. ak curves for notched

specimens with approximately the same ak are shown in Fig 2.4. They show the

typical trend for metals (ductile aluminium alloy, 7075 - T6) and for stiff

fibre composite materials (CFC with realistic laminate structure). Typical for

metals iq the rise in the 
8k curve from value 1.0 at static strength (N = 10 )

7to a figure in the endurance strength range (N =10 )which is close to a k
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The composite material shows the reverse tendency: it falls from a higher value

at static strength to 1.0 in the range of endurance strength. The static tensile

strength of metals is virtually the same in notched and unnotched condition

because of their ability to yield in highly stressed areas.

In fibre composites the falling notch sensitivity with increasing number

of cycles to failure points to progressive neutralisation of the notch. This is

confirmed by the observed development of longitudinal cracks which run along the

fibres in the 00 layers at a tangent to the hole'258 ,5 32 ,6 25 ,7 17 ,73 2 see also

section 4. The reduction in notch sensitivity can even lead to fractures outside

the hole cross-section of the specimens6 25

Because of high notch sensitivity in the short-term strength range all

measures to improve the static strength of composites also lead to improvement

in fatigue strength; measures which have lead to improvement in static strength

of joints are quoted in section 1.2.3. Here clamping force and interference fit
545,547

of the fastener work out favourably

For a comparison of fatigue strength of fibre composites with that of

aluminium alloys normally used in aircraft construction it is suggested in

Ref 711 that the stress amplitudes (P = 50%) tolerated at N = 106 be related tou

static strength. For aluminium alloys these proportional values are for

1specimens a (N = 106)/aB = 0.15 to 0.2 and for notched specimens 0.1

to 0.157. In contrast the corresponding values for CFC with realistic laminate

structure are 0.4 to 0.5. In this respect fatigue strength of fibre composites

with realistic laminate structure is better than that of the aluminium alloys

used in aircraft construction.

The facts described above do not apply to bonded joints. The decisive

factor here is that in bonded joints the adhesive and the bond adhesive-

component prove to be the critical weak spots. In consequence the fatigue

strength of the bond (in contrast to bolted joints) is far below the strength of

the unnotched fibre composite component. Tests with spliced bonded joints of
716

CFC with an aluminium alloy under fluctuating tensile stress show a greater

drop in fatigue strength as compared with static strength, see Fig 2.5.

2.2.3 Deformation behaviour under cyclic stress

Cyclic stress causes a drop in stiffness in fibre composites with a plastic r,
matrix. With an increasing number of load cycles in single-stage loads or with

D

increasing number of flights in flight-by-flight loads (see next section)
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deformations increase during cyclic stress which corresponds to a drop in the

secant modulus. This change in the deformation behaviour during and as a conse-

quence of cyclic stress of fibre composites has been observed fre-
quently 14 1,184,202,205,218,224,530,625,717,729,732

Thus there is a clear connection between falling cyclic strength and pro-

gressive damage of fibre composites. It has been noted, for example, that the

development of longitudinal cracks in notched specimens of fibre composites

increases the drop in stiffness73 2'7 94

Results of other tests indicate that the increase in deformation of the

fibre composite measured during or after cyclic stressing is always accompanied

by damage 14 1'2 06 '4 15 '7 32 . In this connection it was observed in Ref 732, that

with the occurrence of delamination, deformation increased sharply at the end

of the life. The increase in deformation and corresponding drop in stiffness
785

are generally at their maximum at the beginning and end of the life span7 .

The accompanying damage processes are presumably different. While the increase

in deformation at the end of life is probably connected with delamination, at

the beginning of cyclic stress it is presumably caused predominantly by the

appearance of cracks which run parallel to the fibres in the individual layers

relatively early in life, see section 4. The connection described between

development of damage and increase in deformation applies both to unnotched

and notched specimens with holes. At the same time the drop in stiffness of

notched specimens is generally greater than that of unnotched specimens, which

can be explained by the additional damage at the notch, see section 4.

In jointed specimens the increases in deformation on load transfer by the

fastener can be considerably greater than in notched and unnotched specimens;

moreover the greater increase in deformation in single-shear joints is more

critical than in double-shear, since it occurs earlier as a comparison in

Fig 2.6 shows. Local bearing stress is the cause of the increase in deformation

in joints. The alternating bearing stresses lead to major bulges in the holes

due to damage on the stressed hole wall. The X-ray picture in Fig 2.7 gives an

indication of the type and intensity of this damage in the composite. The

clearly visible faults such as matrix cracks parallel to the fibres and delamina-

tions emanate almost excl-sively from the stressed hole wall. Development of the

faults caused by bearing stress can presumably be delayed by interference fit of

I ~the fastener and by clamping force generated between bolt head and nut.
C14
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Major expansions in the hole in the joint lead to major displacements

between the connected components and may result in the structure being unfit for

operation because of excessive deformation. The drop in stiffness of the compo-

site alters the damping behaviour of the structure and has an adverse effect

on its stability. For this reason the changes mentioned in deformation and

stiffness with increasing stress cycles must be taken into account in the design,

especially where the structure is designed for stiffness and stability. Further

the loss in stiffness should be borne in mind in respect of the aeroelastic

behaviour of the structure. Woehler lines for constant drop in stiffness or

constant increase in deformation can be used as relevant data, see section 7.

2.2.4 Effect of flight-by-flight loading

Section 2.1 referred to the importance of fatigue strength tests under

variable amplitude loading typical of service.

In Refs 113, 162, 517, 532, 613, 614, 668 and 785 tests were carried out

with flight-by-flight loading simulating the load sequence on the wing skin of

fighter aircraft. In these the effect of flight-by-flight loading on residual

strength was the main feature tested, see section 3. Within the life span to be

demonstrated in the test no fractures occurred at the design levels when the

investigation concerned the lower wing skin, which is critical in metal construc-
tionmetods 13 ,1 6 2 ,5 1 7

tion methods' 3 , and where stresses are predominantly in the tensile

range, see section 7.

As anticipated, flight-by-flight loading on the upper wing skin with

stresses well into the compressive range proved to be more damaging5 32 '78 5

Nevertheless fatigue strength of the unnotched and notched CFC tested in

Refs 532 and 785 under flight-by-flight loading is still adequate for the upper

wing skin if at a life span of approximately 5 . 104 flights the usual static

safety factor of 1.5 is demanded, see Fig 2.8. As to how far this applies to

other components as well depends inter alia on the content of the load spectrum.

An extreme example is single-stage loading and a spectrum with maximum

envelope (rectangle). Assume the ease that a component is subjected to a purely

alternating load (R = -1) with constant amplitude and that only one load cycle

occurs per flight. On this assumption the Woehler line for R = -1 as in

Fig 2.3 only covers approximately 2 . 104 flights at a stress level representing

a static safety factor of 1.5; this is normally inadequate as evidence of fatigue N
C

life. u
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Flight-by-flight loading leads to a smaller drop in fatigue strength in

joint specimens as compared to static strength than might have been expected

after the results of single-stage tests. Particularly for joint specimens,

however, premature increase in deformation during cyclic stress is to be

expected in flight-by-flight loading 794 .

2.2.5 Effect of laminate structure and fibre material

According to observation of damage (see section 4) all damage in composites

starts either in the matrix or in the fibre/matrix bond ('interface'), ie these

areas of the composite are critical. Fatigue tests on carbon, boron, glass

fibre uni-directional composites produce virtually no drop in fatigue strength
49,728as compared with static strength . Thus the fatigue strength of a composite

depends on the stresses in the matrix and the 'interface'. These are particu-

larly heavy if inter- and intralaminar shear stresses as well as normal stresses

perpendicular to the fibre occur, which for their part depend on the type of

external loading (axial, bending, shear), orientation of the fibres and arrange-

ment of the layers in the composite (laminate structure).

If due to changes in the laminate structure all the above stresses are

increased for the same cyclic load, then faults in the matrix and/or 'interface'

occur earlier and to an increased extent. This is also indicated by an

increased drop in stiffness. Examples of this are tests in Ref 794 and investi-

gations in Ref 712 on CFC with 00, ±450 and 900 layers; specimens of these

composites were tested with load in the 00 direction and also tested with load

in the 900 direction. The greater load on the matrix and the interface for the
900 load direction increased the rise in deformation considerably towards the

end of the life span and reduced fatigue strength in the entire load cycle

range by an approximately constant factor, see Fig 2.9.

The above interrelationships also explain the greater fatigue strength

sensitivity of GFC. Since glass fibres are far less rigid than carbon and boron

fibres, stresses on the matrix in the layers with fibres in the direction of

loading are great enough to cause a major drop in fatigue strength compared with

the static strength of GFC, for example, under varying tensile stress. The

comparison of Woehler lines for uni-directional CFC and GFC and a CFC/GFC hybrid

in Fig 2.10 with constant stress ratio R = 0.1 clearly shows the effect of
530LM fibre stiffness described

0
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It has been pointed out that the laminate structure can have a major

effect on fatigue strength and deformation behaviour under cyclic stress.

The test results available at present can therefore only be used for the design

of fibre composite components made of the particular composite examined. An

exclusively experimental determination of fatigue strength characteristics for

all customary composites does not appear to be justifiable in view of the large

number of tests which would be required. Other courses must therefore be taken.

One possibility would be to produce design data with specimens of simply

structured composites in which one only of the above critical loadings occurs.

The local stresses would then have to be calculated for the component

whose life was to be predicted. With these stress values the life span could be

predicted separately for the various types of failure. Thus the results of

fatigue tests would no longer be compared with the nominal stresses in the

critical cross-section of the component, but related to the local stress which

initiates the damage. Generally applicable design data could be set up for such

a concept.

This procedure will of course encounter considerable difficulties, since

the failure of the component does not occur when the first damage develops;

the component remains serviceable until the fault or combination of faults has

reached a certain dimension. The calculation of the combined stressing for

interactive faults will present great difficulties.

2.2.6 Summary

To summarize, the following can be stated on the subjects mentioned:

Effect of mean stress and stress ratio:

- CFC is more sensitive to compression in cyclic loading than metals,

- the drop in fatigue strength as compared with static strength is greater

under alternating loads (-5 < R < -0.5) than under cyclic load in the

tensile range (-0.5 < R < 1.0) and cyclic load in the compressive range

(1.0 < R < -); fatigue strength is least covered by static design under

alternating load.

Effect of notches introduced by design

- stress concentrations reduce fatigue strength in the short-term strength

range; their effect disappears at the higher endurances,
0
U,-
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slope and curve of the WoehIer lines for notched and joint specimens can

be estimated from static strength and endurance strength of unnotched

specimens of the same composite,

measures which improve the static strength of fibre composites with stress

concentrations dictated by the design also increase their fatigue strength,

a greater drop in fatigue strength as compared with static strength must

be expected in bonded joints than in bolted joints.

Deformation behaviour under cyclic stress:

- during cyclic stress on angle ply composites with a plastic matrix

deformation increases and stiffness drops,

- at the beginning and end (shortly before fatigue fracture) of stress

cycling the increases in deformation are greatest,

- increase in deformation/loss of stiffness are caused by damage in the

matrix and the interface,

- the increase in deformation is greater in specimens with holes than in

specimens with uninterrupted cross-section,

- in joints with load transfer by bolts increases in deformation due to

bearing stresses are generally considerable, especially in single-shear

joints.

Effect of flight-by-flight loading:

- multi-stage stresses with flight-by-flight load sequences lead to a drop

in fatigue strength compared with static strength in the life range of

interest only if a major proportion of load cycles lies in the compressive

range,

- in flight-by-flight loading for the upper wing skin (predominantly in the

compressive range) it is to be anticipated that the drop in fatigue

strength as against static strength will be covered by the static design,

- in joints flight-by-flight loading (as single-stage loading) can lead to

major increases in deformation.

Effect of laminate structure and fibre material:

- changes in laminate structure which ihcrease the stress in the matrix and
0

fibre/matrix bond reduce the fatigue strength of the composite,

I
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composites with fibres which are less stiff than carbon and boron fibres

are more sensitive to cyclic stress,

the range of tests for the establishment of design data for angle ply

composites with realistic structures will depend on whether success is

achieved in deriving the fatigue strength behaviour of a composite from

the fatigue strength behaviour of the individual layers.

2.3 Effect of the environment on fatigue strength

2.3.1 Environmental conditions

Environmental conditions such as temperature, humid air or liquids can be

of great significance to the strength properties of fibre composites with a

plastic matrix. The effect of these environmental conditions on fatigue

strength will be discussed in this section.

The effect of the following media is important in connection with the use

of fibre composites in aircraft:

Air with alternating moisture content

Fuel/kerosene

De-icing media

Water/rain

Hydraulic fluids

Methanol

Of these 'air with alternating moisture content' is for aircraft the medium

which occurs most frequently and has the longest lasting effect. It is there-

fore the subject of most tests. In space flight equipment, however, the effect

of extremely low temperatures is prominent.

Most components are subject in operation to the combined effect of the

medium, temperature and mechanical loading, while a typical correlation of

mechanical loads and environmental changes occurs for much equipment. In air-

craft, for instance, during the ground-air-ground load cycle on the wing the

environmental change room temperature, high relative humidity * -55 0C room

temperature, at high relative humidity occurs.

For economic safe design it must be possible to indicate the behaviour of

the fibre composite component under such operational conditions. For this tests

with environmental and load simulation are necessary. C1
4.

Cn
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Most of the tests performed on the effect of environmental exposure on

fatigue strength can be classified in the following groups:

i) environmental exposure before repeated loading only (ageing),

(ii) environmental exposure during repeated loading only, and

(iii) environmental exposure before and during repeating loading.

Environmental conditions are either constant or they change, ie in tempera-

ture and/or humidity.

2.3.2 Effect on fibre composites with extremely stiff fibres

Uni-directional 00 composites

When uni-direction composites are stressed parallel to the fibres in the

tensile range the effect of the environment on fatigue strength is generally

slight 316516; for instance a drop in fatigue strength of 10% was noted only

after 1000 hours at 98% relative humidity and 500C. In other environmental

conditions such as high test temperature or temperature and environmental cycles

before loading fatigue strength even increased very slightly. Fragments o' the 00

specimens showed increasing disintegration at higher temperatures, which points

to increasing failure of the matrix and reduction in shear load-carrying

capacity of the fibre/matrix bond; this is also indicated by many longitudinal

cracks and drawn out fibres on the fracture face. The drop in shear load carry-

ing-capacity of uni-directional composites caused by environmental effects is

confirmed by investigations in Ref 144. Storage and bending stress on short-

term bending specimens in water reduced life to 50% and dropped stiffness

considerably, see Fig 2.11. The moisture absorbed led to great losses in

stiffness due to the high shear stresses in short-term bending specimens and

impairment of the matrix and fibre/matrix bond by the moisture, which showed

itself ia rapidly increasing flexure.

Multi-directional composites

In contrast to uni-direction 00 composites, the stress on the matrix and

the fibre/matrix bond is relatively high in multi-directional composites even

where the load direction is parallel to the fibres of the 00 layers. This is

the reason for the greater environmental effect on multi-directional composites

which increases with a falling proportion of 00 layers.

Of the various environmental conditiofis high temperatures during cyclic

loading have the most effect 313'5 16, eg a drop in fatigue strength was found int
k _ A i....... ....... ..
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~0 0 90FCoupt2% 516
0 45°  90° CFC of up to 20% Presumably the drop increases the nearer the

517test temperature approaches the glass equilibrium temperature of the resin

In environmental exposure before cyclic loading (ageing) the drop in fatigue

strength found in Ref 516 was only half as much; other tests produced no, or

very little effect of ageing16538704

In simulating practical environmental conditions, therefore, care should

be taken to see that high temperatures which occur in operation during cyclic

stress also occur in the test simultaneously with cyclic stressing. Simplified

simulation by heating before stressing would lead to results on the unsafe side.

The drop in fatigue strength due to the environment is however in general

greater when the cyclic stress has a compressive component3 16 ,7 12 than when it

is exclusively in the tensile range. The reason is that the weakening of the

matrix and fibre/matrix bond caused by environmental stress are brought more into

play by compressive stresses. As shown by observations of damage in Ref 516,

this is especially the case when delamination occurs to an increased extent

(see section 4). There it was established inter alia that moisture absorption

promotes delamination and that ageing with moisture and temperature changes

leads to extensive delamination.

±450 composites under axial stress

±450 composites are considered separately from the other multi-directional

composites since the high intralaminar shear stresses severely tax the fibre/

matrix bond under axial loading. Correspondingly these composites react

strongly under axial loading to any weakening of the fibre/matrix bond. This is

also the reason for the reductions in life by factors of more than 10 estab-

lished after moisture absorption through ageing with temperature and humidity

cycles in Ref 369. This fracture mechanism is confirmed by fractographs in which

frequent debonding (failure of the fibre/matrix bond) on the fracture faces was

observed. The weakening of the fibre/matrix bond was probably caused by the

:-netration of moisture. This is supported by the fact that when moisture

, orption was inhibited by a surface coat of polyurethane paint there was no

Stion in life under the same test conditions. The environmental stresses

ts were environmental changes lasting 6 weeks before cyclic loading

i-, iited environmental conditions for a modern fighter aircraft mission.

0

CD41
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Adhesive bond

A stepped BFC - titanium 64 adhesive joint with one bolt per stage was

stressed with a flight-by-flight load sequence for the wing underside and a

superimposed temperature cycle per flight with real-time sequence (on average

0.225 Hz, test series A). In addition tests were performed with real-time

flight-by-flight stressing without temperature change (test series B) and tests

with higher test frequency (on average 3.7 Hz, test series C). For test series

A, B and C mentioned the mean life values were as

1 : 1.3 : 2.2

and the scatter of life as

I : 1.2 : 1.7

Thus the effect of frequency appears to exceed that of temperature change.

However, the scatter is wide so that further investigations are needed to confirm

this impression
149

2.3.3 Effect on GFC

In GFC high temperatures during cyclic stress significantly reduce fatigue

strength in contrast to CFC39 ! . The drop increases as the load amplitude

extends increasingly into compression.

Ref 684 reports on flat specimens of 0 and ±45 GFC laminates which were

stored at room temperature for 5000 hours in water before single-stage loading

(R = 0) in air. Fatigue strength of the exposed ±450 specimens drops in the

entire life range examined 104 < N < 107 , while the fatigue strength of the

exposed 00 specimen approaches that of the dry specimen in the high-cycle

range. When the GFC specimens were only placed in water during cyclic loading

the specimens were able to absorb more moisture at the lower levels because of

the longer duration of the test than at the upper levels. Accordingly the

fatigue strength of the 00 and the ±450 laminate dropped sharply at the lower

levels in this case. It was also found that GFC laminates absorb more moisture

under cyclic stress than in the unstressed condition. Investigations of

specimens with varying pre-damage n/N indicate the interaction of growth of

damage with moisture absorption and similarity with the phenomena of corrosion

fatigue in metals. A fractographic examination which shows that the fibre/matrix

Ln bond is disintegrated by penetrating moistuie 64 8 helps to explain this fact.
0
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2.3.4 Conclusions on the effect of the environment on fatigue strength

The investigations on the effect of the environment on fatigue strength

show that in all fibre composite materials the environmental effect on fatigue

strength is governed by the reaction of the fibre/matrix bond to environmental

conditions. Negative effects of the environment on the strength of fibre compo-

sites become more distinct the more the fibre/matrix interface is stressed by

the external load. Where no effect or positive effects of the environment were

observed the stresses on the interface were slight, as for example the uni-

directional laminate stressed axially in fibre direction. Here presumably the

life span between the first fibre fracture and total fracture is extended if

environmental damage on the interface reduces the load concentration in those

fibres which are in the immediate proximity of a torn fibre.

2.3.5 Effect of low and cryogenic temperatures

During cyclic stress 00 and 00, 900 CFC laminates with HM and HT fibres
o 316were cooled to -40°C with vaporising nitrogen . The effect of low tempera-

tures in the endurance strength range examined is slight at R = -1.0. For HM

fibre specimens a minor drop was registered in fatigue strength at N = 106 and

for HT fibres a minor rise compared with the room temperature results.

Ref 529 reports on fatigue strength investigations on multi-directional

BFC at -197°C, dipped in liquid nitrogen, in tensile and compressive ranges

(R = +0.1 and R = +10.0). The effect of low temperature on fatigue strength

was slight here too. The low temperature improved the fatigue strength of the

BFC specimens to a minor extent.

in contrast, tests on GFC roving specimens with 69% fibre component at
40K (-269°C in liquid helium) at R = 0.1 showed up to 10 times longer life than

315
at room temperature .

Summarizing, investigation of the effect of low temperatures on fatigue

strength shows the following tendencies:

- in CFC and BFC the effect of low temperatures during cyclic stressing is

negligible,

- in GFC composites low temperatures during cyclic stressing can materially

increase fatigue life.

0
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7, 49, 530, 712, 728, 794.
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271, 356, 427.
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Section 2.3.3

Effect on GFC:

113, 209, 334, 391, 648, 684.
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Effect of low and cryogenic temperatures:

315, 316, 529.
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3.1 Introduction.

Evidence of reliability of structure must include consideration of the drop

in static strength after:

(a) repeated loading,

(b) discrete damage (from turbine blades, hailstones, birds, projectiles).

Investigations reported in the literature on the effects of preliminary

loads (a) and preliminary damage (b) on the mechanical properties of fibre

composite materials are evaluated below.

3.2 Mechanical properties after preliminary loading

The effect of preliminary loading on static strength, stiffness and

Poisson's ratio is closely linked to the damage caused in preliminary loading 523

Establishment of the crack density and residual strength as a function of the
o o0 49,224,391load cycle, eg in orthotropic 0 , 90 GFC demonstrates this connection

see Fig 3.1. It was observed in all the investigations that residual strength

drops predominantly with the increase in cracks parallel to the 00 fibres.

While cracks perpendicular to the load direction in the 900 fibres appear with

the first stress cycles and are more numerous than cracks parallel to the

direction of loading in the 00 layers, they have no direct effect on residual

strength. Their indirect effect consists in acting as 'starters' for longitu-
224dinal cracks . Similar types of damage can have varying degrees of effect in

the residual strength test under different loads; if delamination is caused in

an angle ply specimen, for instance, this will have a major effect on compressive

and bending strength and a lesser effect on tensile strength and axial stiffness.

As shown in section 4, the predominant types of damages are determined

largely by laminate structure and shape of specimen (notched, unnotched); while

the state of damage (in development of damage) depends on the duration of load

application (stress cycle, number of flights) and on the load level.

3.2.1 Effect of type of stressing in preliminary loading and residual
strength test

Analysis of the damage tolerance of fibre composite component is also

affected by the type of load occurring. Sendeckyi (AFFDL) for instance points

out in Ref 523 that delaminated layers have a different effect on residual

tensile strength from that on residual compKessive strength. Experience shows
uo
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that delaminated layers buckle under compressive stress, which leads to a drop

in residual compressive strength compared with static compressive strength.

A distinct difference between compressive and tensile residual strength is
209 oshown by the results of Wurtinger with flat specimens of 00, 90 GFC.

Fluctuating compressive stress which leads to more extensive delaminations than

fluctuating tensile stress reduces compressive residual strength more than

tensile. Tensile residual strength drops to the same extent after fluctuating

tensile or compressive stress. The difference between compressive and tensile

residual strength due to the type of damage is independent of the cause.

Delaminations caused by the impact of hard objects also produce a greater drop

in compressive strength 5 33 .

If less extensive delaminations occur during preliminary loading the

differences between tensile and compressive residual strength are also less, as

shown by the results of residual strength tests of unnotched flat specimens of
0 0 0 0 0 0
0° , ±45 ° , 90 CFC in Ref 729 and of 0°  ±45 90 GFC in Ref 254.

Sendeckyi further points out that with numerous matrix cracks in ±450

layers the transverse residual tensile strength of 00, ±450 composites will

decline compared with the static transverse tensile strength, whereas these

cracks will not reduce the static longitudinal tensile strength517

3.2.2 Effect of laminate

In uni-directional composites repeated stresses in the fibre direction
530,765

do not produce a drop in residual strength . Loads which severely stress

the matrix and the fibre/matrix bond cause damage (matrix cracks, de-bonding)

which, eg in uni-directional composites reduce the residual bending strength
14 4

and in ±450 composites the tensile strength in the 0 direction to a greater
0 209

extent than in 00, 90 composites . As in the above examples, the differing

degree of stress on the matrix and fibre/ matrix bond also explains the differ-

ence in residual strength between unnotched specimens of 00 CFC and 00, +450 900

CFC under axial load in the 0 direction. As shown by a comparison of the

mechanical properties in Fig 3.2, a significant drop in tensile strength after

preceding fluctuating tensile stress occurs only in the multi-axial composite.

Corresponding to the differing development of damage in notched angle ply

specimens with and without 900 layer (see section 4), the residual strength is

1 also different. While in 00, ±45 ° composites without a 900 layer residual
CD

tensile strength after preceding cyclic loading in the fluctuating tensile range
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113,517,732 717 625
is greater in CFC 3

'
5  

, and in BFC is either the same or greater

than the static tensile strength, after a sufficiently long duration of stress

it becomes less than the static tensile strength in 00, ±450, 900 composites.

As a function of the load cycle the comparison of Fig 3.3 (composite with 900

layer) with Fig 3.4 (composite without 900 layer) shows the different develop-

ment of damage and correspondingly different change in residual strength. The

increasing compliance of the specimen in both cases is worth noting; however it
0is less in the composite without a 90 layer in accordance with the extent of

0damage. In composites with a 90 layer, damage leading to fracture extends over

the width of the specimen, while in CFC it emanates from the outer edges of

the specimen, Fig 3.3732 and in BFC increases from the edge of the hole towards
717 othe edge of the specimen 7

. In composites without a 90 layer faults propagate

frum the edge of the hole along the 00 fibres which border on the hole.

Section 4 deals in detail with development of damage in notched specimens.

3.2.3 Effect of notch

Among the most striking deviations from the behaviour of metals is the

increase in residual tensile strength of notched fibre composite specimens with

the duration of cyclic stress, compared with static tensile strength. The

literature contains relevant examples in Refs 113, 324, 508, 517, 625, 717 and

732, relative test results are shown in Figs 3.3 to 3.5. Fig 3.5 shows

residual strength after flight-by-flight loading for notched and unnotched BFC

apecimens, and Figs 3.3 and 3.4 the effect of single-stage cyclic stress on

residual strength and modulus of elasticity, in connection with the damage

arising during initial loading. As frequently observed508 '5 17 '6 25 '7 17 '730 '7 32

longitudinal cracks occur in the matrix along the 00 fibres bordering on the

root of the notch under repeated loading. The formation of these longitudinal

cracks and zones of damage in the root of the notch are clearly connected with

the observed increase in strength. For example, it was observed in Ref 517

in CFC specimens with a surface notch that residual strength becomes greater

than static strength as soon as the zone of damage caused by repeated loading

exceeds that occurring under monotonic load. Tests on GFC specimens with an

-dge notch50 8 also reveal this dependence on the size of damage. Zweben shows

on a model ]1 4 that shear cracks along 0 fibres generate a release of stress in

areas of concentrated stress by redistributing it. As is also confirmed
expeimenall 6 2 5

experimentally6  stress concentrations reduce as a function of the length of

114 0the longitudinal cracks and the laminate structure 41
u,

I
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Reifsnider 782 introduces an image for damage development which charac-

terises damage in two categories, a 'wear-in' and a 'wear-out' process. The

'wear-in' process comprises those phenomena occurring in the material under

stress which increase its load capacity (residual streigth), eg development of

damage at a hole. The 'wear-out' process comprises those phenomena occurring

in the material utider stress which reduce its load capacity, og fibre breakage,

matrix cracks. Naturally not all events contribute extlusively to the 'wear-out'

or 'wear-in' process. Many events which reduce stress concentration at the hole

reduce at the same time the load capacity of the material in this area. This

model image is presented in Fig 3.6.

The 'wear-in' and 'wear-out' processes are damage defined as such by their

effect on the residual strength (load capacity) of the fibre composite. At the

same time, however, stiffness drops monotonically with increase in damage

(fibre cracks, matrix cracks, delaminat ion, ,t C) . Nihe 'wt.ar-in' - 'wear-out' mode

model does not cover this drop in stiffness so it cannot be used in cases where

loss in stiffness of the structure is a criterion of failure.

3.2.4 Effect of number of cycles and load level

Initial cyclic stresses are applied in different ways in residual

strength tests:

\a) with different numbers of cycles at one level49 '113,530,732

(b) with constant numbers of cycles but at different

levels
202 ,205 ,209,508

224,391,533(c) with constant cycle ratio N v/NB at different levels

where NV  is the number of cycles of initial stressing and N B the

number of cycles to fracture, and

(d) with numbers of cycles of constant survival probability,
eg PU = 90% in Ref 729 at different levels.

In initial stress type (a) the level can be above or below the endurance

strength and thus determines the effect of the initial stress. In initial stress

type (b) the load level of the initial stress is limited by the fatigue strength

at the proposed number of initial stress cycles. Initial stress tests with

defined ratios such as the number of cycles of initial stress to mean number of

cycles to fracture (test type (c)) or with iumber of cycles of constant survival
0
4 probability (test type (d)) supply comparable results. Test results on unnotched

(-4
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50,224GFC specimens show, first, that for constant Nv/N B  the drop in residual
strength increases .ith reducing stress levels and, secondly, as expected the

drop in residual strength increases with increasing ratio Nv/N B  This finding

is illustrated in Fig 3.7.

If during initial stressing fatigue fractures occur due to a high value of

N vIN , the following consideration should be included in the interpretation of

the test results according to Ref 779.

It is assumed that the individual specimen takes the same order in fatigue

strength as in static strength. The 'weakening' (wear-out) of individual speci-

mens due to fatigue stress will then on the one hand lower the mean residual

strength and, on the other hand, 'elimination' of weak specimens through fatigue

fracture in initial stressing will raise average residual strength. Consequently

the event predominating in the test ('weakening' or 'elimination') determines

the difference between the static strength and the mean value of the residual

strength of the specimens not fractured during initial stressing. In principle,

'weakening' preponderates if Nv/N B values are low, and 'elimination' if

N /N values are high.
V B

3.2.5 On prediction of residual strength (see also sections 5 and 7)

Arithmetical methods of prediction are based on the models referred to

above. Neither the so-called 'wear-out' concept
1 13 nor other concepts

6 13'7 28'7 79

agree satisfactorily with experimental results. The 'wear-out' concept dealt

with most often in the literature is based on model ideas which according to

experience apply only to unnotched components, be where the residual strength

drops monotonically. In these cases there are some reports of good agreement

bet'-Aen theory and experiment 161,778,784. The 'wear-out' concept is based on the

following three assumptions:

H) Growth of damage is defined by:

dC = MCr
dt

where C = size of damage zone

t = time
M = ADr o 2r

max

A = constant

D = effective compliance
0

r = growth rate exponent

C m aximum stress

ma I
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(ii) The fracture criterion is defined by:

K = a/C/; K = toughness

(iii) The mode of damage remains constant.

The last assumption is an essential condition for correlation of the two

equations in the concept. The fact that these assumptions apply only with

reservations to fibre composite materials when, for example as reported in

section 4, local instabilities lead to fracture through delamination, raises

justified doubts as to the applicability of these methods of prediction to

fibre composite components. At present, therefore, conservative inspection
551

intervals are laid down for fibre composite components , the length of which

is decreed by empirical means, eg after residual strength tests of components
551,727in operation which can be removed and replaced easily . Further concepts

for the residual strength prediction of damage fibre composites with the aid of

methods based on linear elastic fracture mechanics are introduced and discussed

in section 5.

3.3 Mechanical properties after impact of objects

Fibre composite materials are used for fan and compressor blades as well

as for aircraft structures which are exp'sed to impact of hard or soft objects.

In practice impact of hard objects includes:

- gravel and hail,

- falling tools,

- rough handling,

- ejected engine parts,

- bombardment with small calibre weapons, and

- striking rocket parts.

Birds represent a common impact of soft objects. The energy which is

transmitted to a material on impact can cause elastic and non-elastic deforma-

tion. According to tests by the RAE 42 1 CFC and GFC are not inferior to metals

in regard to their capacity to absorb energy elastically, GFC is actually

superior to metals in this respect. As regards non-elastic absorption of

energy there is a marked difference between metals and fibre composites:

- metals can undergo plastic deformation before fracture,

C
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- modern fibre composites such as CFC consist of brittle fibres in a brittle

matrix and can therefore absorb energy non-elastically only by fracture

phenomena.

In these fracture phenomena local longitudinal cracks are

formed 42 1 643 772,780 ie cracks parallel with the fibres and transverse cracks,

ie cracks across the fibres (fibre fracture). Naturally local damage impairs

the mechanical properties of the composite. After impact of an object on a

fibre composite component different demands may be imposed, depending on the

purpose for which the component is used, including:

(a) high energy absorption capacity, ie total impact energy should be

absorbed,

(b) absorption of a large part of the impact energy before damage

occurs, and

(c) high residual strength and stiffness after impact.

To demonstrate (a) conventional resilience tests are suitable and for

(b) falling weight and shot tests. The results of tests from the literature

which concern (b) and (c) are discussed below. These are tests aimed at estab-

lishing the remaining mechanical properties after impact. For investigations

on the behaviour of fibre composites at and after impact of an object on the

surface of fibre composite components (impact resistance) the impact is simu-

lated in various ways in the laboratory. Falling weight tests are described in

Refs 106, 421, 533, 643, 771 and 780 and tests with firing equipment in

Refs 108, 146, 186, 421, 423, 733, 773, 774, 777 and 780. Impact energy is

varied by changing the weight in falling weight tests and by changing the

speed of the projectile in shot tests. There is no standardised procedure at

present for carrying out falling weight and shot tests.

3.3.1 Effect of impact energy

A diagrammatic presentation of the drop in residual strength and progres-

sion of damage over the speed of impact is shown in Fig 3.8. No drop in

residual strength is observed where impact energy is low. The range of this

impact energy (Range I) in which no damage is produced may be very small after

impact of hard objects on brittle materials (materials without plasticising

186capacity) 8
. In contrast, it may be very wide after impact of small soft

186objects, such as hard rubber spheres , see Fig 3.9. This range of impact
0
4,
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energy depends also on plate thickness and material. It is wider for thicker
643 186,421,3,7,7,8

plates , and for less brittle materials .1733,771,777,780 For example,

Range I is wider for metal materials generally used in aircraft construction and
146,733,777

for titanium matrix composites than for aluminium matrix composites

In the case of composites with plastic matrix it is wider for Kevlar fibres and
421,780

Kevlar-carbon hybrid composites than for pure carbon fibre composites4  
, as

shown in Fig 3.10.

Once damage occurs (chiefly cracks) tensile strength drops rapidly with

increasing impact energy to a minimum value (Range II, Fig 3.8). The greatest

drop in strength coincides with the maximum extent of damage (Range III). In

Range III the impulse transmitted to the plate is greatest and it causes the
421,780

greatest damage, ie the largest cracks or delaminations , see Fig 3.11.

At higher impact speeds (Range IV) the object penetrates the plate completely,

and the remaining hole diameter is virtually independent of the impact energy774

and thus the residual strength has reached a constant value. Results of com-

parative tests show that material parameters such as stress-strain behaviour,

fibre-matrix bond, mixing of layers of different fibre materials also have a

strong influence in Ranges II to IV on residual strength. It is a general rule

for composites that residual strength in these ranges incre- es with rising

breaking elongation of the fibre, for this reason residual strength behaviour of

CFC with HT fibre is better than that of CFC with HM fibre and glass and Kevlar

composites are better in this respect than CFC. Hybrid composites of CFC with

GFC or KFC layers laminated to them therefore have higher residual strengths

than pure CFC composites, see Fig 3.10.

3.3.2 Effect of loading

The impact energy at which the greatest drop in residual strength occurs

varies with the material and the type of stressing (tensile, bending, shear)42 |

Prestressing the target plate has a considerable influence on the minimum value

of residual strength. As results in Ref 186 and Fig 3.9 show, the minimum value

(Range III) gets smaller with increasing prestressing until finally the pre-

733,773stressing suffices to cause fracture of the plate on impact 7
.

In Range IV, in which the impact object penetrates the plate, the brittle

behaviour of modern fibre composite materials leads to clean punctures in

Lrn comparison with metals, while the size of the hole corresponds to the impact

7333 object, eg to the diameter of the striking steel spheres 7
. The resi6ual

I.
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strength of fibre composite specimens with impact puncture is therefore equal to

the strength of the notched specimen with a drilled hole.

In Range II the residual fatigue strength also drops in accordance with

residual tensile strength. Comparative tests between boron-aluminium and Ti 64
146show a far smaller decline in residual strength for the titanium alloy In

this range the drop in compressive strength is also greater than that of tensile

strength. For instance in Ref 533 with barely visible external damage twice the

drop in compressive strength was observed in 10, *45, 9013s CFC. Comparison with

the strength of notched specimens with different sized holes showed that,

in tension the residu'al strength of the specimen with impact damage is as

great as the stren,th of a specimen with a 3mm hole, while in compression

it is even less -han the strength of a specimen with a 25mm hole (specimen

width 76 mm).

The differenct between residual fatigue strength under varying tensile load

(R = +0.05), =iternating load (R = -1.0), or varying compressive load (R = +10.0)

was of the same order, see Fig 3.12. This effect of the type of loading is again

iased on the interaction of the predominant type of damage (delamination, debond-

ing, matrix crack, fibre fracture) and the type of stressing (tensile, compres-

sive, bending, shear). This relationship and its importance for determining the

damage tolerance of fibre composite components was discussed in section 3.1.

3.4 Summary

The essential findings on the mechanical properties of fibre composites in

a pre-damaged condition are enumerated below. Damage after initial stressing

and that caused by the impact of objects may be of different types. In deter-

mining damage tolerance it is therefore necessary to note that residual strength,

residual stiffness and other properties to be tested vary with type and direction

of loading, since this affects the damage incurred.

The most important results from investigations of the pre-loading of

fibre composite materials are:

- in notched specimens the residual strength can increase after repeated

initiA1 loading, j
- in open hole specimens of CFC angle ply with 900 layers residual strength

rises at first with increasing damage at the hole, but then drops with the t-3

start of damage at the edge of the specimen; without the 900 layer residual 1

LLeiigLh rises Lo the static strength of the unnotched specimen, -n

~~mwm
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- if the notch is sharp residual strength rises, as for the open hole

specimen, but the static strength of the unnotched specimen is not

achieved 732

- in unnotched specimens the drop in residual strength is greater at low

stress levels than at high,

- stiffness drops monotonically in unnotched and notched specimens with

increase in damage.

The most important results from investigations of fibre composite speci-

mens after impact of hard and soft objects are:

- compared with metals the drop in residual strength is greater,

- the specific tensile residual strength after impact is greater in fibre
773

composites than metals7 ,

- important parameters are:

a - E behaviour of materials, plate thickness, hardness of striking

object, fibre/matrix bond,

- the residual strength in Range III (Fig 3.8) of plates stressed on impact

is less than that of unstressed,

- residual compressive strength drops more in Range II (Fig 3.8) than

residual tensile strength,

- the residual strength of the composites increases with rising breaking

elongation energy of the fibres.

3.5 References

In this section the references evaluated in the preceding sections are

classified according to contents. Papers mentioned in the text are underlined.

Section 3.2

Mechanical properties after preliminary loading:

49, 224, 391, 523.

Section 3.2.1

Effect of type of stressing in preliminary loading and residual strength

o test:

.4 49, 96, 144, 202, 205, 209, 224, 254, 523, 530, 729, 737.
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Section 3.2.2

Effect of laminate:

204, 209, 391, 530, 717, 732, 783.

Section 3.2.3

Effect of notch:

113, 324, 508, 517, 547, 625, 717, 727, 732, 782.

Section 3.2.4

Effect of number of cycles and load level:

49, 50, 202, 205, 209, 224, 391, 508, 530, 729, 732, 779.

Section 3.2.5

On prediction of residual strength:

113, 161, 613, 728, 778, 784.

Effect of preliminary load and environment:

218, 517, 530, 727.

Effect of preliminary load and preliminary damage (impact):

186.

Drop in stiffness:

141, 184, 202, 205, 218, 224, 530, 625, 717, 729, 732.

Section 3.3

Mechanical properties after impact of objects:

332, 421, 423, 643, 772, 780, 106, 108, 146, 186, 533, 643, 733, 771, 773,

774, 777, 780.

Section 3.3.1

Effect of impact energy:

106, 146, 186, 421, 733, 773, 774, 777, 780.

Section 3.3.2

Effect of loading:

0
108, 146, 186, 533, 773, 733, 421. r
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Effect of material on residual strength after impact:

106, 108, 146, 186, 427, 643, 733, 773, 774, 777, 780.

Residual strength after lightning strike:

94.
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Fig 3.3 Relationship between residual strength, strain increase and
development of damage as a function of the number of cycles
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Fig 3.9 Residual strength after impact of hard and soft objects on
pre-stressed and non pre-stressed boron/aluminium plates
(Ref 186)
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4 DEVELOPMENT OF DAMAGE
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4.1 Review of types of damage, indications of damage and methods of
observation

Damage occurring in fibre materials as a result of loading and partly of

environmental exposure lies within the micromechanical range and consists of:

- fibre crack,

- fibre fracture,

- local transverse cracks through fibre and matrix,

- matrix crack,

- across the layer level along the fibres,

- in layer level, interlaminar (delamination) or intralaminar,

- interface crack,

- local longitudinal cracks along the fibres of a layer,

- debonding.

In the development from the initial damage to fracture, combinations of

the faults mentioned always occur so that the total damage process runs on all

three levels. A similar process occurs in metals in the generating phase of the

macro crack within the grain boundaries
7 28

Damage can also be recognised by local heating, sound emission and changes

in stress-deformation behaviour which occur on loading and can be measured.

Furthermore,

- loss of stiffness,

- change in resonant frequency,

- change in damping behaviour, and

- change in residual strength,

of prestressed specimens are indications of damage.

The development of damage described in the literature with crack observa-

tions and fracture image analyses is reported below. Conclusions on the predo-

minant type of damage and further subsidiary types of damage can be drawn from

the appearance of the fractured laminate. This also makes possible inferences

on the presumed development of damage, see Refs 623 and 728. The fracture faces

are examined either without or with magnification.

Position and extent of local damage before fracture are ascertained

effectively by the following means:

0

~.1
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- X-ray with the contrast medium 

Tetrabromethane (TBE)*,

- C-scan ultrasonic test,

- thermography.

Through the penetrating contrast medium X-rays show:

- matrix cracks across the layer level, and

- matrix cracks in the layer level (delamination),

- interface cracks, and

- fibre fractures in boron fibres (without contrast medium).

C-scan ultrasonic tests discover:

- matrix cracks in the layer level (delamination),

and thermography shows the increased generation of heat at the site of damage.

Cracks on the edges of notches and outside edges of the specimen or

running through the outer layer (across the layer level) can be observed
626,775

visually 6 '  Under load and with suitable lighting visual detection of such

damage is facilitated. Because of the transparency of glass fibres visual

observations of damage development in GFC are very productive since both matrix

cracks and fibre fractures are visible. Many investigations of damage processes

in fibre composites have therefore been carried out with GFC
14 1,16 6 ,20 9 ,2 24 ,2

5 4

More recent investigations deal predominantly with CFC and BFC5 17'5 23'5 32'62 3 ,

and6 25 ,7 17 ,2 58 since methods using X-ray with contrast medium and ultrasonic test

with C-scan equipment have proved suitable. Additional visual observations of,

eg the narrow sides of specimens and fracture image analyses give information on

the development of damage through the thickness. Findings on the development of

damage under monotonic and repeated loading of unnotched and notched specimens

are summarised below.

4.2 Development of damage under monotonic stressing

4.2.1 Unnotched specimen

As mentioned in secLion 6, interlaminar stresses occur in angle ply compo-

sites at the edges of specimens depending on the laminate structure. If these

exceed the strength of the matrix, delaminations occur at the edge of the speci-

mens. The delaminations observed in Refs 191, 523, 547 and 626 between 900 and
450 layers during tensile stressing were preceded by lateral cracks in the 900

* TBE is poisonous. It can affect development of damage on extended contact with
resin and fibre 730 , therefore it is necessary to rinse out the penetrating con-
trast medium before further stressing.

I
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layer. Starting from the ends of the lateral cracks, delamination cracks are

generated at the edges; at the same time these edge cracks can alternate from
o0 626one side of the 90 layer (via the 900 cracks) to the other side 2

. Delamina-

tion is also detected by an abrupt change in the slope of the a - c curve
547

shortly before fracture. Elongation was measured with adhesive strain gauges .

The angle ply composites [900, +45, 0], also tested in Refs 191 and 626 with

external 900 layers showed only slight interlaminar stresses under axial load in

0° direction and therefore did not delaminate.

Angle ply composites without 900 layers, with 450 layers separated by 00

layers showed extensive delaminations between 00 and 450 layers after tensile
728, 729

fracture

In static compression tests angle ply composites of [0, 45, 90, -451

structure fractured from buckling of the outer layers after their delamina-
728

tion . In the CFC mentioned so far the authors found no fibre fractures prior

to the fracture of the entire composite.

However, fractures of glass fibres were observed in uni-directional
GF141, 2 19

• It was possible to follow the entire damage process during mono-

tonic tensile stressing by visual observation of the illuminated specimen with

an optical microscope. The following faults were visible in the order of their

appearance:

(i) fractures of the weakest fibres,

(ii) microcracks at the surface of the resin, normal to the load,

matrix crazing*,

(iii) rapid increase in fibre fractures,

(iv) fusion of fibre fractures by transverse crack, followed by shear

cracks along the fibres, and

(v) total fracture.

Local stress due to impact of hard objects at low speed and objects at

high speed and the resulting damage is reported in Refs 643, 771, 772 and 773.

4.2.2 Notched specimen

Results of damage propagation investigations on monotonic loading of

notched specimens with holes cannot be found in the literature.

A

* A detailed explanation of this phenomenon is contained in Refs 141 and 219.
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Radiographs of tensile stressed CFC specimens with central slot show in

Refs 167 and 731 the damage occurring at the ends of the slot in [±4513s,

[0, ±4512s and 10, ±45, 9012s composites. The radiographs were taken at differ-

ent load stages during tensile stress. They show distinct differences in

development of damage for the three composites. A common characteristic is:

Composite Damage

[±4513s Formation of long matrix cracks along the fibres.

[0, ±4512s Formation of shorter matrix cracks than in

[±4513s' slight delamination along ±45 and 
00

fibres.

10, ±45, 901 Formation of:
2

- matrix cracks along 900 fibres over the width of

the specimen,

0
- matrix cracks along ±45 and 0 fibres, and

- greater delamination than in [0, ±451
2s*

For the last composite the maximum length of matrix cracks along the 900,

±450 and 0 fibre were measured at different stages of the test and plotted

against load as shown in Fig 4.1. The matrix cracks emanating from the notch

root grow most rapidly in the 900 layer.

4.3 Development of damage under repeated stressing

4.3.1 Unnotched specimen

4.3.1.1 Effect of fibre material and laminate structure

Uni-directional composites

Under axial strain-controlled loading in the varying tensile range develop-

ment of damage in uni-directional GFC flat specimens was observed with an optical

microscope in Ref 141. According to this three areas of different damage

development can be defined on the established Woehler line, see Fig 4.2. While

in Ranges I (N < 100) and II (102 < N < 106) faults which lead to failure are

generated at the first increase in load but such faults are not generated in

Range III ( N > 10 6) until after numerous load cycles. Damage at the first

increase in load develops in Range I as in the static tensile test. In Range II

microcracks form at the surface of the matrix, from which damage to failure is

propagated. This development of damage is shown schematically in Fig 4.3

-I_
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In Ref 166 uni-directional GFC and CFC bars were loaded with alternating

torsion under strain control up to critical losses in stiffness and critical

increase in damping capacity. The matrix cracks formed could be observed

satisfactorily in the illuminated GFC, but in CFC only if they were on the

* surface. First signs of matrix faults which lead to long cracks along the

fibres under continued loading were whitening in the resin below the surface of

GFC, and a fine white layer of ground resin along the line of the crack in CFC.

0 , 90 composites

In orthotropic composites delamination cracks emanating from the edge of

the specimen were observed before failure in Refs 209 and 224. In a GFC with

epoxide resin the predominant delamination of outer layers was greater under
209variable tensile range loading than variable compression range loading . In

GFC [0, 9018s matrix cracks developed parallel to the fibres in 900 and 00

8s . 224
layers before the appearance of delamination

Angle ply composites

The authors of Ref 254 observed the progress of damage in quasi-isotropic

GFC (0, ±45, 901s . Depending on the loading level, they found the following

under variable tensile load:

at

(a) Maximum stress > strength of the 900 layer (a0 > oB, 900)

(i) matrix cracks in 900 layer parallel with the fibres passing through

layer thickness and specimen width,

(ii) cracks in ±450 layers along the fibres, and

(iii) finally delamination, and

at

(b) o0 < OB, 900

(i) cracks in the matrix when N > I03 , and

(ii) delaminations following later.

The damage observed in cases (a) and (b) and the viscoelasticity of the

resin caused heating of the specimens.

After compilation of several visual, radiographic and ultrasonic observa- I
tions of damage development in composites with [(0, ±45, 90)s]2 laminate

sI2
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structure Sendeckyi (AFFDL) found in Ref 523 that matrix cracks and the

resultant delaminations (see also Ref 623) are the dominant mechanisms in damage

development in CFC. He postulates that on loading in the variable tensile

range, edge delamination cracks,

(a) occur in the first load cycle if its maximum stress (G0) is greater than

stress (a D) at which the start of delamination was observed in the static

test (a0 > aD), or

(b) occur during cyclic loading if a0 < aD , provided a0  is above the

stress level (aSD) at which delamination cracks are just generated on

repeated loading.

This stress aSD is presumed to be near the level at which first failure

of a layer occurs, since delaminations in [ (0, ±45, 90) S composites* are always
S n

preceded by the tearing of the 900 layer, as shown by many observations. Once

the weakest layer is split delamination cracks at the edge of the specimen first

grow most rapidly in the direction of load and then grow more quickly across the

load direction towards the longitudinal axis of the specimen. If the crack has

split the specimen its parts are usually asymmetrical in structure which pro-

duces warping. The related bending stresses increase the load on the external

00 layers and initiate fracture.

Delaminations have also been observed6 26 in angle composites with lesser

interlaminar stresses than in the [0, 90, ±451 structure. However, these
s

occurred in the plane of symmetry between 450 layers and at the edge of the

gripping area. The reasons have not yet been discovered.

4.3.1.2 Effect of type of stressing

In a CFC [(0, +45, 90, -45)s] 2 more extensive delamination and more dis-

tinct buckling of the delaminated outer layers were observed 728'7 29 under alter-

nating load with a constant negative minimum stress a than under variable

tensile load. Fracture always occurred under compressive load, shortly after

delamination cracks had been found, ie delamination occurred when 90% or more

of fracture life had been exceeded. In contrast, significant delamination did

not always occur under variable tensile stress and when it did the subsequent

load cycle to fracture could be large or small 7 29 . The authors therefore suggest

defining failure as the occurrence of delaminations under alternating load and

as the fracture of the specimen under load in the variable tensile range.

*Index n 2, 3 ...
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Under loads with negative minimum stress the observed delamination cracks

occurred primarily at the edge of the specimen on the plane of symmetry between

the -450 layers of the composite and were greater at low stress levels.

4.3.2 Notched specimens

4.3.2.1 Effect of shape of notch

The notch most frequently examined is a drilled hole situated in the centre

of the specimen. The damage processes observed in holes on repeated cyclic load

are reported in Refs 170, 258, 523, 532, 625, 717 and 732. Results of damage

development investigations in CFC specimens with slots at the edges and in the

centre of the specimen across the load direction are dealt with in Refs 730, 732

and 517 (surface crack). The following differences in the development of damage

were observed:

In composites [(0, ±45, 0) s  the damage (matrix cracks under ±450 and

delamination cracks) with symmetric edge slots grows directly into the nett

cross-section if a tensile-compressive load is applied; in contrast, for central

notches (slot and hole) and, under variable tensile load, also for edge slots,

it grows primarily in areas above and below the notches; longitudinal cracks

(matrix cracks along the fibres of the 00 layer) first emanate from the notches,

between which further damage is generated 517 '730 '73 2'5 32 . In composites with

additional 900 layers, on the other hand, the damage grows directly into the

nett cross-section even with central slots, while in the case of holes damage

first extends in the same way as in composites without 900 layers above and

below the hole, although here too 90 matrix cracks appear very early which run

from the 0 matrix cracks to the edge of the specimen.

4.3.2.2 Effect of fibre material and laminate structure

Observations in the literature show that development of damage in notched

specimens with holes depend on the fibre material. For comparisons between GFC

and CFC with the same laminate structure of 0, ±45 and 90 layers there are

radiographs in Ref 170 which were taken during the first four load cycles.

Differences refer to 0 matrix cracks and delamination cracks at the edge of the

hole. In CFC the composite delaminates between the 0 matrix cracks which were

generated previously along the fibres at a tangent to the hole. In GFC many 00

matrix cracks grow in the centre of the specimen emanating from the edge of the

hole, and layers delaminate uniformly around the hole.

C
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Observations of damage development during cyclic tensile load are avail-

able for comparison between BFC and CFC in Refs 258, 717, 523 and 732 for high

numbers of load cycles. In Fig 4.4 the damage processes compiled from the above

for BFC are compared with those for CFC angle ply composites. Comparison of the

damage processes shows in the main:

- in BFC delamination cracks are restricted to relatively small areas,

while

- in CFC relatively large delaminated areas can occur.

In composites with 900 layers the damage emanating from the edge of the

hole extends

- in BFC across the load direction (directly into the nett cross-section),

and

- CFC primarily in the direction of load.

4.3.2.3 Effect of type of stressing

So far damage processes have been described in notched specimens subjected
to cyclic stress in the tensile range. The literature5 32  also reports on

development of damage in notched specimens under alternating compressive stress.

It has been observed that in CFC with 00 and ±450 layers delamination cracks

first occur, as under variable tensile stress, between the outermost 00 layers

and neighbouring layers. As in unnotched specimens, however, further damage is

more intensive, ie delamination occurs between more layers than under variable

tensile stress. Radiographs of 0, ±45 fibres in the delaminated area are

described in Ref 732. Fracture of the laminate was initiated by the buckling of

delaminated layers as soon as their extension in the direction of load had become
532critical . A pronounced drop in stiffness under compressive loading, greater

than under tensile loading, was found by the authors of Ref 732 after repeated

loading with negative minimum stress in CFC specimens [(0, ±45, 0)2s] with edge

slots. Refs 517 and 730 also report on the development of damage under flight-

by-flight loading of notched CFC. Radiographs were taken during the test after

various loading periods. On these the maximum spread of visible damage was

measured 730 and plotted against number of cycles. This presentation shows major

differences in the growth of damage between [±4513s on the one hand and

[0, ±45, 9012. and [0, ±451 n the other, see Fig 4.5. While in ±450
2s 2s

laminates matrix cracks along the fibres grew to 10 mm in length before fracture
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occurred, in 10, ±451 2s and [0, ±45, 9012s, which had 1.5 times the fracture life

of the 1±451 3s the maximum extent of damage (matrix cracks along 00 fibres) was

less than 3.5 mm. Flight-by-flight tests in Ref 517 were performed on

[(0, ±45, 0)s13 composites with a surface notch at elevated temperatures. Radio-

graphs and ultrasonic scans (C-scan) show that the extent of the damage increases

with the test temperature.

The extent of the delaminations shown in Fig 4.6 serve as an example.

4.4 Summary

To summarise, the following can be established:

- Methods of damage observation used successfully are:

(a) visual observation,

(b) observation with optical microscope on illuminated CFC,

(c) X-rays with Tetrabromethane (TBE) contrast medium,

(d) ultrasonic test with C-scan equipment,

(e) X-rays with soft radiation and micrographs under the electron scan

microscope.

- Damage recognised by these methods of observation is

with (a) matrix cracks on the surface, delamination at edges, buckling

of delaminated external layers,

with (b) matrix cracks, matrix crazing, fibre breaks and delamination

in GFC,

with (c) spread of matrix cracks along fibres and extension of delamin-

ation in CFC,

with (d) extension of delaminations in CFC,

with (e) fibre breaks (X-ray) and matrix cracks (electron scan

microscope).

- Of the methods primarily used for CFC ultrasonic testing (C-scan) is

easier than radiography with a contrast medium,

- radiographic and ultrasonic methods show damage in two planes only, but

damage development in fibre materials is three-dimensional. Additional

visual observations of the narrow sides of hole and outside edges of the

C
09
Un
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specimens and fracture and micrographic analyses can give information on

the progress of damage through the thickness,

the formation of matrix cracks (across the layer plane) and the generation

of delaminations from matrix cracks are the dominant processes of damage

accumulation under repeated stressing,

delaminations begin primarily at the outside edges of specimens and edges

of notches because interlaminar stresses are high there. Once delamination

has started the damage process is accelerated until total fracture occurs,

in notched specimens damage always starts at the notch root and in

unnotched specimens always at the edge of the specimen,

development of damage emanating from notches is affected by the fibre

material,

matrix cracks at the notch root which run along the fibres in the 00

layer, blunt the notch,

in unnotched specimens with 0, ±45 and 900 layers development of damage

under monotonic load is similar to that under repeated load. In notched

specimens damage at the notch root is propagated along the 00 fibres under

repeated load. Under monotonic load propagation of damage along the ±450

or along the 900 fibres (if present) is dominant,

in angle ply composites with a central hole notch deveZopment of damage to

fracture is different in composites with 900 layers from that in compo-

sites without 900 layers,

compressive stresses under monotonic and repeated load cause more exten-

sive damage than tensile stresses; buckling of delaminated layers can

initiate the fracture of the laminate.

4.5 References

In this section the references evaluated in the preceding sections are

classified according to contents. Papers mentioned in the text are underlined.

Section 4.1

Review of types of damage, indications of damage and methods of

observation;

C'4 , 141, 166, 209, 224, 254, 258, 517, 523, 532, 623, 625, 626, 717, 728,

730, 775.
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Chapter 4.2.1

Monotonic load: unnotched specimen:

24, 141, 191, 219, 503, 523, 547, 626, 643, 728, 729, 771, 772, 773.

Section 4.2.2

Monotonic load: notched specimen:

141, 167, 219, 517, 730, 731.

Section 4.3.1

Repeated load: unnotched specimen:

49, 95, 141, 166, 168, 201, 208, 209, 210, 216, 224, 226, 254, 523, 538,

623, 626, 728, 729.

Section 4.3.2

Repeated load: notched specimen:

170., 220, 233, 258, 517, 523, 532, 625, 717, 730, 732, 775.
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Fig 4.4 (Table 1)

Comparison of development of damage in BFC and CFC angle ply composites;
cyclically stressed specimens"(T-T) with central hole

Composites C
with BFC CFC

00, ±450 1. Intralaminar cracks 1. Matrix cracks occur at hole edge which
layers (interface cracks) run across the layer plane along ±450 !

occur at edge of hole. fibres and along 00 fibres bordering the

2. Longitudinal cracks hole.

and local intralaminar 2. Interlaminar cracks (delamination) occur ,
cracks in ±450 layers at the edge of the hole between 0, +45 and
occur in narrow bands -450 layers.

parallel to load direc- 3. 00 matrix cracks which border the hole
tion and bordering the (longitudinal cracks) grow and 450 cracks
hole. grow at the same time into the gripping
3. In this area the area above and below the hole.
fibres in the ±450
which were not inter-
sected by the hole
broke.

00, ±450, 1. Intralaminar cracks I. Matrix cracks occur at edge of hole and

900 layers (interface cracks) run across th2 layers along the 900 and
occur at hole edge. ±450 fibres and along the 00 fibres

2. Intralaminar cracks bordering the hole.

in ±450 layers grow 2. 00 matrix cracks (longitudinal cracks)
from edge of hole into grow and 900 matrix cracks extending over
the nett cross-section the whole width of the specimen increase in
along the lateral axis number. They are particularly dense in the
of the specimen. hole area and grow up to the specimen edge.

3. Near the hole 00 Interlaminar cracks (delamination) occur at

and ±450 fibres broke edge of hole between 00, 1450 and 900

where intralaminar layers and at specimen edge between 900

cracks had occurred and neighbouring layers.

in ±450 layers. 3. Delamination at the hole extends
4. primarily between the propagated longitu-

Further away from dinal cracks. 1450 matrix cracks increase
theolsec(ion nly and grow from the edge of the hole across
cross-section) only the nett cross-section. Number of 900
where intralaminar cracks ha! increased further.

cracks had occurred 4. Delaminations and ±450 cracks grow
in ±450 layers. between the longitudinal cracks and with

them into the gripping area. At the same
time the delaminations emanating from the
specimen edge have grown more rapidly. They
finally penetrate the entire width of the
specimen.

,Fig 4.4

I
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5.1 Introduction

In aircraft construction the use of fracture mechanics methods in proving

the fatigue life and safety of metal structures is a matter of course. As a

result of the success of the technique the regulations for providing evidence of

adequate operational strength (eg MIL 83444) have been adapted entirely to the

use of fracture mechanics. However, structures of fibre composite materials

were expressly excluded. For civil aircraft construction AC20-107 of 10 July

1978, makes recommendations for demonstrating the operational strength of fibre

composite structures. In principle, the same procedure is suggested as for

metal structures, ie adequate damage tolerance for fail safe structures is to be

demonstrated by damage propagation and residual strength investigations. In the

absence of proven analytical methods (fracture mechanics) the emphasis should be

on experimental evidence.

The reason must be sought in the imperfect transferability of the experi-

mentally established behaviour of specimen bars to the behaviour of the compo-

nent when using the concepts of 'classical fracture mechanics'. Knowing the

damage mechanisms taking place in fibre composite materials, and the anisotropy

and properties which are very different from metals, the application of fracture

mechanics without certain supplementary features is not to be expected.

The aim of this literature evaluation is to provide a survey of the pre-

sent state of knowledge. The different approaches for prediction of damage

propagation under static and cyclic stress based on fracture mechanics

principles are compared. Purely empirical and analytical methods will be dealt

with. Mathematical formulations will be largely ignored. A concluding assess-

ment will point to conclusions for practical application and likely research.

5.2 Use of fracture mechanics for metals

To further a better understanding of the difficulties which can occur in

the prediction of damage propagation and residual strength of fibre composite
materials, the usual method for metal materials will first be explained.

The procedure for determining crack propagation life (the term residual

life is also common) of a component will be described with the aid of the flow

chart in Fig 5.1:

First the critical cross-section of the component and the (nominal) stress

distribution arising from the external loads have to be determined. After that C
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assumptions can be made on possible forms of cracking, based on practical

experience if available. Now an often very difficult intermediate step can be

taken - namely establishment of the stress intensity factor. The possibilities

for inspection determined by the structural design of the component and operating

conditions (accessibility) yield the magnitude of the initial crack lengths

necessary for life estimation which can be safely detected. (In place of this

quantity the crack length of damage discovered in operation can also be used.)

For the component material the fracture mechanics characteristics relevant to

the existing material condition and the operating conditions (temperature,

environment, loading speed, etc) must be known or determined experimentally.

From load assumptions (for new designs) or long-term measurements, data must be

provided on the load-time sequence and the loading spectrum.' The determining

factor for further calculation is the nominal stress spectrum in the critical

cross-section, as needed for proving fatigue strength. Further, the extent of

the maximum load possible in operation must be known.

The size of this maximum load governs the critical crack length established

from the breaking toughness with the aid of the equation for the stress intensity

factor. The residual life available is the time (or number of cycles) needed

for a fatigue crack to grow from the above mentioned initial crack length to

the critical crack length. This crack propagation calculation presupposes

knowledge of the crack propagation behaviour of the material as well as the

stress-time sequence (spectrum). The length of inspection intervals to be laid

down can be derived from the mathematical crack propagation life which is now

known, insofar as inspections can be carried out at all during operation.

Otherwise a crack propagation calculation can be carried out as evidence of

uncritical crack growth behaviour during the entire proposed useful life of the

component (safe-crack-growth-structure).

To summarise, it may be said that successful use of fracture mechanics

methods is assured only when the following points are known:

(i) the equation of the stress intensity factor for the assumed or

actual crack form,

(ii) applicable, statistically secured fracture mechanics material

data (breaking toughness and crack growth behaviour),

(iii) reliable data on operating conditions, especially on the time

sequence of loads,
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(iv) reliable crack growth calculation method,

(v) precise stress analysis for the cross-section in question,

(vi) trustworthy evidence on the precision of the inspection method

used.

In practice this is only so in exceptional cases even for metal structures.

Generally speaking, it is left to the experience of the user to make suitable

assumptions in place of missing information and to judge the accuracy of the

results thus achieved.

In the attempt to judge the applicability of fracture mechanics to fibre

composite materials it is not necessary to go into point (iii) of the above

conditions. The same applies to point (v), since this is dealt with in

section 6. Point (iv) must be modified for purposes of comparison since even

with isotropic materials there are uncertainties in crack growth prediction for

load-time sequences with variable amplitude.

5.3 Use of fracture mechanics for fibre composites

5.3.1 Special characteristics as compared with use for metals

The question arises in the case of fibre composites as to whether the

basic condition for the applicability of linear elastic fracture mechanics,

namely the validity of the equation: G = f(a. .)K2  can be satisfied at all.
c ij c

In this basic equation G is the critical energy release rate, K the
c C

critical stress intensity factor and a. elastic constants. Due to the

heterogeneity and anisotropy of fibre composite materials this equation is in

general not valid. A large number of investigations are therefore concerned

with this fundamental question (see section 5.5.1). If the composite material

can be assumed to be, eg homogeneous and orthotropic it is possible to relate
115 665 752G and K , as shown by Sih , Dahran and Kanninenc C

For this special case an anisotropy factor can then be determined for

establishment of the stress intensity factor. This factor calculated by

742Konish is shown in Fig 5.2 for a specimen with centre crack.

As a further criterion for the use of fracture mechanics many authors quote

the condition that the local zone of damage at the tip of the crack must be small

compared with the specimen (component) and that this zone does not have a major

adverse effect on the elastic stress distribution. This, according to,
114 0eq Zweben cannot be met if delaminations occur as a type of failure.

-rn-i
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Altogether the differing failure mechanisms seem to be the main obstacle to the

use of fracture mechanics concepts. Since these were described in detail in

section 4, the individual types of failure will not be dealt with further here.

Many authors deal with the mathematical establishment of stress intensity

factors, partly by means of finite element calculations, partly analytically

(see section 5.5.2). In the cases treated so many assumptions had to be made

regarding type of crack, laminate structure, material properties, etc, that it

is not yet possible to see the practical value of these results. An example of

such mathematical results is shown in Fig 5.3.

5.3.2 Fracture mechanics concepts for residual strength prediction

Some concepts being followed at present will be introduced below in order

in the first place to document the state of the art and, in the second place, to

explain the difficulties which occur in attempting to apply linear elastic

fracture mechanics to fibre composite materials.

The investigations of Waddoups et al described in Ref 770 of CFC laminates

with holes or slits showed that residual strength could be satisfactorily pre-

dicted for different cracks lengths if an equivalent crack length describing the

size of the damage zone was defined. But it was not possible to confirm fracture

toughness values derived therefrom for specimens with holes of different

diameters.

For residual strength prediction Whitney and Nuismer59 1,62 0 also took

account of the stress concentration factor and stress distribution at a notch

or crack tip. The idea behind their 'average stress' theory is that fracture

occurs when the average value of stress in the load direction (a u ) over a cer-

tain length (a0 ) has reached the tensile strength (aO ) of the unnotched material.

An example of their results is shown in Fig 5.4. Their test results with two

different CFC laminates agree very well with predictions using

KQ = 04rZ( - (f/f + a 0 ) 2

True, the constants a0 and a0  for the material and laminate structure

must be established experimentally.

L, Ref 753 Morris and Hahn treated, in a similar manner, cracks in two CFC

n laminates which sloped across the load direction. They quote for instance for
0 0

a 00, ±45 laminate the size of the damage zone a0 at which predictions most

closely agreed with the experiments as a = 1.25 to 2.87 mm.

LJ
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735
The theories mentioned so far, as well as that of Wu 3

, all require two

or more parameters to be established experimentally for each laminate. From the

start they do not raise any expectation of transferability to other laminates.

This is more likely to be expected of the following experiments which concern

themselves in more detail with stress conditions at the crack tip.

Wang and co-workers 739 ,752 used hybrid elements in order to carry out a

finite element stress analysis in layers. They found that outside a zone of

damage at the tip of the main crack the classicial I/rr stress distribution

obtained in the individual layers if they assumed that each displayed a homo-

geneous linear elastic and anisotropic behaviour. Within the damage zone, com-

parable with the plastic zone in metals, heterogeneous behaviour and the

formation of subsidiary cracks was admitted.

Mandell and co-workers tested experimentally in Refs 392 and 740 the

effect of subsidiary cracks (for example cracks parallel with the 00 fibres) and

delaminations on the fracture toughness of GFC, CFC, BFC and Kevlar laminates.

The observed effects of specimen thickness and specimen width were attributed

also to the different interlaminar shear stresses.

Wu 735 as well as Sih and Chen 75 1 used the strain energy - density concept

in order to determine the conditions for crack propagation and the direction of

crack extension in a material which is orthotropic outside the damage zone.

So far, however, it has only been possible to apply these micromechanical con-

cepts to uni-directional laminates.

One means of avoiding the difficulties arising with more complicated
752

laminate structure is contained in the model introduced by Kanninen . He

defines a local heterogeneous zone surrounded by a linear orthotropic continuum

(see Fig 5.5). Here the material properties of the fibres, the resin and the

interface are required to describe the properties of the local zone. Thus the

various failure mechanisms can be simulated locally. Comprehensive experimental

confirmation of the useability of this model is not yet available.

5.3.3 Fracture mechanics concepts for prediction of the spread of £

damage ander cyclic load ('crack propagation')

The difficulties described in 5.3.1 and 5.3.2 in the determination or

definition of a stress intensity factor for fibre composites affected by cracks

or damage suggest little likelihood at present of universally applicable fracture

mechanics treatment of fatigue damage propagation. This is demonstrated inter

alia by the extremely small number of references to this subject.
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Proof that, like metals, the measured crack propagation rates can be pre-

sented as a function of the range of stress of the stress intensity factor, in

the form of

dZ f(AK)
dn

has succeeded in few cases only. Investigations of GFC laminates (uni-

directional, 00, 900) by Mandell190 and Mandell and Meier 133 showed that crack

propagation in such materials takes place stepwise, that is from fibre bundle

to fibre bundle (lying in direction of load). They therefore developed an

approximation solution for prediction of crack propagation which takes account

of fracture toughness, (unnotched) fatigue strength and the local stress field.

Good consistency was shown between theory and experiment for all laminate types.

In a 'global' observation of crack propagation an exponential dependence on the

stress intensity factor was found.

417
Owen and Bishop achieved good results in describing crack propagation

behaviour of various GFC laminates by means of a fracture mechanics crack propa-

gation equation (Paris equation). However, they had to define an equivalent

crack length via compliance calibration curves, since the partially extended

damage zones at the crack tips did not permit crack length measurement in a true

sense. The specimens tested were central crack specimens (with saw cut), and

the crack opening in the centre of the specimen was measured with a clip-on-

gauge to indicate compliance.

537
A similar procedure was selected by Sturgeon when investigating a CFC

laminate. Residual life was determined by him too by the compliance change

(measured between grips).

747
Campbell and Cherry examined especially the processes at the crack tip

under cyclic load in various CFC laminates. They found different damage propa-

gation behaviour as compared with monotonic loading, which they attributed to

adiabatic heating at the crack tip. Crack propagation equations could not be

derived from their test results. This frequency-dependent behaviour was studied

intensively by Williams768 on BFC and Boron-Al.

Crack propagation tests of composite materials with metal matrix are

described in Refs 734, 736 and 737. Of these special emphasis should be given
to Kndal's " . .736

to Kendall's investigation for he demonstrated on specimens with different

laminate structure that the crack length visible on the surface of the specimen
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conforms well to the dimension of the broken 00 fibres. As in the case of most

metal matrix fibre composites crack propagation here too was collinear and trans-

verse to the direction of loading. For this reason it was possible to present

the test results in the form of a crack propagation equation. Not tested were

questions of transferability, effects of laminate structure, mean stress, etc.

5.3.4 Application of fracture mechanics to fibre composite components

Except for two examples described by Dharan in Ref 665 and the investiga-

tion by Porter 73 7 which applies the test results to the laying down of accep-

tance tests of fibre composite components (pressure tanks), the state of the art

is a long way from achieving successful residual life prediction by fracture

mechanics means. Even under favourable circumstances, such as available test

results of crack propagation and residual strength investigations on the same

laminate, the following obstacles prevent straightforward prediction for the

component:

- effect of size (edge effect),

- form of initial damage in operation,

- residual thermal stresses,

- effect of ageing and corrosion (environment).

This means that on the one hand there is no evidence of transferability

of results established with small specimen bars, and on the other hand damage

propagation is affected by a multiplicity of parameters not so far examined.

In the selection of material and optimisation of laminate structure

fracture mechanics tests have proved helpful, as for instance in the layout of
hybrid476,493

hybrid laminates and in the assessment or improvement of resistance to
77 1-7 74

impact damage

5.4 Conclusions

The application of fracture mechanics methods to fibre composites is

extremely complex since, in contrast to isotropic materials, failure depends on

fibre orientation and the mechanical properties of fibres, matrix and interface.

Symmctrical initial damage can therefore very well lie in an asymmetrical stress

field, which may result in damage propagation which is not transverse to the

load. Moreover this is not reproducible and can contain different types of

failure. Thus the application of concepts of linear elastic fracture mechanics

derived from isotropic homogeneous materials is excluded from the start.
4- L
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For those fibre composites which exhibit reproducible crack propagation

characteristics (one dominating failure mechanism) and which can be regarded as

homogeneous and orthotropic, linear elastic fracture mechanics -an be used. In

this case equations can be set up which link the crack energy release rate with

the stress intensity factor. Several fracture mechanics theories have been

developed to predict the critical stress produced by damage propagation (residual

strength). So far none of these theories is universally applicable, each having

been developed only for a definite laminate structure of one material and only

sparsely, if at all, confirmed by experiment.

The main conclusion must therefore be that a very great deal of intensive

research (experimental and theoretical) is needed to put the application of

fracture mechanics to fibre composite materials on the same level as for iso-

tropic materials.
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6.1 Introduction

In the manufacture of fibre composite materials the fibres (normally

glass, carbon, boron or Kevlar) are generally embedded in a plastic matrix

(eg epoxide or polyamide resin). The materials thus produced are fundamentally

diffLrent in properties and behaviour from the conventional, especially in the

following respects:

- A composite of fibres and matrix generally behaves anisotropically.

- No pronounced plastic area is usually discernible in the a - E behaviour

(since the fibres are frequently very brittle).

- The a - E line can be bent over its entire length (either progressively

or regressively), ie there is not necessarily a linear area.

- The scatter of static strength and the elasticity constants is greater as

a rule than in metals.

- Static strength can be different under tensile and compressive loading.

- The damage mechanisms occurring are quite different from those in con-

ventional materials, for instance:

- fibre fracture,

- fracture in the matrix,

- delamination (severing of the bond between individual layers),

- debonding (detaching of fibres from the matrix).

It is not possible, therefore, to simply transfer to fibre composites the

well known methods of determining the stresses and deformations occurring in

structural components. They must either be modified or quite new methods must

be developed.

The following literature evaluation is aimed at providing a first general

survey to the reader who is going into the special problems of calculation

methods for fibre composite materials. A particular effort has been made to

present clearly the phenomena which distinguish these materials from the conven-

tional. Extensive mathematical formaulations have been purposely avoided, they

can be gleaned from the literature mentioned. Furthermore, only those physica.

phenomena are discussed which can affect the fatigue strength of a laminate

(thus not, eg bending or bulging problems in fibre composite components).

0
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6.2 Establishing the elasticity constants of laminates

6.2.1 Survey

The aim of a mathematical investigation is as a rule to predict the failure

of a component. For a conventional isotropic metal structure one calculates the

stresses on the most heavily loaded part of the component with the experiment-

ally determined elastic constants E and v . If there is a multiaxial stress

condition a fracture hypothesis is used to determine a uniaxial stress which by

comparison with a static tensile test enables one to state whether fracture will

occur at the given state of stress or not.

Procedure for fibre composite materials is similar. In addition, however,

means exist of optimizing the elastic behaviour during the manufacture of the

laminate (by selecting fibres and resin, fibre content and orientation of the

individual layers). A parameter study to be carried out for this purpose must

comprise the following steps:

- establishment of the elasticity constants of the uni-directional indivi-

dual layer (assuming a uniform stress condition, at least El, E2, G1 2,

V12 v,2 1, from the elastic properties of fibre and matrix),

- transformation of these constants in the direction of the external load

unless the load direction coincides with an orthotropic axis of the layer

in question, and

- establishment of the elasticity constants of the laminate by superimposi-

tion of the elastic properties of the individual layers.

The following paragraphs go more fully into the necessary procedures and

the results thus achieved.

6.2.2 Uni-directional laminate or individual layers

Several papers deal with the calculation of the elastic characteristics of

uni-directional laminates or individual layers. Depending on the assumptions

required for derivation, the equations used in the individual methods differ.

They all have in common, however, that the laminate properties depend on the

fibre and matrix properties as well as fibre and matrix content. Empirical

constants can also play a part.

A detailed presentation of the problem including a parameter study and

0 comparisons with test results is found in Ref 339. The dependencies on the

... .
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influencing variables resulting from this parameter study are shown in Figs 6.1

to 6.3. The results of the study are:

- EI depends essentially on the modulus of elasticity of the fibres.

- E2 and G12 depend essentially on the modulus of elasticity of the matrix.

- The transverse strain factors of fibre and matrix do not affect El, E2 and

G12 significantly.

- The matrix fraction affects E,, E2 and G12 significantly.

- Misalignment of the fibres reduces E (not shown in Figs 6.1 to 6.3).

Comparisons with test results in Ref 339 show that the theoretical predic-

tions hold true with satisfactory accuracy, provided the empirical variables are

chosen skilfully.

The following can be observed in general:

- In the development of a uni-directional laminate or individual layer a

prior parameter study is necessary to achieve certain mechanical proper-

ties; the literature contains suitable methods of calculation, eg Ref 339.

- Since linear material behaviour of the individual components (fibres and

matrix) is assumed as a rule in such parameter studies (this means the

a - E line runs straight over the whole length, which is not precisely so

in practice), elasticity constants independent of load also arise for the

layer.

- If the laminate or the layer is to hand it is advisable to check the mathe-

matical prediction by additional experimental determination of the elasti-

city constants in the interests of accuracy of the theoretical investiga-

tions based on them.

If, as happens in many cases in practice, thp individual layers are

supplied by the manufacturer in the form of prepregs a parameter study to

optimize the fibre fraction is superfluous.

6.2.3 Multi-directional laminate

Since components of fibre composite materials are usually available for

practical purposes as real structures, most authors regard the conditions for a

level stress state as fulfilled. A detailed presentation in Ref 600 shows how

the general, three-dimensional law of elasticity 0

.1
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= S..0. (I)1 1J 1

or Q = QE .c. (2)

with 1, j = I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6

is converted into the much simpler law of elasticity of the biaxial stress con-

dition by omitting individual coefficients which can be regarded as negligible:

a = qij E2 (3)

12 12

For the uni-directional individual layer the components Qij are computed

from the moduli of elasticity and transverse strain factors determined in 6.2.1

(cp, eg Ref 600). If the load direction is at an angle to the 00 axis, there

are equations with which the transformed rigidity elements Qij can be deter-

mined in the load direction.

Taking account of the definition of force and moment usual for plates and

dishes, (3) yields the following material law for a plane load-bearing structure

(which applies both for an individual layer and a uni-directional or multi-

directional laminate):

N1 A 12 A12 A16 B11 B12 B16
N1 A2 A2 A6 Bi B2 B6 Isl

N 2  A12 A22 A26 B12 B22 B26 2

N 12 A16 A26 A6 6 B16 B26 B66  Y12

(4)

MIB11 B12 B16 D11 D12 D16 1
MI J BI B2 B6 D! D2 DI6 IK

M2  B12 B22 B26 D12 D22 D26 K 2

1 12 B16 B26 B66 D16 D26 D66 K 12L

IC
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where Nit N2  normal forces N 12 shear

EI' c 2  strains in neutral plane Y12 slip

M1, M2  bending mvrents M 12 torsional moment

KI' K2 curvatures K 12 twist

[A] strain stiffness matrix

[B] bending strain coupling matrix terms as Ref 597

[D] : bending resistance matrix

The equations for determination of the components of the sub-matrices
600,339,597

A, B and D can be found in the literature . It is a matter of equa-

tions for superimposition (parallel connection) of several layers, taking

account of the differing elasticity behaviour (c differing coefficients Q i

or Qi. ) and different layer thicknesses.

The unusual indexing is to indicate that in the transition from spatial

to plane stress condition parts of the components have been dropped

(eg AI13, A 14' A15$ B 13' etc).

Coverage of the stiffness matrix occurring in material law (4) gives

infcrmation on the deformation behaviour of a laminate. Some possible cases are

shown in Fig 6.4. Some explanations of the terms used there:

A material is:

- isotropic if it behaves the same in all directions ,aormal assumption for

a metal),

- orthotropic when there are three symmetry planes standing on top of one

another (eg a uni-directional laminate),

- anisotropic in all other cases.

For fibre composite materials the following additional terms are used to

characterise the laminate structure:

- 'balanced' if for every layer of the laminate with orientation +e there

is a layer of the same thickness with orientation -0 (as Ref 502), and

- symmetrical if the median plane of the laminate is also the plane of

symmetry.

LI
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A laminate which is symmetrical and balanced is called a 'balanced angle

composite' according to Ref 609.

Fig 6.4 after Ref 546 shows the deformation behaviour of laminates under

tensile and bending stress, where the validity of material law (4) is assumed.

In principle the following deformations can occur:

- strain in two directions (tensile deformation)

- slip (shear deformation) disc deformations

- curvature round two axes (bending deformation)
and plate deformations

- twisting (torsion deformation)

In a general laminate structure as Fig 6.4 all these deformations arise

both under tensile and bending load (complete coupling of deformation and force

values). In symmetrical laminates the disc values (membrane values) are

uncoupled from the plate values (bending values), ie the bending-strain coupling

matrix B becomes zero. This also applies to the laminates used in practice. As

a rule, however, it is not a case of true orthotropic laminates but pseudc

orthotropic:

For if a laminate contains ±e layers it is no longer symmetrical to the

planes lying vertically to the median plane (since the ±e layers do not lie in

one plane); thus the condition for orthotropy is not met. In deformation

behaviour this is expressed by a coupling between bending and torsion

(cp Fig 6.4), the effect of which according to Ref 600, however, decreases with

increasing number of layers (because the asymmetry of individual layers then

plays a subordinate role).

Apart from the laminates shown in Fig 6.4, there are the so-called quasi-

isotropic composites. Here the fibres are orientated in n directions

(minimum 3) inclined at an angle 1800 /n. If also the structure about the median

plane is symmetrical and if all layers are of the same thickness, then such a

laminate behaves like an isotropic material under load with membrane forces, ie

E = E E12

12 '21 compare Ref 597

a p iE, 2 (1 +)

applies.
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A very detailed explanation on completing the stiffness matrix as a func-

tion of certain symmetry properties over and above the cases shown in Fig 6.4

will be found in Ref 603. This also deals with determination of the stiffness

components.

Equations to determine the elasticity constants for a triaxial stress con-

dition are contained in Ref 600. A method which determines the elasticity

constants by the use of finite elements and applies it to short fibre laminates

is described in Ref 85.

In conclusion it can be stated:

- As a rule plane type load carrying structures of fibre composite materials

are based on a level stress condition.

- The elasticity constants of these load carrying structures are obtained by

parallel connection of the individual layers (corresponding to parallel

connection of springs).

- Determination of the elasticity constants for a triaxial stress condition

is more complicated, partly because additional mechanical characteristics
of the individual layer must be known (E3, G1 3 , G23 , 13' 23) "

6.3 Stress analysis

6.3.1 Stress analysis for unnotched laminates

Stress analysis of a fibre composite component can be considerably more

demanding than an isotropic material because of the inhomogeneous structure,

depending on the findings one expects. In certain circumstances it may be

necessary to detect local micromechanical stress peaks (which occur, eg between

fibre and matrix) since unlike metals these cannot be removed by flow processes

in the material.

In the stress analysis of plane load-carrying structures the assumptions

on which the standard methods of the plate and dish theory are based are fre-

quently applied to fibre composites too, namely that

- a uniform stress condition and linear-elastic material behaviour (validity

of the law of materials (4)) are present,

- there is no elongation in direction of thickness (E 3 = 0), and

- the cross-sections remain level (linear displacement distribution through

the thickness).
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As a rule the following are also assumed:

shear stiffness (vertical position of the cross-sections on the median

plane),

- thin walls, and

- small deformations (theory first order).

How far all these assumptions apply to fibre composite materials does not

appear to have been clarified satisfactorily. If one assumes they are valid,

however, stress analysis can be carried out for discs, plates or dishes with

the standard methods for plane load-carrying structures, when the necessary

elasticity constants of the laminates in question must either be measured or

determined theoretically, eg by the methods introduced in 6.2.

If stress distribution is to be determined in geometrically complicated

load-carrying structures or in the vicinity of discontinuities (cp 6.3.2), the

use of finite element methods (FEM) is usually unavoidable. But that this may be

necessary even in simpler cases is clear from various investigations, compare

for examples Refs 52, 479 and 558. Fig 6.5 shows the stress and displacement

distributions in bending specimens of aluminium and uni-directional carbon fibre

composite respectively, established with the use of a two-dimensional finite

element method. While the linear stress distribution over the cross-section

assumed in the classic elasticity theory of the transverse beam does actually

take place in the aluminium specimen, there is an irregular stress distribution

as well as displacement of the neutral plane into the tensile zone in the carbon

fibre laminate. Furthermore the cross-sections no long remain level. In Ref 558

the difference in behaviour of the laminate is explained by:

- the high E/G ratio (E/G is almost 40), and

- the fact that the conditions for the use of the elasticity theory and the

limiting conditions assumed are not met.

It becomes clear from this example that the assumptions valid for isotropic

materials cannot simply be transferred to fibre composites. In certain cases it

is even necessary to work on the basis of a triaxial stress condition in

real load-carrying structures.

The definition of the stresses occurring in a lamitcate in a general tri-I axial stress condition is shown in Fig 6.6. It is a question of:

LI
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- intralaminar stresses which are transmitted by fibres and matrix and can

produce failure in the layer plane, and

interlaminar stresses which are only transmitted by the matrix and can

cause the layers to separate.

In an analysis based on a uniform stress condition intralaminar stresses

only are taken into account. No information is obtained on the effect of inter-

laminar stresses which play a part at least at loading points, holes and free

edges ('edge effects'). If one departs from a uniform stress condition the

interlaminar stresses can also be determined. In the literature evaluated this

calculation is carried out for instance for a flexibly mounted plate with two

free edges under axial335526562 or bending load250 '5 77

In Ref 335 two analytical methods of determining interlaminar stresses are

compared with a difference equation, using an axially loaded [±45] laminate as
S

an example.

The following applies to the three methods:

Method A : triaxial stress condition, analytical solution.

Method B : modified biaxial stress condition, analytical solution.

Method C : triaxial stress condition, solution with finite differences as

Ref 526.

A comparison of the numerical results is shown in Fig 6.7 (the stresses

not mentioned are negligible at the layer boundary examined). It should be

noted that with method B mean stresses are determined and shown, with methods A

and C local stresses and their maxima. But it is clear in all cases that inter-

laminar shear stress T 13 can become very great at the edge of the specimen.

Possible separation of the layers will thus emanate from there. With method C

the axial displacement distribution over the thickness of the laminate was also

established in Ref 526. The result is shown in Fig 6.8a. It follows from this

that the assumption that the cross-sections will remain level to the edge of

the specimen is progressively less fulfilled.

Fig 6.8b, also from Ref 526, shows the dependence of the interlaminar

shear stress T 13 on the fibre orientation angle e . One notices that at

6 -60 ° the direction of this stress is reversed. For e 60 ° 0 becomes

zero, as for 0 0° or 0 = 90° -3

0

*2o

..... ... ] .... .... . ' i d . . .. . 0 .. . .. e ' ' . ... . . .. . . .. -..... .. l i . . .. . a / . .. . .. . ..... .. . ..
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The investigations carried out on interlaminar stresses lead to the

following conclusions:

in Ref 562

- the size of the interlaminar stresses depends on fibre orientation and the

sequence of the individual layers ('stacking sequence'),

and in Ref 526

- interlaminar stresses occur at free edges of laminates and fade towards

the centre,

- depending on the fibre orientation relatively high interlaminar shear

stresses may be necessary to enable shear transmission between individual

layers to take olace,

- it can be expected that these high stresses in the vicinity of the free

edge will cause delaminations, especially under cyclic load.

These results show that even for relatively simple load-bearing structures

of fibre composite materials it may be necessary to use extensive methods of

calculation (eg FEM) to determine stress. The use of simpler procedures (such

as the classic elasticity theory) frequently fails because the edge conditions

cannot be met satisfactorily. The importance of FEM is even greater for stress

analysis in the vicinity of changes in the cross-section (eg notches).

6.3.2 Stress analysis around notches

In isotropic materials the stress concentration factor ak is defined

as the ratio of maximum tangential stress at the notch to nett stress in the

notched cross-section. The introduction of such a stress concentration factor

becomes very problematical for multi-directional laminates, since both the nett

stress and the stress distribution around the notch are very different in the

individual layers. Furthermore because of the non-isotropic behaviour of these

materials in contrast to metals the material constants (of fibres and matrix)

also influence stress around the notch. This effect can be recognised in

Fig 6.9. The increase in stress at the side of the hole rises in proportion

to the stiffness of the fibres in comparison with the matrix, ie the greater the

ratio E I/E2 or the deviation from isotropic behaviour (for a carbon-epoxide

laminate the stress is greater by a factor of approximately three than for an

isotropic material). Apart from this, the rise in stress depends on the angle

between direction of fibre and load. This connection is shown in Fig 6.10.
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It will be seen that the stress at the lateral hole edge is greatest if the

direction of load is parallel to the fibres. Fig 6.10 also shows the points at

the edge of the hole where the first damage is expected. (This prediction is

made by using a fracture hypothesis for uniaxially loaded notched laminates

deduced in Ref 62.) According to this failure in most cases does not arise at

the location of maximum conrentration of tensile stress, but is governed by an

unfavourable combination of longitudinal, transverse and shear stresses at the

edge of the hole.

For multi-directional laminates satisfactory theoretical determination of

stress distribution at notches is possible only with relatively onerous methods.

This emerges, eg from an investigation in Ref 253 in which different methods are

used and compared to determine the circumferential stress at the edge of the hole

of a (-45, +45) laminate. These are:s

- a two-dimensional isotropic calculating method,

- a finite element method with three-dimensional isotropic elements, and

- a finite element method with three-dimensional 
anisotropic elements.

The result of the comparison is shown in Fig 6.11. This shows that,

judged by the anisotropic method, both isotropic methods are equally unsuitable

for description of the anisotropic material behaviour.

In multi-directional laminates interlaminar stresses occur at the edge of

the hole as well as at free edges. An investigation will be found in,

eg Ref 258. Fig 6.12 shows the T23 distributions at the edge of the hole of a

[0, ±45, 01 laminate established theoretically in this paper. The shape and

the absolute size of these distributions differ in each layer and between the

individual layers. The maxima of T23 in the case examined are about 10% of

the normal stress in the gross cross-section.

To summarise:

A most accurate determination of both the intralaminar and interlaminar

stresses at the edges of holes or cutouts in multi-layer fibre composite

components demands three-dimensional analysis, eg with anisotropic finite

elements.

The interlaminar stresses occ-urring at these edges may assume great

importance in respect of the life of a cyclically stressed component.

They should therefore be taken into account when using a failure -

hypothesis.
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6.3.3 Stresses caused by environment

(a) Preliminary remarks

In conventional structures thermal stresses can occur due to changes in

the ambient temperature if expansion of a component is prevented. The same

effects arise in multi-directional fibre composite materials due to the differ-

ing thermal expansion behaviour of the individual layers. Further, internal

stresses can occur if the moisture concentration in the laminate changes. The

combined effect of a change in moisture concentration and a change in tempera-

ture can be defined as follows:

The elasticity law (2) quoted in 6.2.3:

a.i = Q ijj (2)

when taking account of temperature and moisture concentration as in Ref 566 is

converted into:

a. = Q ij[C. - a .T(z,t) - 6 M(z,t)] (5)

where C. temperature expansion coefficient
J

B . : moisture expansion coefficient
J

T(z,t) temperature distribution

M(z,t) : moisture concentration distribution.

Formal detection of changes in moisture is therefore similar to detection

of temperature changes when determining the stresses in a laminate.

(b) Example: Moisture absorption by a laminate

Fig 6.13 shows the moisture as well as longitudinal and transverse stress

distribution in individual layers following moisture absorption from the environ-

ment for a [00, ±4501s laminate. The longer the specimen is exposed to the

moist environment, the more uniform the distribution of moisture becomes in the

laminate and also the (theoretical) stress distribution in the individual layers.

When a constant moisture content is finally reached over the laminate cross-

section, however, the stresses do not become zero (because the differently

orientated layers expand differently in the various directions due to their

anisotropic behaviour). When using fibre composite components penetration of

moisture should therefore be prevented by suitable surface treatment, especially

as it must also be expected to detract from the fatigue strength of the laminate.

L4
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(c) Thermal stresses during cooling after curing

A frequent and decisive case for the residual stresses present in the

laminate in which thermal stresses can occur in fibre composite materials is the

cooling of the laminate after curing. A method for theoretical determination

of the strains and stresses arising is described in Ref 579. In view of the

relatively wide temperature differences, it is necessary to take account of the

dependence on temperature of the elasticity constants and the temperature

expansion coefficients in the longitudinal and transverse directions. In

determining these relationships one usually has to resort to measurements.

Fig 6.14a compares theoretically predicted thermal expansions with

experimentally established ones. This yields very satisfactory agreement. In

Fig 6.14b after Ref 569 the transverse and shear stresses, calculated after

curing, for cooling of a carbon/polyimide laminate are given, when it transpires

that the transverse breaking strength can be exceeded, although actual measure-

ments yield lower stress values. The calculation is based on the supposition

that the laminate is stress-free at the curing temperature (an assumption which

is probably rarely justified).

(d) Conclusions

In conclusion the following may be asserted on the 'hygrothermal'

behaviour (behaviour under moisture and heat) of fibre composite materials:

- A change in the moisture content or temperature of fibre composites causes

distortions and stresses in the laminate.

- Particularly in the cooling process after curing these may reach a con-

siderable size (because the temperature drop is relatively large).

- If the occurrence of these stresses cannot be prevented (for instance by

protecting the surface from moisture), one should at least be clear as to

their presence and size and take due account of them in stress analysis or

damage prediction.

6.4 Failure prediction

6.4.1 Failure prediction for uniaxially loaded uni-directional laminates

Failure can occur in a uniaxially loaded uni-directional laminate due to

exceeding: 3

- tensile strength in longitudinal or transverse direction,
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- compressive strength in longitudinal or transverse direction, or

- intralaminar shear strength.

In order to obtain evidence on the failure of such a laminate these

strengths, therefore, have to be determined either theoretically or experiment-

ally (if the laminate is already available) and compared with the stresses

arising from the external load.

Theoretical formulae for calculation of the strengths are given in Refs 26

and 424. The following parameters are relevanti

- volume fraction, size, number and distribution of fibres and voids,

- elastic properties (E, G, v) and strength properties (breaking strength,

breaking strain) of fibres and matrix,

- and adhesive power of the fibres in the matrix and residual stresses in

the laminate.

The reduction in strength by voids rests on the stress concentrations pro-

duced in the matrix as well as the loss of cross-sectional area. An example of

the size of the stress peaks caused by fibres and voids is shown in Fig 6.15a.

Fig 6.15b shows the dependence of transverse tensile strength of a uni-

directional laminate on fibre and void volume fractions. It emerges that the

strength across the fibres diminishes with increasing fibre fraction (and

increasing void fraction).

A case dealt with very frequently in the literature is failure of a uni-

directional laminate under compressive load. Here as a rule the buckling of the

fibres in the layer plane (micro-bulging) is investigated in addition to pure

compressive failure of the fibres or the matrix. According to Fig 6.16a two

different cases may occur, namely failure of the matrix due to transverse ten-

sion (opposing fibre buckling) or due to shear (synonymous with fibre buckling).

Various methods of calculation are compared in Ref 120 for the theoretical

establishment of the failure stress for these two cases, the individual authors

starting from different preconditions. One, for example, makes the following

assumptions:

The fibre volume fraction is so small that there is no reciprocal influ-

if ence of the fibres and the surrounding matrix can be regarded as

infinitely large.

Ii!
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- The fibre diameter is so small compared with its length that the fibre

can be regarded as infinitely long.

- Fibres and matrix behave homogeneously and isotropically; therefore the

classic linear elasticity theory applies.

No torsion moment is transmitted to the fibre by the matrix.

Another author regards the fibres as beams on an elastic bed. In both

cases the stresses transmitted from the matrix to the fibre are determined by the

three-dimensional elasticity theory. Other authors use two-dimensional formulae

to determine the failure stresses. As indicated in Ref 120, these methods can

only be regarded as first approximations to the practical circumstances.

A comparison between measured and calculated results by a two-dimensional

theory from Ref 77 is shown in Fig 6.16b. This reveals that quantitative predic-

tion of compressive strength is possible, but that there is also a relatively

wide scatter of test results. Furthermore, with increasing proportion of fibres

discrepancies between calculation and experiment grow even wider.

The methods for theoretical prediction of static strength of uni-

directional laminates only make sense under uniaxial load. If a uni-directional

laminate is stressed multiaxially the use of a fracture hypothesis is essential

as a criterion for possible failure, just as it is for isotropic materials or

multi-directional laminates.

6.4.2 Failure prediction for multiaxially loaded uni-directional and
multi-directional laminates using fracture hypotheses

In isotropic materials a stress condition in any rectangular coordinate

system produces the same material stress as that stress condition which arises

from transformation in the principal stress directions (in return the shear

stresses equal zero). However, this statement does not apply to anisotropic

and orthotropic, ie non-isotropic, materials. When using a fracture hypothesis

for these, therefore, it is not possible to calculate with principal stress

conditions and the normal and shear stresses parallel to the anisotropy principal

axes must be used to determine the stress on the material (cp Ref 599).

Comprehensive presentations of the fracture hypotheses normally used for

fibre composites are to be "ound, eg in Refs 14, 45, 248, 557 and 595. In

Ref 557 these are broken down into fracture hypotheses based on:

- mean stresses in a laminate, -
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- mean stresses in an individual iayer, and

- micromechanical stresses.

Fracture hypotheses based on mean stresses in a laminate are not founded on

physics. They are merely expansions of known methods for isotropic materials or

are based on empirical experience.

With them it is only possible to say whether the laminate as a whole will

fail or not. If mean stresses in a layer are considered it can be predicted

which layer will -ail but not whether failure occurs in the fibres or the matrix.

The equations which provide the criterion for the failure of a laminate or

layer according to these fracture hypotheses generally describe, if a uniform

stress condition is assumed, ellipsoids or ellipsoidal figures, the so-called

'fracture curvcs'. These are shown in Fig 6.17. Even for a uniform stress

condition these are spatial and not plane curves as for isotropic materials,

since due to the anisotropy the 'interaction' of the three stresses Gi, a2

and T 12 has to be considered and transformation to principal stresses is not

possible.

As indicated by Fig 6.17, the failure of a multi-layer composite (laminate)

can either be predicted by:

- starting with the mean stresses in the laminate, determining experimentally

the free parameters of the equation describing the fracture hypothesis and

thus determining the fracture curve (Fig 6.17a); this then applies only to

the particular laminate structure in question, or

- arriving in the same way at the fracture curve for an individual layer and

obtaining the fracture curve for any required laminate structure by super-

imposing individual layers (Fig 6.17b).

If there are differing tensile and compressive strengths in a material, it

may be possible to cover this, eg by shifting the fracture curve out of the

coordinate origin (cp Ref 557). Incidentally, all fracture curves can also be

presented as bands of plane curves with T12 as parameter (cp, eq Ref 599).

If it is intended with the aid of the fracture hypothesis used to produce

information not only as to whether failure or damage will occur, but also on the

type of damage and the physical processes on which it is based, then the local

stresses, eg between fibre and matrix (micromechanical stresses) must be con-

sidered. Investigations pointing in this direction are made in Ref 607, where

the criteria are quoted for:
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- fibre fracture,

- failure of matrix, and inter-fibre fractures

- failure of interface fibre/matrix I

Similar expressions are found in Refs 557 and 608 where it is assumed that

stress parallel to the fibres causes fibre fracture and a combination of the

normal stresses and the shear stress the inter-fibre fractures.

A difficult problem in the use of every fracture hypothesis is the defini-

tion of the damage in itself. Thus it is possible to imagine a case where a

layer lying across the direction of loading fails completely but the load-

carrying behaviour of the laminate does not decrease in practice (for example

failure of the 900 layer of an axially loaded [00, 900] laminate). On theS

other hand, the shear carrying capacity of a layer or parts of a layer may equal

zero due to matrix failure while the fibres transmit the normal tensile stresses

satisfactorily. In a case like this it is very difficult to judge the remaining

load-carrying capacity of a component reliably.

If the use of a fracture hypothesis yields first damage (eg the failure of

one layer) there are two possible means of proceeding, namely:

- one can either take the view that there is total failure of the laminate

(under static load which is further increased this will in fact frequently

be the case, since further damage will occur after a short time and the

static fracture of the entire laminate will follow very rapidly),

- or one can regard the failure of a layer as 'first damage', re-determine

the elasticity constants of the layer in question and the whole laminate,

calculate the new stress distribution and determine the next damage occurr-

ing by renewed use of the fracture hypothesis. Theoretically this proce-

dure can be repeated up to prediction of total failure. Although in

practice it is likely to prove very complicated to describe such a damage

mechanism realistically with the aid of mathematical models, particularly

if, for example, the symmetry of a laminate is lost on failure of a layer,

which causes the material law to change considerably and thus bending

stresses and deformations to occur in a purely axially loaded laminate

(cp Fig 6.4).

In conclusion the following can be asserted on the use of fracture hypo-

theses for fibre composite materials:
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The fracture hypotheses used most frequently in the literature are based

on mean stresses in a laminate. They are in part expansions of the frac-

ture hypotheses applicable to isotropic materials.

The evaluation of the individual fracture hypotheses is very difficult and

associated with a large number of experiments. Comparative investigations

are only incidentally available in the literature evaluated.

In order to obtain more information on the physical processes in the

failure of a laminate there is a tendency to regard first the damage in a

single layer (failure of the fibres or matrix) and draw from this conclu-

sions on the laminate.

To determine the constants in the equation describing the fracture hypo-

thesis a greater or lesser number of experiments with different combinations

of the stresses c|' 02 and T12 is necessary in every case. The Aim

should be to find a fracture hypothesis applicable to any required fibre/

matrix combination if the relevant constants are entered in the equation.

Since laminates as a rule are treated as plane load-carrying structures in

stress analysis, the use of fracture hypotheses has hitherto also been

restricted to plane stress conditions.

So far there is no fracture hypothesis in existence which applies to

failure under cyclic loading. Taking over fracture hypotheses for static

loading does not appear to be justified. Thus in experimental investiga-

tions, for instance, a rise (and no drop) in static residual strength of

notched specimens has been observed, an indication of different damage pro-

cesses under static and cyclic load.

6.5 Conclusions

As already mentioned in the introduction, the experimentally established

elasticity constants and breaking strengths are subject to greater scatter in

fibre composites than in isotropic materials (according to Ref 558 a scatter of

±15% must be expected). This is probably due primarily to:

- different type and frequency of faults (pores, air bubbles, etc), and

- different fibre and matrix content

of the individual specimens.
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In mathematical calculations it is usual to assume ideal material proper-

ties. The assumptions necessary as a rule have been extracted from a table in

Ref 339:

- The fibres are parallel and of infinite length.

- There is an ideal bond between fibres and matrix.

- The laminate contains no air bubbles or inclusions of foreign matter.

- Fibres and matrix consist of homogeneous, isotropic and linear-elastic

materials.

- The uni-directional laminate or the individual layer is quasi-homogeneous

it no stresses occur between fibres and matrix (microstresses).

- The bonding of the individual layers of a laminate is ideal.

- As a rule a uniform stress condition is assumed.

Differences betweenrheoretical predictions and test results must in many

cases be ascribed to these assumptions. Departure from these ideal states, even

if it is possible at all, is very costly (change to FEM with three-dimensional

elements, etc). The phenomena which cannot be covered theoretically by the

assumptions quoted (eg inclusions, air bubbles, non-adhering fibres, interlaminar

stresses, etc) in many cases, however, determine the fatigue strength of the

laminate.

For this reason the following aspects which car. be decisive for fatigue

strength do not appear to have been investigated adequately:

The literature evaluated deals with relatively simple laminates with few

layers only as a rule. For many effects (eg bending deformations on

failure of a layer, interlaminar stresses, thermal stresses, etc) it is

therefore not known whether they have the same significance for the

behaviour and failure of the laminate in composites used in practice.

So far there are no findings on the effect of micromechanical stresses

(eg between fibre and matrix and in the vicinity of defects) on the fatigue

strength of a laminate.

The dependence of the fatigue strength of a laminate on the interlaminar

stresses present is not known.

N.

jC
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- Triaxial stress conditions have hardly been examined, either in stress

analysis (exception Ref 519, preliminary work in Refs 246 and 589) or in

the development and testing of fracture hypotheses.

- There is no fracture hypothesis describing the failure of a laminate under

cyclic stress.

In the interests of optimum dimensioning of a laminate from the point of

view of fatigue strength it appears logical to extend future theoretical and

experimental research to these problems in increased measure.

6.6 References

The literature evaluated in the preceding sections is classified according

to contents. There is no order of priorities, but the papers mentioned in the

text have been underlined. References with finite element methods are shown in
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7.1 Introduction

Very comprehensive knowledge of the behaviour of a material under the

stresses occurring in operation and the ruling environmental conditions is

required for the design of structures.

For conventional metal materials there are very many empirical data avail-

able. On going over to new materials and methods of construction the question

must be posed in every case as to how far the use of conventional procedures is

permissible or logical. The use of fibre composites involves, apart from

problems of stress determination, many other questions regarding damage tolerance

and fail-safe behaviour which play a decisive part in designing to the require-

ments of fatigue strength. For this purpose the following questions inter alia

need clarification for fibre composites:

- in principle the course of damage development, damage propagation and

final failure,

- the effect of material composition, laminate structure, manufacture and

environment on fatigue behaviour,

- the determination of comparative fatigue strength data for different

materials,

- the formulation of methods for predicting permissible stresses and the

performance of the components as well as

- the simulation and estimation of the effect of practical load sequences.

The knowledge gained theoretically and above all experimentally of these

relationships determines the design process and the stressing of fibre composite

structures in view of certain design aims, such as:

- optimum static strength,

- optimum stiffness,

- optimum fatigue strength, etc.

The concepts for composites on which these considerations are based will

be discussed further below.

7.2 Aspects of static design

Apart from achieving the necessary level of strength, the static design of

a structure must in many cases ensure adequate stiffness (eg in the wing or tail

0
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units of an airplane where aerodynamic conditions would change to an inadmissible

extent under excessive distortion). In spite of this, the investigations con-

sidered within the framework of the present literature evaluation are as a rule

based on the failure criterion 'static fracture'. A great deal of research is

concerned with statistical methods to determine the probability with which static

fracture will occur under a certain load. A review of some models and procedures

for the statistical treatment of the strength behaviour of fibres, fibre bundles

and uni-directional fibre-matrix combinations will be found in Ref 83. In a con-

cluding sumnary the author states that the methods described are at an early

stage and that extensive theoretical and experimental research remains to be done

in this area.

The determination of failure probability of redundant structures is treated

in a very clear manner in Ref 157. Fig 7.la&b shows a comparison of a series

system of load-carrying members with a parallel redundant system. In case (a)

the entire structure breaks down on the failure of one member (weakest link

theory, ie for failure prediction only the failure of the weakest member need

be considered); in case (b) the parallel members assume the task of the failed

component. In case (c) Fig 7.lc it is assumed that one member only is in use

while two others are ready as replacements in case of failure ('standby'

redundant system), which applies, for instance, to the electronic equipment of

an aircraft.

Considerations similar to those applying to structures composed of indivi-

dual components can also be employed for the redundancy behaviour of a composite

material itself which is built up of a very large number of parallel fibres.

Case (b) presents itself for determination of the failure probability: on

failure of one or several fibres (or fibre bundles) the fibres running in

parallel take over the free load. In consequence of the now increased load the

probability of failure of further fibres has become greater. By this method

the probability of the total failure of a redundant material structure can be

predicted as a function of the load, while the relatively greatly simplified

models, such as the fibre bundle theory, are primarily applicable only to uni-

directional laminates. Here and particularly for more complicated material

(eg multi-directional laminates) a decisive part is played by the sequence of

faults occurring or 'failure path', as shown in Fig 7.1d. The structure

illustrated collapses after the failure of four diagonal struts if the failure

0 process runs in the sequence A, B, C, D, but after failure of two struts ifr
I-
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B and D fail consecutively. This case can also be transferred to a laminate.

If, for example, a certain number of neighbouring fibres fail the failure pro-

bability of the whole laminate is greater than if the same number of fibres

fail but they are evenly distributed over the laminate (because the load on each

neighbouring fibre is much less).

The authors of Refs 419 and 558 treat the problem of static design from a

physically demonstrable and not a statistical point of view. They use the term

'reserve factor' where

failure stress = stress condition x reserve factor

applies to the failure stress of each individual layer in a laminate.

The reserve factor is therefore a safety factor against fracture (for each

individual layer). A design is then considered optimum when under the opera-

tional load occurring the reserve factors are the same for all layers, that is

all layers are designed with the same safety factor against static failure.

That this is difficult to achieve in many cases emerges from Fig 7.2. The

laminate considered here, constructed from equal numbers of 00 and 900 layers is

far from fully utilised if a reserve factor of 1.5 is provided for the 900

layers. The 00 layers are then loaded to only a fraction of their capacity.

Better utilisation of the laminate can be achieved by raising the number of 900

layers or adding layers with different orientation angles (eg ±450) since then

the 00 layers take a higher proportion of the load because of their greater

stiffness (ie the breaking stress of the laminate drops, as can be seen in

Fig 7.2). If the failure of a laminate is assumed to be the failure of the

weakest individual layer (weakest link), this limits the admissible strain for

this laminate. On the other hand, in many cases the component is still in a

position to fulfil its purpose without noticeable adverse effects after failure

of individual constituents because of its redundant structure. More far-

reaching considerations of the problems raised here will be found inter alia in

Ref 152. This also contains various criteria for the static design of fibre

composite components, taking special account of requirements for their use in

military aircraft.

7.3 Design for fatigue strength

7.3.1 Damage accumulation

When a conventional structure is to be designed for a particular period of

use extensive experiments are required in the present state of technology. In
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the ideal case there would be an operational load test on the actual component.

In practice, however, conclusions are frequently drawn from available test

results on specimen bars and with simple load sequences (eg single-state tests)

as to the fatigue life to be expected in practical operation for reasons of

time and cost (at least in the preliminary design phase). This conclusion is

reached as a rule by using the Miner Rule (or relative Miner Rule if the avail-

able test results refer not to single-stage but to multi-stage or flight-by-

flight tests with other than the expected operational load sequence). Although

life predictions by these methods are relatively imprecise, the procedure has

proved itself in practice since in the decades in which the Miner Rule has been

applied to different types of materials, components and load sequences, exten-

sive empirical knowledge has been gathered on the deviations between actual

life and prediction.

For this reason it is a natural step to use the Miner Rule or the relative

Miner Rule for fibre composites also, at least as long as there is no better

method of predicting the life of a structure. On the other hand very little

definite data on the validity of the Miner Rule for composites are available so
785

far. Tests in LBF of unnotched CFC specimen bars show that in this case

prediction compared with test is on the unsafe side by about a factor of 4. A

similar picture emerges from Ref 532 for notched bars. In the case of the

bonded joints investigated in Ref 716 prediction for the lower load levels is

also on the unsafe side, whereas it is cn the safe side for high load levels.

No further results of Miner calculations for fibre composite materials

are contained in th, literature evaluated because insufficient fatigue strength

investigations have been performed so far with flight-by-flight loading. It is

clear from this that extensive research is still required to create the condi-

tions for use of the Miner Rule in the design of a structure. In the present

state of technology acceptable design for fatigue strength is only possible by

carrying out operational load tests. In each case, if single-stage test data

is available, a Miner calculation should be carried out in order to gather

experience on the applicability of the method to fibre composite components.

7.3.2 Wear-out model

In the design of metal structures it is usually assumed that the strength

of the material will not change during the period of use (fracture mechanics view

o points are an exception, where the static strength of a component decreases

4 with the size of the crack). Experiments on composites have shown that this

_ A L " _ . .. . . . . .. . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . ._. . . .. ..... .
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assumption is not valid. As a rule a drop is observed in residual strength

depending on the number of cycles sustained. This drop can be explained by the

generation and propagation of faults in the laminate. In the case of notched

specimen bars, in contrast, there is at first frequently a distinct rise in

residual strength after a low number of cycles, which is most probably due to

the reduction of notch stresses at the edge of the hole. Only at higher numbers

of cycles does the residual strength decline again. Relative test results are

shown in Fig 7.3. It will be noted that the difference in static strengths

between unnotched and notched specimens gradually disappears with increasing

numbers of cycles.

These effects, particularly of course the drop in residual strength, must

be taken into account in the design of fibre composite structures. Safety from

static failure declines steadily with increasing length of service. This

relationship can be indicated theoretically by the wear-out model described in,

eg Ref 113 for which the following assumptions apply:

- failure of the material is caused by faults which were present from the

start (eg through manufacture),

- the faults grow in characteristic fashion as determined by:

- the properties of the material,

- the type and size of the stresses in the vicinity of the fault,

- the load sequence, and

- the environmental conditions,

- the load causing failure of the structure is a declining function of the

size of the damage.

With the statistical equations used in Ref 113 the decline in residual

strength as a function of the number of cycles applied can be stated theoretic-

ally, and can include the effects of temperature, moisture, creep, etc. Failure

of the component occurs when the load applied exceeds the remaining static

strength.

Fig 7.4 shows an example of a bonded joint under multi-stage loading, com-

paring the theoretically predicted and experimentally determined drop in

residual strength and the corresponding endurance line. This reveals that in

the life range in which fracture finally occurs the scatter of static strength

is very great, ie that the decline must take place very rapidly (within rela-

tively few load cycles). Agreement between theory and test is very close.

Am
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It finally remains to be said that a decline in static strength in opera-

tion must always be anticipated when using fibre composite materials. Apart

from the applied load cycles, tis decline depends on other parameters (environ-

mental conditions, laminate structure, load level, etc). All these effects must

be taken into account in design, while in case of doubt the required endurance

and residual strength should be proved experimentally.

7.3.3 Consideration of drop in stiffness

In addition to the drop in static strength, a drop in stiffness depending

on the number of load cycles is also observed in composites. Fig 7.5 shows by

the example of two unnotched GFC specimens loaded to a constant strain amplitude

the measured stress and temperature sequences as a function of the number of

cycles. This reveals that in both cases stiffness drops distinctly shortly

before specimen failure, combined with a sharp rise in temperature. These two

effects indicate the impending failure of the specimen (comparable with the drop

in residual strength, cp 7.3.2).

Similar results of tests by LBF on carbon/epoxide laminates are shown in

Fig 7.6. Here stiffness drops particularly sharply at the start and towards

the end of the test. Individual measurements of the temperature sequence showed

the same tendency as Fig 7.5. Consideration of the drop in stiffness as a

function of the number of load cycles plays a decisive role particularly in the

design of thosE ccii orerts whose serviceability is impaired by excessive defor-

mations. Furthermore the damping behaviour of a structure is largely determined

by stiffness. Thus the permissible drop in stiffness for a particular structure,

for instance, is specified by these boundary conditions. In order to be able to

take suitable account of this in the design, it is useful to quote endurance

curves not only for 'fracture' failure but also for 5% loss of stiffness, 10%

loss of stiffness, etc. An example with test results from LBF is in Fig 7.7.

The designer must limit the stress level occurring in operation so that

the required life is achieved while the permitted drop in stiffness is not

exceeded. It must also be remembered that in operation undue deformations can

occur as a consequence of creep processes which take place under constant static

load and are therefore not simulated as a rule in fatigue strength tests. In

certain circumstances, therefore, real time simulation may be necessary

(especially if the effect of environmental cycles is to be investigated). Major

deformations may also be expected in rivetted joints if under high load cycles

rthe rivet holes are expanded or 'ovalised' due to bearing pressure.
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7.4 Conclusions

The questions on design of fibre composite structures treated in the

evaluated literature show that the whole problem is far from having been dealt

with exhaustively. No uniform picture has emerged concerning many problems

(eg applicability of the Miner Rule), and other problems have not yet been

investigated (eg behaviour of composites under load in realistic temperature

sequences). Many questions of means of inspection and methods to be adopted are

also still open.

Since the necessary data for design procedures for fibre composite struc-

tures and the requisite material characteristics are very incomplete, the US Air

Force produced a manual in 1976 ('Structural integrity roadmap'5 5 1) which indi-

cates the existing gaps in knowledge and contains a framework for future

research work.
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(c) Three component 'standby' layout

(d) Possible failure of a redundant structure
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Fig 7.1 Models of redundant systems as Ref 157
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Fig 7.2 Stress-strain diagram for boron/epoxide as Ref 152
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8.1 Introduction

Testing of materials for qualified applications, eg in aircraft construc-

tion is carried out firstly with the aim of ensuring production quality and,

secondly, proving adequate safety during operation. To achieve both aims the

methods normally used for metal materials had to be adapted to the properties

of fibre composites or else new methods had to be introduced.

In general it can be said that inspections of fibre composites are more

difficult and costly than metals, even though certain properties of these new

materials permit inspection procedures hardly used heretofore. These are

methods based on the change in stiffness, resonance and damping behaviour of

components during the course of operation. In contrast to the behaviour of

metal components, changes in these properties occur relatively early before

catastrophic failure in fibre composites, thus assuring discovery of the damage.

- Qua-ity assurance of fibre composite materials includes control of material

as received and very comprehensive controls at the various prodt.ction

stages, which for particularly vital applications (production of primary

structural components) may even include video records for the documentation

of individual work stages.

Uhile destructive test methods are widely used for as received tests,

the aim is to use non-destructive methods for controls of later production

stages and the end product for economic reasons. In a few cases only,

eg helicopter rotor blades, are components extracted from normal production

at certain intervals for destructive testing. The sometimes destructive

proof-load method used for some time for metal structures is also occa-
244,636,778, 783,787sionally suggested for fibre composite structures

- Inspection of the structure during operation serves as proof of adequate

safety within the following interval to the next inspection. For economic

reasons these intervals (inspection intervals) ought to be as long as

possible and the methods as simple as possible and universally applicable.

The special inspection procedures already mentioned with stiffness, reso-

nance and damping measurements can also be used for these checks during

operation.

8.2 Inspection procedures

In the following inspection procedures for fibre composite materials a o

distinction may be made between methods which require the component to be loaded

during the test and methods which do not require loading.
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The first methods include:

- stiffness measurements,

- measurement of dampiiLg properties and resonance frequency,

- temperature measurements,

- sound emission measurements,

- holographic interferometry.

The second methods include:

- ultrasonic pulse echo methods with or without C-scan recording,

- radiographic testing with soft radiation with or without contrast medium,

and

- visual inspectons 216,732

Further information from the literature on the most important of the above

methods are quoted briefly:

Measurements of drop in stiffness

This method is based on the change in stiffness properties produced by

faults in a component, when the type of loading should be matched to the type of

damage and the laminate structure in order to measure the most distant effects.

In angle ply composites, for instance, axial stiffness drops most distinctly and
202in uni-directional composites torsional rigidity . Careful attention must

also be paid in these measurements to the effect of heating. Nevadunsky and
• 216

co-workers have, for instance, proved that the drop in stiffness is greater

in a specimen heated during the test than that of the cold specimen.

Measurements of damping and resonant frequency

It was demonstrated in Refs 90 and 166 that changes in damping and resonant

frequency indicate the presence of fatigue damage. The excitation of the compo-

nent to high-frequency vibration necessary for this measurement is a drawback.

The possible heating up entailed may also cause changes in damping and
280

resonant frequency .

Sound emission measurements

The measurement of sound emission appears to be a good method of indicat-

ing fibre breaks. Many applications under monotonic loading show pronounced

sound emissions on the occurrence of individual faults
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According to investigations by Williams and Reifsnider on B/Al composite there

is also close agreement between extent of damage and total number of emissions

on vibration loading. They also find that delaminations generate disturbing

shear and friction noise which masks the emissions from damage growth. An

effect of the type of deformations in the laminate is found by the authors of

Ref 630 for B/Al: according to this the number of sound impulses occurring per

unit of time is greatest when the predominant deformations are in the direction

of the fibres (tension), less when the deformation is primarily in the trans-

verse direction (tension) and least on intralaminar shear deformation.

168
The results of all tests show relatively wide scatter

Holographic interferometry

Tests with this technique have shown that irregularities such as local

stress concentrations, weak zones and bond faults can be discovered easily with
216laser holography. Two methods have been used successfully , first the double

exposure method with exposure with laser pulses of very short duration

(30-50 ps) in the unloaded and loaded state, and secondly a method in which the

specimen vibrates at high frequency (60 kHz), being exposed to a pulsating laser

beam for approximately 300 ms. The high technical cost is a drawback of both

methods.

The suitability of holographic interferometry as a non-destructive method

for fibre composite components has been investigated particularly by the German

aircraft industry among other methods (ultrasonics, sound emission, etc), see

Ref 791, pp 111-116.

Of the non-destructive methods not requiring loading of the test object

the furthest developed for fibre composite structures are radiographic and

ultrasonic methods.

Radiographic methods

Radiographic methods have been used for damage analysis with and without

contrast media. In composites with metal fibres radiation is very effective in

detecting fibre breaks I04 '226 717 . With contrast medium

delaminations, matrix cracks and fibre/matrix bond cracks (debonding) are parti-

cularly easily visible in CFC if the medium is able to penetrate these faults,

ie if the cracks break the surfaces (see section 4). t

0
J."
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Ultrasonic measurements

In ultrasonics a distinction must be made between two methods:

- the simpler most frequently used method with pulse echo and C-scan record-

ing of the measured variables, and

- ultrasonic spectroscopy.

In the first method a weakening of the echo signal and in the second

differences in the energy distribution over the frequency range of the echo are

ascribed to damage or faults in the composite. In principle, only faults which

lie normally to the direction of the acoustic irradiation can be detected by the

ultrasonic method. Many applications of the C-scan method have shown the relia-

bility of this test method in discovering delaminations and large voids in CFC

and BFC 12 7' 17 2'2 16 '2 80'3 30'5 17 . Its use for fibre composite-metal bonds is

problematical because of edge effects, which require rapid adjustment of receiver

sensitivity in order to detect faults in the critical transitional areas with

adequate reliability.

On comparing radiographic and ultrasonic methods it can be said that (see

also section 4):

- ultrasonic C-scan is the simpler method,

- radiographic methods supply more detailed information.

Both methods are used predominantly in the aircraft industry nowadays,

while ultrasonic sensors are used for components dipped in water or with water

jet contact. The radiographic method was widely used by Messrs Grumman for the

B-1 horizontal tail surfaces.

Visual inspections

Visual inspection is the most frequent and easiest method. The faults

which can be detected by this means are resin 'crazing' (GFC), cracks and dela-
732

minations . Production faults which can be discovered and which can initiate

fatigue damage are scratches, indented areas, separation, porous areas, voids

and delaminations. A proviso is, of course, that all the faults mentioned are

visible on the surface, which is not always the case for voids and delaminations.

Delaminations generated by cyclic loading, however, almost always emanate from

the edges, as mentioned in section 4.
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9.1 Introduction

When new construction materials, which generally also require or permit new

methods of construction, are introduced, extensive investigations on three levels

are necessary before they can be put to practical use:

(a) Investigations during the development phase of the material, starting

with its manufacture in the laboratory up to production in quantity.

(b) Tests on the commercially produced material to establish its

behaviour under the conditions of potential fields of application.

(c) Tests on simple specimens and structural elements to produce design

data.

In the development of fibre composites investigations on level (a) can be

regarded as concluded. Only points (b) and (c) will therefore be dealt with

below. The necessary tests can be roughly divided into:

- tests which provide the properties of fibre and matrix for use in deter-

mining the properties of the individual layer,

- tests which supply the properties of the individual layer for determining

the optimum multi-layer composite,

- tests on the multi-layer composite to determine its behaviour in general

operational conditions, and

- tests on component and struct.re ni., <:e.:al operating conditions.

In order to ensure the reprldu .t test results obtained from

specimens from different production * x-,,ision of batch effects, for

instance, additional control test, mi.7 i .rried out to check the

individual layers, the composites and -'i m:, ire:.t in regard to quality and

scatter.

A large number of guidelines have been created for the various test

techniques and methods which are referred to in the following sections. In

order to reduce the amount of text, abbreviations only are used; the complete

titles of the guidelines cited are contained in Fig 9.1.

9.2 Tests to determine characteristic values for fibre and matrix materials

Tests produce primarily mechanical and thermal chra( :eristics from which

the data for the uni-directional individual layer can be calculated (see ,"
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section 6). In fibre investigations tests with individual fibres of different

lengths contrast with tests with impregnated fibre strands 2 29 ,5 02 whose results

compare better with those of the multi-directional composite. Measurements of

the mechanical characteristics of fibres are contained in Refs 5, 39, 53, 130,

173, 193, 196, 229, 274, 425 and 495. For the plastics used as matrix materials

in addition to the mechanical and thermal characteristics, fusion point, flow

curves and viscosity measurements must be carried out by the usual plastics test

methods (see guidelines RI, R2, R3 in Fig 9.1) in order to establish rheological

characteristics.

9.3 Tests to determine characteristic values for individual layers

To determine the composite most suited for a particular component the pro-

perties of the orthotropic individual layer are of great importance. The minimum

necessary characteristics of a uni-directional composite with a particular fibre
502content are summarised in Fig 9.2 . Further, fibre content (R4), proportion of

voids (R5) and specific weight (R6, R7) should be ascertained to ensure compara-

bility of results. Type of specimen, and the set-up and performance of tensile

tests are described in detail in (R8).

The following stipulations deviating from the standards have also proved

successful:

- GFC reinforcement of specimen ends in place of aluminium reinforcement,

and

- laying down the length of the reinforcement according to fibre strength

and specimen thickness in order to avoid failure of the bond.

- RAE flat specimen with constriction as Refs 536, 539 and 540.

- Annular specimen (advantage: fitted without clamping force) as Refs 12,

33, 134, 207, 217, 315, 323, 400, 497 and 722, and

- 900 tube specimen as Refs 125, 376 and 418 for determination of the

mechanical properties in transverse direction.

In the RAE specimen the contour of the transition from the test area to

the clamped ends (see sketch) is determined so that the intralaminar shear

nstrength is not exceeded anywhere until tensile strength has been reached in the

Csmallest cross-section. This condition produces an equation for specimen

width in the transition from the parallel test section to the clamped ends:
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Y < exp
0 ( 0

where Y0  = width in test section

y = width in transition region

x = distance from test section.

The usual annular specimens are the so-called NOL ring and the elongated

ring which is flattened in places to take strain measurement devices. In the

elongated ring, however, the method of production raises the problem of uneven

proportions of fibres and voids between rounded and flattened parts of the
502ospecimen . When 900 tube specimens are used special attention must be paid to

adequate wall thickness and good alignment of the longitudinal axis of the speci-

men with the gripping device of the testing machine. Results from Ref 119, for

instance, show a pronounced effect of the geometry of the specimen. Tensile

strength and stress-strain behaviour were established with ASTM flat specimens,

flat bending specimens (as used for acceptance tests) and honeycomb sandwich

bending specimens. Comparison of the results of the tests performed on a large

number of random specimens shows inter alia:

- the mean fracture stresses are greater in the flat bending specimens and

sandwich bending specimens than in the flat tensile specimens. The

coefficient of variation of the fracture stresses (ratio of standard

deviation and mean value) as a measure of the scatter of the test results

do not differ in the flat specimens; they are smaller than in the sandwich

specimens,

- the maximum rise in the stress-strain curve (tangent from a = c = 0) as a

measure of stiffness is greater in the sandwich than in the flat specimens.

Since there is as yet no standard for compression strength tests, many

different test methods are used. Although there were no stability problems with

thick specimens with a large number of layers and square or circular cross-

section, their free ends split up ('brooming' 18'5 29'5 39 ) since clamping holders

which would have prevented splitting could not be used because of the high

compression loads. Sandwich specimens were also used for axial and bending

loads5 4 '2 11'2 67 '404 as well as tube specimens. For determination of

characteristics under pure compressive loading of uni-directional fibre compo-

sites flat specimens with very short free length (eq so-called Celaneze

U,
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specimen 25'2 18 '5 16 '539 ,54 0 with and without buckling restraints are being used

with increasing frequency. Specimen length and thickness must be matched to the

modulus of elasticity of the fibres. Like the tensile specimen, the compressive

specimen developed by the RAE is constricted with a short gauge length
5 36 '5 39'54 0

Because of the particularly brittle behaviour of uni-directional fibre

composites, bending stresses due to mis-aligned clamping have a pronounced

effect on the result. A test method in which undesirable bending stresses do not

occur is therefore essential to reliable test results.

There are numerous known test methods for the determination of the modulus

o[ shear and shear strength, for example,

Tests with intralaminar shear stress (within the layers) which provide both

shear strength and the shear stress-shear strain curve:

- torsion test with wrapped thin-walled 900 tube 12,793,

- torsion test with 00 round bar12 '40 '7 23

0 8,516,723,724,725

tensile test with ±450 composite flat specimen

- tensile test with 1Oo composite flat specimen
2 18'72 3'7 25' 726,

'rail-shear' test with symmetrical or asymmetrical introduction of force,
00 o00, 90 118,214,5400 or 0° , 90° composite

Tests with interlaminar shear stress (between layers) which only provide shear

strength:

- tensile test with 0 flat specimen with opposing staggered transverse
172

slots

0 5,516,536- bending test with short bending specimen of 0 composite

The test methods for exclusive determination of interlaminar shear

strength are standardised as (R9, RIO). Various test methods are compared in

Refs 723 and 725 and tensile tests with ±45 or 10 composite flat specimens are

recommended for determination of shear modulus and shear strength. To produce a

T - y curve the 10 composite specimens require strain measurements with a
726 o

rosette or knowledge of E H, E22 and v12 (see Fig 9.2) 2 . For the ±45 compo-

site specimen strain measurements in longitudinal and transverse directions (0°

0 724o
and 90° ) are necessary 7

. While the 100 composite specimen produces the more
725 0

reliable values , tests with ±45 composite specimens are easier to carry

I
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I
out 2

. The 100 composite specimens are more sensitive during processing and

fixing in the testing machine and require reinforcement at the ends7 26  In
o 723

contrast, ±45 composite specimens do not require reinforcement (R8) can

serve as a guideline in carrying out tests on both types of specimen
5 4 1.

Fig 9.3 sets out the equations for calculation of shear stress and slip

for intralaminar shear.

Various methods of determining the characteristic data of temperature-

dependent properties are quoted in the literature

9.4 Tests of angle ply composites, components and structures

According to section 6, the elastic behaviour of angle ply composites can

be predicted with good approximation from the characteristics of the uni-

directional layer. This also applies to the characteristics of the thermal pro-

perties. Prediction of failure with the aid of a fracture hypothesis, however,

is imprecise so that for design purposes the strength of any angle ply composite

must be determined experimentally. The deformations can be measured at the same

time with little extra effort.

Multi-layer and angle ply composites, typical components and structures

are tested under general operational conditions such as:

- long-term load at different temperatures to determine creep strength

and creep behaviour,

- cyclic load with constant and variable amplitude, and

- temperature and moisture.

With some exceptions the type of specimen and test methods for uni-

directional composites can be used for angle ply composites. In compressive and

tensile tests the type of specimen and clamping system (R8) can be the same if

the specimens are restrained against buckling in the compressive test. For

examples see Refs 225, 515, 517, 532, 533 and 631. Contrary to the ASTM

standard, angle ply composite specimens with plain clamping plates do not

require reinforcement at the clamped ends if force is introduced evenly.

Creep strain and creep strength tests on CFC under axial tensile load have

been carried out by the RAE on the lines of (R11):

I
I
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- 00 specimen constriction over thickness,

- 900 specimen : constriction over width, and

- 00, ±45
° and 900, ±450 specimens no constriction.

For these CFC specimens load was introduced through aluminium plates stuck

to the ends of the composite on both sides so that load transfers to the specimen

exclusively by thrust and thus weak areas due to fittings are avoided. The

creep strains were measured over a length of 50 mm with the aid of mechanical

extensometers with revolving mirror and a sensitivity of 0.002%. Adhesive

aluminium strips at the contact points prevented the CFC specimens being damaged

by the tips of the extensometers. In an investigation by Messrs Lockheed2 1 the

creep strains in 00, 900 CFC were, however, measured with conventional strain

gauges parallel and transverse to the load direction. Several thermo-

couples 2 1,6 66 were fitted to each specimen to control the temperature in the

test. For creep strain tests in liquid medium (R12) of 00 specimens of CFC 173 a

special clamping system combined with the medium container was used; load trans-

fer to the composite specimens taking place in the same way as in the RAE tests.

A creep test set-up is described in Refs 87, 720 and 776 in which 400 fibre

strand epoxide specimens approximately 300 mm in length are loaded by hanging

weights for a period of up to 10 years. The ends of these specimens were

clamped between metal bits and glued. With this combination of clamps and glue-

ing difficulties were avoided which had arisen in very long test periods with

specimens which were only clamped. Ref 720 also reports on new equipment for

800 specimens and a large environmental chamber in which temperatures between

10 and 500C and relative humidity between 10 and 90% can be achieved. Operation

is also mentioned of test equipment for more than 280 pressure tanks under con-

tinuous biaxial load. Tests of bearing strength are reported in Refs 44, 222,

545, 546 and 548. The test technique used is standardised in (R13). Component

and structure tests with and without environmental simulation are described in

the relevant literature, see section 9.8 and section 11.

9.5 Environmental conditions for aircraft

The environmental conditions for an aircraft are largely determined by

where it is stationed and its performance: the temperatures occurring vary with

its technical range of duties, moisture absorption varies with its geographical

siting. Extreme changes in environmental conditions arise for aircraft which

fly at low altitude in the supersonic range and at high altitudes in the sub-

Psonic range, and are stationed in a warm humid climate.

I
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Moisture absorption by the resin takes place primarily when the aircraft
is on the ground; the effect of high air humidities sometimes of 90% and solar

radiation combine; for instance, according to measurements in Ref 553 a wing

upper surface can be heated to 77 0 C by solar radiation in outside temperatures

of 400 C in calm weather. These conditions are relatively frequent in tropical

zones. Subsonic flight at levels with -570 C outside temperature (standard

atmosphere INA) and aerodynamic heating during supersonic flight at low levels,

for instance, generate temperature changes of -450 C to +150 0 C on the wing outer

skin of a modern fighter aircraft, according to Ref 149. These observations

were widely taken into account in simulation of the environment in investiga-
149,322,369,528,613

tions

9.6 Environmental conditions in tests

A number of test methods to determine environmental influences are

described in the literature which are more or less tailored to the practical use

of components of fibre composite materials. In order to cater particularly for

the requirements of aircraft and space travel as the most important areas for

the use of fibre composite materials, the following environmental conditions must

be simulated in the main:

- extremely low temperatures (typical for rocket liquid gas pressure tanks),

- extreme temperature changes (typical for satellites), and

- temperature changes with moisture absorption and simultaneous mechanical

load (typical for aircraft).

The instantaneous environmental conditions to be expected in operation

(temperature, stress, medium) can be simulated relatively well in tests; but

not generally the realistic time sequence of changes. So-called real time

simulation may be successful for purely temperature changes.

The operational period of rocket pressure tanks is generally short.

Bursting strength tests in liquid gas 33 ,
49 7  static strength tests with speci-

ments dipped in liquid gas1 9 5 '196 '3 23 '3 83'52 9 and tests on a cylinder of CFC
323filled with liquid gas with alternating internal pressure therefore reproduce

the operating stresses relatively well. For larqely realistic simulation of

temperature changes occurring in space the fibre composite specimens are heated

with the aid of boiling water or cooled with liquid nitrogen, without allowing

the specimens direct contact with these media 
I

0
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In so-called real time tests the temperature time slope is simulated as

realistically as possible, while the mechanical operational loads generally

follow a time lapse sequence. Mechanical loading is interrupted for the duration

of each temperature change and for moisture absorption. Tests of this kind

concern:

- exposure of angle ply composites of typical structure to various climatic

zones of terrestial atmosphere as in the NASA programme3 32'66 7 and in the
515programme of the Naval Air Development Centre of the USA5 . The sites are

airports or bases. The specimens are unloaded or else subjected to con-

stant tension by a spring mechanism,

- secondary components installed in the aircraft as in the NASA programme
33 2,

especially the 114 flight spoilers of CFC installed in Boeing 737

aircraft72 7

551- structural components , eg BI and F16 horizontal stabilisers and elevators.

Test periods : I hour per simulated flight, but still about 6 years before

the flight hours required as evidence of fatigue life are reached,

- notched specimens with loading and temperature sequence for supersonic

flight (Mach 3) without taking account of moisture absorption and ground

load.

Test periods : 2 hours per simulated flight66 8332, but minimum 6 years

until the 50000 flight hours required as evidence of fatigue life are

achieved.

Apart from these real time investigations a number of simplified methods

have been used to detect environmental effects. These include exposure of

unloaded specimens:

- at alternating temperatures without moisture effect:

-73 0C to 80% of the curing temperature 2 18, 38 to +127 C and 38-1770C5 16

50 0o647and -54°C to +149 C 4  Some of the specimens were under constant load
218during the temperature changes

- at alternating temperatures with moisture effect:
-55°C to 1200C (150 0C), 95-100% relative humidity at +50°C92,369

t

IL
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- with moisture effect and interspersed temperature changes to simulate

supersonic and vertical diving manoeuvres, eg

RT - +127°C - RT

+49 C - -54 C - +127 C - +49 C 5  and

+820 C - +149°C - +82°C

- at constant high or low temperature3 16'4 68'5 16'66 7 in environmental

chambers, when exposure took place at reduced pressure to simulate

environmental conditions for flights at high altitude in Ref 667,

- artificial weathering with the aid of lamps and sprays (R14, RI5) to

simulate sunlight and rain 5 16

- in water or water vapour at 100°C 92,172,214,268,271,309,340,356,387,667

- in water at room temperature144'309,684,

- in moist air at 40-700 C and 95-98% relative humidity
30 9'5 16'53 0' 53 8'5 53'

613,618,648,667; in Refs 516 and 530 a method as (R16) was used600

The moisture absorbed by fibre composite specimens is found by weighing

the specimens in dry and moist condition 172 3 22 ,57 3 '
7 18 72 2 

. After different

periods of exposure to the moist medium, short- or long-term tests are carried
144,684

out in order to determine the effect of moisture on the mechanical pro-

perties of the fibre composite specimens. Short-term tests on non-pretreated

specimens at realistic high and low temperatures are reported in Refs 161, 214,

320,396,467,469,494,516,613,648,649 and 667. Experimental systems are described

in Refs 161, 214, 320, 396 and 648. In long-term tests under cyclic and static

load and constant environmental conditions14 4 ,3 16 ,320 ,4 55 ,5 17 ,6 84 liquid
316 316,320 144 316nitrogen , quartz lamps , heating coils and climatic furnaces are

used to regulate temperature and water 1 44'68 4 for moisture absorption.

Flight-by-flight tests on a stepped BFC titanium adhesive bond (to simulate

a wing skin-fuselage joint) with temperature change matched to the load sequence, I
without simulation of the humid environment are reported in Ref 149. As an

example of this Fig 9.4 shows the load sequence with superimposed temperature

change between points RT, -540, +1300 C. The load sequence was matched to the

remperature changes in the test by occasional frequency changes and pauses. 1
The loading frequency was approximately 0.2 Hz on average. Heating of the speci-

mens was by hot air at 500 per minute, cooling at 330 per minute by air cooled

by liquid nitrogen.

In
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A spar specimen (sine wave spar) from the B-I horizontal tail surfaces

was tested in Ref 613 with combined environmental and load programme. The load

cycles of 100 flights were combined in one environmental cycle, see Fig 9.5.

Before the start of the tests each specimen had been brought to a realistic

moisture content of 1.35% (estimated value for a base in a humid climate) by

exposure to 77 C and 90% relative humidity. This moisture content was held con-

stant in the test by feeding with air at 95% relative humidity in a temperature

range between 49 and 770 C. The test temperature changed by 40 C per minute.

Moisture diffusion rates in fibre composite materials with a plastic matrix

can be determined experimentally. The evaluation of various methods is described

in detail in Refs 572 and 573.

9.7 Measurement of thermal expansion

To measure the thermal expansion in the composite after curing a method

has been developed in (R17) of embedding strain gauges (DMS) and thermocouples

in individual layers of the composite. Since the electrical connections must be

made at the side, that is between the layers, these specimens 'annot be cut from

ready cured plates and costly special manufacture of individual specimen bars

is unavoidable. Devices for laying-up and curing the specimens with embedded

strain gauges are described in Refs 55 and 218. Strain gauge rosettes and

cables are used which cause only minor local thickening and are insulated

against electrically conducting fibres (boron, carbon). The support and jacket

are only half the thickness of standard strain gauges so that total thickness

is approximately 0.025 mm. Since thermocouples are considerably thicker these

are embedded in the ends of the specimens. For specimens with epoxide matrix

strain gauges from Messrs Micro Measurements (MM), series QA (eg 3-gauge

rosette QA-06-125 RD-350 option B 171) are used, and for specimens with polyamide

matrix strain gauges from MM of series WK (eg 3-gauge rosette WK-06-125 RA-350

option B 156). Further details of the wiring and measuring system are described

in Ref 218.

9.8 References

The references evaluated in the preceding sections are classified accord-

ing to contents. The papers quoted in each section are underlined.

.j Section 9.2

Tests to determine the characteristics of fibre and matrix materials:

5, 39, 53, 130, 173, 193, 196, 229, 274, 425, 495, 502.
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Section 9.3

Tests to determine the characteristics of individual layers:

5, 8, 12, 18, 25, 33, 40, 48, 54, 118, 119, 125, 134, 146, 172, 174, 193,

194, 207, 211, 214, 217, 218, 267, 315, 323, 376, 397, 400, 404, 418, 497, 502,

514, 516, 529, 536, 539, 540, 541, 722, 723, 724, 725, 726, 793.

Section 9.4

Tests on angle ply composites, components and structures:

21, 44, 87, 173, 174, 222, 225, 515, 517, 532, 533, 545, 546, 548, 558,

631, 666, 720, 776.

Section 9.5

Environmental conditions for aircraft:

149, 322, 369, 528, 553, 613.

Section 9.6

Environmental conditions in tests:

33, 922, 144, 149, 161, 172, 174, 195, 196, 214, 218, 268, 271, 309, 316,

320, 322, 323, 332, 340, 356, 369, 383, 387, 396, 455, 467, 468, 469, 494, 497,

514, 515, 516, 517, 529, 530, 551, 572, 573, 600, 613, 647, 648, 649, 667, 668,

684, 718, 722, 727.

Section 9.7

Measurement of thermal expansion:

55, 218.
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Fig 9.1 (Table 1)

List of guidelines for test techniques and methods

Kurz-z Title Bemerkungenzeichen

RI DIN 51 550

R2 ASTM D-696 Rheological characteristics
for plastics

R3 ASTM D-648

R4 ASTM D-3171 Fibre content

R5 ASTM D-2734 Void content

R6 ASTM D-792 wih

R7 ASTM D-1505 Specific weights

R8 ASTM D-3039-74 Tensile tests

R9 ASTM D-2733-74 }Interlaminar shear tests
RIO ASTM D-2344-72

RII British Standard, BS 3500, part 3 [Creep strain and creep

R12 ASTM D-638 strength tests

R13 ASTM D-953-54 Bearing tests

R14 ASTM D-1499-64 ]Artificial weathering
RI5 ASTM G-23-69 J
R16 MIL-Handbook 17 Storage with moisture

absorption

R17 IITRI Thermal expansion (residual
stresses)

R18* AIAA Journal, Vol.2, No.12 1
R19* ASTM D-2343-67 Test methods for fibres and

R20* Structural Design Guide for AdvancedI  plastic matrix

Composite Applications J
R21* ASTM D-C.337-57 Thermal expansion coefficient

R22* ASTM D-C.177-3 Thermal conductivity
coefficient

* Not quoted in this section

F

Fig 9.1
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Fig 9.2 (Table 2)

Characteristics of a uni-directional composite

Mechanical characteristics

Tension Compression Shear

Elastic constants

1. Modulus of elasticity, longitudinal* E1i Eli

2. Modulus of elasticity, transverse* E22 22

3. Greater transverse strain coefficient 1 12 12

4. Lesser transverse strain coefficient V2 1  V2 1

5. Modulus of shear in laminate plane G

Strengths

1. Longitudinal* a1 01

2. Transverse* 02 02

3. Shear in laminate plane 06

Physical characteristics

Shear

Thermal coefficients

1. Thermal expansion coefficient for longitudinal direction* aI

2. Thermal expansion coefficient for transverse direction* a2

3. Thermal conductivity coefficient for longitudinal direction X1

4. Thermal conductivity coefficient for transverse direction X2

5. Thermal conductivity coefficient for direction of thicknesb X3

6. Specific heat c p

* Longitudinal, in longitudinal direction = parallel to fibre

Transverse, in transverse direction = normal to fibre

Fig 9.2

'I
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Fig 9.3 (Table 3)

Shear stress and slip under intralaminar shear

Specimen T12 Y12_________________

90 0-tube -T- E40

2r 2t+40 -5
m

with r =(r.i + r)/

0 O-round bar T6

±450-flat bar xE -F

60 O-oete

-0. 456c 0o 0.857c 1200o+ 7 .3 73£E:240 0

10 0 -flat bar 0.171a
X 450Orste

-1. 282c 0 + 1.879c 450o-0.593E90o

00, 900 F 2
rail shear 2A 450

T: torque

A: surface parallel with load
Index x: in longitudinal direction
IndeX y: normal to longitudinal direction

Fig 9.3
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Anderung der Ternperatur mit 40C/min
Belastung bei Temperaturtinderung: Ig - Lost

Schwingbelastung

T, 0C +150 - 1270 C

ohne Feuchte
+100

7C----- - 77°C, 95 % r.F.

49°C, 95 % r.F. 'mit Feuchte

+50

Schwingbe-lastung

mit Feuchte

0
-12°C Schwing-b ltun° !I

20 2020 Oh- 0 h.25 5 30 12 h

-oLmin m. n
-50

- Zeit

n'ierung der Temperatur mit 40C/min = change in temperature by 40C/min
Belastung bei Temperatur~nderung = loading during temperature change
Mit/ohne Feuchte = with/without moisture

Fig 9.5 Temperature change with superimposed load cycle from 100 flight
test programme: B-l horizontal surfaces spar specimen (Ref 613)
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10 ABSORPTION AND EFFECTS OF MOISTURE
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10.1 Moisture absorption

Moisture can change the strength properties of fibre composite materials

to a great extent. Great efforts are therefore made to model the mechanism of

moisture absorption by fibre composites on the one hand and to estimate the con-

sequences of absorbed moisture in the material on the other.

Moisture can be absorbed:

i) through the fibre-matrix bonding layer,

(ii) through cracks and voids in the fibre composite, and

(iii) through the resin (diffusion).

Fibre composites with epoxide matrix absorb moisture (water) primarily by

spontaneous surface absorption, followed by diffusion in the matrix. Compari-

sons between the saturation volume of resins and fibre composite materials as

well as between fibre composite materials with different proportions of resin

indicate that the epoxide resin contains all or at least most of the absorbed
528

water

For calculation purposes it can therefore be assumed that boron and carbon

fibres do not absorb moisture. Cracks and voids have an effect on moisture

absorption since they .-rm additional surfaces for the absorption-diffusion

process. In addition manufacturing faults in the fibre/matrix bonding layer can
528form microcracks which accelerate the movement of moisture by capillary action

However, open fibre ends have no effect on moisture absorption if there are no

faults in the bonding of fibre and matrix, as comparisons of the volume of mois-
356

ture absorbed for covered and non-covered fibre ends have shown

Diffusion

The moisture absorption or desorption of fibre composites depends on their

condition and the humidity level of the environment; the moisture content can be

found by weighing the fibre composite. It is normally related to the weight of

the dry fibre composite by the ratio:

M = M(t) . weight of wet fibre composite - weight of dry fibre composite

weight of dry fibre composite

Apart from time, the moisture content of the fibre composite depends on

the following parameters:

- humidity level of environment; this also determines the maximum moisture

content (saturation) of the fibre composite, see Fig 10.1,
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temperature of the environment; this determines the diffusion coefficient

and thus the speed of moisture absorption, see Fig 10.2,

the thickness of the laminate; this has a major effect on the speed of

moisture absorption, see Fig 10.3.

In addition to the experimental results (points) these diagrams also show

the curve of a theoretical analysis of moisture absorption which agrees well

with the experimental values.

Analogous to the laws applying to heat transfer, provided that the tempera-

ture in the fibre composite is the sante as the environmental temperature and the

diffusion coefficient does not change with the moisture content, the momentary

distribution of the moisture content through the thickness of a fibre composite

plate can be calculated according to Refs 573, 648 and 650 as:

c-c . (2i + IOrZ 2 2c-c = I sin h exp[- (2i +1) ir t*I
m i=O

t

Dfexp[- B/T(t)]dt

with t -=2_ (Ref 567)

where c0, c and cm : moisture concentration at site z in the plate at times

0, t and - (saturation) .

The curves of moisture distribution shown in Fig 6.13 were determined by

this means. As a rule 10 terms (i - 10) of the progression are sufficient for

adequate accuracy. The momentary value of the total moisture content is

obtained by integration over the thickness of the plate:

M _ 0 exp 7.3( z-) ] (Ref 573)

M - M 0xpj-

t

with t = fexp[- B/T(t)ldt

0

0
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where M : momentary weight of water in the fibre composite

M0 : weight of the water in the fibre composite before exposure

M : weight of the water in the fibre composite on saturationm
D : diffusion coefficient for the fibre composite in direction ofz

thickness

s : h (thickness of composite if moisture penetrates from both sides)

2 x h if moisture can penetrate from one side only.

The diffusion coefficient of the fibre composite can be calculated, if not

experimentally determined, from the diffusion coefficient of the resin, Dh with

D = I - 2fn Dh (Ref 573)

As shown in Fig 10.2, it depends on the temperature.

The moisture content at saturation M is, as has been proved experimen-

tally, independent of temperature but dependent on the humidity level of the

environment. For fibre composites stored in water M is a constant. Form
fibre composites exposed to moist air M depends on the relative humidity ,

according to the equation Mm = a b. Themconstants of this equation a and b

can be determined experimentally as Ref 573. The calculation steps described

heretofore take no account of the diffusion in longitudinal and lateral direc-

tion; however, the error remains small as long as the dimension ratios thickness/

length and thickness/width of the fibre composite component are much smaller

than 1. A method is quoted in Ref 573 by which diffusion can be allowed for in

all three directions.

10.2 Effects of moisture on fibre composites

A direct consequence of moisture in a fibre composite is spatial expansion

in the matrix. According to measurements in Ref 528 the percentage increase in

volume is less than the percentage increase in weight of the matrix, but since

spatial expansion of the matrix is restrained by the fibres, residual stresses

occur. In multi-directional composite these residual stresses lie in the I
laminate plane5 66 . The expansion of the matrix in the direction of thickness

will be correspondingly greater as it is not restrained by the fibres. Methods j
of calculating these residual stresses are contained in section 6.3.3.

Sections I and 2 of this Report deal with the effects of moisture absorption on

static strengths and fatigue strength.
u,!

.. U
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One consequence of moisture in the plastic matrix is depression of the

glass equilibrium temperature GET (above this temperature the plastic is soft,

below it is hard). The effect of the moisture content on the glass equilibrium

temperature can be determined by thermomechanical tests 9 2 34 3
,

5 28  see Fig 10.4.

This can be described numerically as Ref 648:

aVT +aVT
T - P p gp w w gw
g apV +aV

pp ww

where T = GET of composite

T = GET of plastic matrix (resin)gP

T = GET of water (approximately 40 C)
gw
a = expansion coefficient of plastic matrixP

= expansion coefficient of water

V = volume fraction of plastic matrixP

V =I - V
w p

and the indices signify:

p = polymer

w = water

Allowing for the increase in weight of the fibre composite, M
c

V =
c fc

l M 0 c(-Vf
Yw f

where yc = specific weight of fibre composite, g/cm
3

Yw = specific weight of water, g/cm
3

Vf = volume fraction of fibres in fibre composite

and the indices signify:

c = composites

f = fibres

For epoxide resin and water the coefficients of expansion are0-4o -3o
a P 3.78 x 10 /°C and a = 4 x 10 / C respectively. Instead of the usualp w
thermal expansion coefficients, difference values aL - a must be used in these

Lg

C) equations, where aL is the linear thermal expansion coefficient above T and
g

a the linear thermal expansion coefficient below T
g g
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Fibre composites have reduced mechanical properties at high temperatures

compared with room temperature, eg the drop in compressive strength at high

temperature is greater the nearer the test temperature is to the glass equili-

brium temperature. If moisture absorption during operation reduces the glass

equilibrium temperature of the composite, the drop in mechanical properties will

be greater at the same test temperature because of the drop in the glass equili-

brium temperature.

To summarise, the following can be said on moisture absorption:

- moisture absorption in fibre composites is by diffusion of the water

through the matrix material,

- moisture absorption can be measured by change in weight,

- theoretical predictions agree relatively well with measured moisture

absorption,

- the most important parameters are:

- humidity level of the environment

- temperature of the environment,

- laminate thickness,

- the direct consequences are spatial expansion of the matrix material, pro-

ducing internal stresses in the laminate and a reduction in the glass

equilibrium temperature,

- the glass equilibrium temperature of moist laminates can be predicted.

10.3 Moisture content in components

In the constantly changing environmental conditions during operational use

absorption and desorption will alternate. Correspondingly the average moisture

content, the distribution of moisture and thus also the distribution of residual

stresses in fibre composites will be subject to continuous alteration. Long-

term analyses for CFC and BFC5 6 5 show the following tendencies:

- only after many years of use in changing environmental conditions (moisture

and temperature) will an almost constant moisture content be reached in the

interior of the fibre composite plate, but the moisture content in the I
surface boundary layer will continue to change with external conditions,

I
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the constant moisture content which is reached in the interior under

changing environmental conditions can also be reache under constant

environmental conditions,

while surface protection cannot completely prevent moisture absorption,

it can delay it considerably by providing a lower diffusion coeffici-

ent 369'565 ; furthermore moisture absorption by the fibre composite depends

on the saturation content of its surface protection; the lower the satura-

tion content of the latter, the lower will the moisture content of the

fibre composite remain 
5 65 .

In fibre composite structures with epoxide matrix which had been in use a

long time (16 years) no more than 1% average moisture content was found in the
528

fibre composite material . However this reveals nothing of the distribution

of the moisture concentration.

10.4 References

The references evaluated in the preceding sections are classified accord-

ing to contents. The papers cited in the text are underlined.

Section 10.1

Moisture absorption:

172, 214, 257, 322, 356, 427, 467, 516, 518, .28, 530, 553, 565, 566, 567,

569, 572, 573, 601, 648, 650.

Section 10.2

Effects of moisture in fibre composites:

92, 343, 528, 566, 648, 650.

Section 10.3

Moisture content in components:

369, 528, 565.

I
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Fig 10.1 Effect of relative humidity on moisture absorption (Ref 650)
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Fig 10.2 Effect of temperature on moisture absorption (Refs 650, 528) 1
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moisture (Refs 650, 528)
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11.1 Introduction

There have already been many reports on applications and possibilities for

the use of fibre composites 162204,234,332,355,430,433,476,492 Many publica-
tions300,314,360,371,425,426,473 contain comparisons of the characteristics of

fibre composites with those of metals, this covering all points of view of

importance for structural use, including economic factors 151,154,314,360,384,

406,512 and construction methodology3 14 '40 1'40 7 '42 8 . The object of all applica-

tions of fibre composites is to exploit their advantages. The process of

development towards this aim is not yet concluded, particularly in regard to

their use for primary components.

The following section presents completed and projected examples of appli-

cations and areas. It indicates to what extent the above-mentioned target has

been achieved and what developments are still required in the area of fibre

composites and their application in order to approach the target more closely.

Since the great majority of all applications refer to aircraft construction

fibre composite structures for aircraft are used as an example.

Fibre composites have been used in the aircraft and space industry to an

increasing extent since the sixties. In these branches of industry the

necessary means for the development of these new materials were available, not

least because their use in rockets, satellites, space shuttles, aircraft and

helicopters is the most profitable. The reasons for this are the mechanical

properties of fibre composites which work out particularly advantageously in

these areas. If these properties can be properly exploited:

- considerable saving in weight,

- lower manufacturing costs, and

- lower operating costs,

can be achieved in comparison with conventional metal materials.

Weight can be saved because fibre composite materials have high

- specific stiffness, eg E/y, and

- specific strengths, eg aB/Y,

as well as sufficiently high values of

- specific residual strength, or

- impact toughness.
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The manufacturing costs of fibre composite structures can be reduced

because:

- in fibre composite components the proportion of machining in manufacture

can be small,

- fibre composite components such as large integrally reinforced shell sec-

tions can be manufactured simply (for example, co-curing in an autoclave,

press moulding, short-fibre technique), which could mean a reduction in

the number of individual parts of a structure (lower assembly costs), and

because fibre composites can be bonded satisfactorily.

The operating costs of aircraft and vehicles are lower because of the

reduction in fuel consumption due to weight saving. For Ikg structural weight

a modern aircraft requires 1-1.5kg maximum fuel service load. For rockets the

amount of fuel required for 1kg structural or satellite weight is higher by a

power of ten, so that the use of weight saving fibre composites will be most

profitable here. In addition to the reduction in fuel costs, the resistance to

corrosion of fibre composites with plastic matrix will lead to a reduction in

maintenance costs. Of course the above reductions in costs in comparison with

metal structures have to be weighed against the higher raw material costs of

fibre composites and their development costs. Cost-efficiency analyses of

fibre composite structures in use in various fields show, however, that these

can be outweighed by savings in cost.

The advantages in the use of fibre composite materials apply primarily to

their use as a structural material, ie for the manufacture of complete struc-

tural parts, but they also apply, even if to a lesser degree, to their use as a

reinforcing material in so-called hybrid methods where fibre composites are

glued to metal components in order to increase the rigidity, strength or life

of the metal structure.

11.2 Examples of applications

In various areas of machine construction fibre composites are used,

eg for the following components:

CN
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Aircraft

Airframe

Horizontal stabilisers and elevators

Fin assembly Primary structure
Wing
Fuselage parts

Lift devices

Air brakes
Rudder, elevator, wing flap Secondary structure

Fairings

Landing gear doors
Access doors

Engine

Fan blade

Fan frame Fibre hybrid composites
Engine fairing
Blades of first compressor stage

Helicopter

Airframe

Tail boom

Cabin parts

Drive

Rotor blades

Shafts (tail rotor)

Rocket

Pressure tank

Airframe parts

Satellite

Antenna carrier

Antenna shell

Space shuttle

Fuselage skin

Hold doors

Supports

Boats (mine detector, air cushion, fishing, hydrofoil)

Hull
Hydrofoil
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Trams (carriage reinforcement)

Flat spring
Drive shafts

Buildings

Facing panels
Roofing tiles

Apparatus

Storage tanks

General machine construction

Centrifuges
Grabs (weaving machine)

Below the properties of fibre composites are listed for some important

examples for which their use appears to be particularly advantageous (column 2).

Column 3 quotes special operational conditions to which particular attention must

be paid in design.

Area of Important property of fibre Special

application composites operational
conditions

Aircraft High specific mechanical properties, Humidity,

Helicopters Low weight Lightning,

Impact

Space Thermal stability at low UV radiation,
travel temperatures,

thermal expansion, Wide temperature
Low tdifferences

Low weight

Boats Corrosion resistance, Cavitation,

High specific bending rigidity Impact

Engines Thermal stability, Impact,
Acoustic

Little tendency to creep prestue
pressure,

Resonance

Cost saving as a further important property of fibre composite construc-

tion by, eg easier manufacture is desirable in any field of use. It is in the

forefront particularly for civil uses.
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More than one motive usually determined the use of fibre composites as a

construction material for the products mentioned; however a cost-efficiency

analysis is the deciding factor in individual cases, see section 11.7.

11.3 Use of fibre composites for components of the secondary structure of
aircraft

Considerable weight and cost reductions are achieved particularly in the

manufacture of secondary components from fibre composites. This is one of the

most important reasons for the increased use of fibre composites for secondary

aircraft components. An idea of the frequency of application is given by a
788

report from which Table I with examples of American military aircraft is

reproduced in Figs 11.1 to 11.4. This table is supplemented by applications in

military aircraft produced outside America in Fig 11.5. Further Tables 2 to 4

in Figs 11.6 to 11.8 show uses in civil aircraft, helicopters and space equip-

ment. Most of the aircraft secondary components with fibre composites are sand-

wich constructions with fibre composite covering layers and honeycomb cores

extending over the full thickness of tiie component, see section 11.4.

These fibre composite sandwich constructions are cheaper than the metal

constructions used heretofore and can be manufactured to a lower overall weight.

In general the use of fibre composite construction methods for secondary struc-

tures in aircraft production has involved a reduction in the number of individual

parts per structure, fewer production processes and a reduction in manufacturing

costs of 10-25% with 15-25% saving in weight as compared with metal construction,

as shown by examples in Table 5 in Figs 11.9 to 11.11. Here applications have

been compiled from the aerospace industry, for which data were available in the

literature on type of construction, weight saving, costs, number of individual

parts, etc.

11.4 Use of fibre composites for components of the primary structure of aircraft

In contrast to many secondary components of an aircraft, the sandwich

method with honeycomb core extending over the full thickness of the component

cannot be used for primary parts because of the usually greater thickness of the

component. Therefore the substructure of lifting surfaces and tail units con-

sists of ribs and spars and in the case of fuselage parts of frames, stringers

and partitions as in conventional metal structures, see Figs 11.13 to 11.16.

The covering parts themselves, however, can be produced in sandwich style with,

eg CFC covering layers and aluminium honeycomb core, see Fig 11.12. A further
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special feature of fibre composite construction methods in lifting surfaces and

tail units is the use of CFC spars and ribs with so-called sine wave webs where

the substructure has to be designed for stability because of the thickness of

the component. This construction fulfils stability requirements with low weight,

je it is optimum as to weight. Some of the newer primary constructions carried

out in fibre composite are considerably cheaper to manufacture, mainly because

the number of their individual parts is drastically reduced as compared with

metal construction, see Table 5 in Figs 11.9 to 11.11. In general, weight

savings of 20% and cost reductions of 15% have been achieved by using fibre com-

posite methods for primary structures. Section 11.3 reports on efforts to

achieve greater savings in weight and cost by better exploitation of the poten-

tial of this method of construction.

11.4.1 Joint technology

Examples of applications show both bonded and bolted (or riveted) joints.

Both have advantages and disadvantages. Practice has proved that at present the

advantages of riveting are greater. Advantages and disadvantages of bonded and

riveted joints are summarised in the following table:

Bonding Riveting

Advantages Weight saving Can be inspected

Little notch effect Can be repaired

Disadvantages Expensive manufacture Notch effect

Sensitive to moisture, there-
fore declining strength

Due to the notch sensitivity of fibre composites, particularly if there is

a high proportion of 00 layers in the laminate, see section 1, 00 layers have

been replaced by ±45 CFC layers in areas of the skin where holes are required

for attachment to the substructure, in order to reduce notch sensitivity.

Furthermore the number of layers has been increased in these sites in order to
S63,343,377

regain the strength level of the undisturbed cross-section . Tests

with locally reinforced holes or cut-outs have demonstrated that after laying

in additional layers, strength in the cross-section with holes is as high as in

the undisturbed cross-section.

Practical examples for the joining fibre composite skin and substructure

with bolts are the B-1 horizontal tail surfaces 34 3 , the F-16 vertical tailI
IA .. .... ...
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surfaces 308 ,
5 5 1

, the F-18 vertical tail surface 55 1 and the AV-8B (Harrier) lifting
614

surface . In practice there are also examples of adhesive joints in highly

stressed parts. The best known are bonds in the CFC skin/titanium surface joints

in the F-18 lifting surface. The production of these bonds was, however, connected

with a great deal of manual fitting effort and was therefore very expensive. After

the static whole airframe tests with the F-16 horizontal tail surfaces it was,

moreover, decided to reinforce these bonds with bolts. The stepped adhesive bond

in the F-18 wing connection, however, has no bolts in the junction area.

Adhesive bonds which are more favourable in weight than riveted joints

will presumably be used more extensively only when more suitable constructions

have been developed which simplify the production of high-strength adhesive

bonds.

11.5 Use in hybrid methods of construction

There are also many examples of the use of fibre composites in hybrid

methods for strengthening, stiffening or increasing the useful life of metal

structures. The most important known applications of so-called hybrid technology

are quoted below together with their objects:

- wing centre section C-130

- swing wing bearing mount F-Ill increase in life

- tail cone, CH-54-B

- fuselage structure, space stiffening

shuttle (study)

- fuselage structure B727-200

(study)( 
strengthening

These examples are described in survey publications such as332,433,551 and

also explained briefly in Ref 788. Savings in weight were always achieved in

these examples which were carried out in practice. No generally applicable

values can be quoted since the literature does not contain the relevant data.

The studies show that up to 30% saving in weight is possible in hybrid new

designs, but that the use of complete components of fibre composite in the same

structure leads to greater saving in weight 788 . The number of applications of

fibre composite as a strengthening material is very small compared with the num-

ber of applications as a structural material. Nor is this likely to change for
787

future projects in the opinion of the American aircraft industry .The
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importance of this application of fibre composites in metal structures should

not be lost sight of, however, where the following problems are concerned:

- increasing ttie static and fatigue strength of a metal structure by reducing

stress in critical areas,

- increasing stiffness, and

- increasing crack propagation life and residual strength of cracked metal

components.

Tests and practical experience have shown that these targets can be

reached by hybrid construction with little expenditure of weight and costs,

particularly because:

- the bonded reinforcement does not induce a new weak area (as in holes for

fasteners),

- the reinforcement can be adapted in the best possible way to the problem

by the shape and direction of the bonded laminates, and

- when this is applied to an existing design it is very cheap compared with

other solutions.

11.6 Further development in the area of fibre composite technology

Even though great progress has been made in the design of modern aircraft

frames in regard to weight saving, as shown by the data in Table 5 of Figs 11.9

to 11.11, retention of present construction methods would no longer meet the

demands of future aircraft. It can be foreseen that higher performance of air-

craft will require not only lighter airframe structures but also significantly

reduced manufacturing costs. The American aircraft industry is endeavouring to

achieve this by more cost-favourable design. These efforts are directed in the

case of metals to superplastic forming diffusion bonding and 'hot isostatic

extrusion' (sintering technology) and in the case of fibre composites to, eg the

use of large integral components and matrix materials with simplified curing

processes (without autoclaves), for example curing PBBI in a vacuum sack and PMR

process for polyamide matrix composites, see next section. The intention in

both cases is to replace a number of processes by single pressing, forging,

casting or bonding processes in order to reduce the man-costs per kg structure.

11.6.1 Development of fibre composite construction methods
'4

Many of the fibre composite components produced so far are still so-called

substitute strucLures, in which metal parts and their fastenings are taken over
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by equivalent fibre composite parts. Although this application has led to

savings in weight and sometimes to competitive prices, it has obstructed the

development of very 'efficient' methods of fibre composite construction.

The use of modern fibre composite materials will lie mainly in secondary

and primary components and structures involved in aerodynamic lift. In general

these components and structures are designed to torsion and bending strength

requirements. CFC methods can yield savings in weight of 25-40% for these

compared with metal methods. This is illustrated by an example in Fig 11.17.

Specific stiffnesses of a balanced CFC angle ply composite are compared with

those of steel, titanium and aluminium. In the development of fibre composite

structures the requirement is therefore to progress from the 20% saving in

weight at present achieved to 25-40% and in this way to make further savings in

manufacturing costs. In contrast to secondary structures in fibre construction

where optimum design and production concepts are already laid down to a great

extent, corresponding concepts for primary structures with spar and rib sub-

structure are less advanced. The US Air Force has initiated investigations for

a fighter aircraft of the eighties to find out the structural concept with the

highest proportion of fibre composite material which is most suited to build a
S789

smaller, lighter and cheaper aircraft compared with metal construction7 .

The following design concept is the result:

- extended use of large integral structural components by the use of common

curving of skin, substructure and their connection to reduce manufacturing,

matching (assembly jigs) and installation costs; for the lifting surface,

for instance, the best concept is a continuous one-piece wing,

- the material used for almost all structural parts is CFC and the total pro-

portion of fibre composites is between 60 and 70%,

- for the front part of the fuselage a fibre composite method developed by

General Dynamics, called 'shell-liner concept' appears to be suitable and

for the central part of the fuselage a fibre composite sandwich design is

preferred because of the fuel tank.

In addition to the development of reinforced shell designs, fibre composite

structures are also being developed which are intended for use in place of

aluminium drop forgings. Here the emphasis is on weight reduction as demon-

strated by the example of the airbus window frame. An investigation shows that

this component can be produced cheaply in mass production by CFC short fibre Ln

pressing techniques
7 90

.tL.
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Further possibilities of reducing manufacturing costs of fibre composite
200

structures are :

- formed holes (instead of drilled),

- simultaneous shaping and curing ('pultrusion' process),

- spar flange embedded in the skin to reduce the number of fasteners,

- increased use of wide multi-layer tape to reduce prepreg lay-up times.

11.6.2 Development of fibre composite materials

For quantity production up until the eighties the fibre composites avail-

able are:

carbon/epoxide

boron/epoxide

Kevlar/epoxide

glass/epoxide, and

boron/aluminium

of which glass and Kevlar prepegs are used primarily in hybrid composites.

The drawbacks in these materials are the high cost (except Kevlar and glass

fibre) and the moisture absorption of the epoxide resin. The temperature appli-

cation limit of +170 C for epoxide resins is adequate for most aerospace pur-

poses, but the increasing interest of engine manufacturers in fibre composites is

furthering the development of more temperature resistant plastics for the

matrix.

The most important development targets are therefore:

- cheaper fibre composite materials,

- matrix materials which do not absorb moisture,

- matrix materials with higher temperature resistance than epoxide resin.

With the above aims in mind there are under development:

- fibre materials:

- carbon fibres from a by-product of petroleum processing and coal
2

coking - this is a cheaper carbon fibre with E = 38000 daN/mm

azB = 170 daN/mm
2 ,

- polycrystalline alumina fibres (aluminium oxide A1203) - this is a

cheaper fibre (useable in plastic and metal matrix) with
2 2

E = 38000 daN/rm , GzB = 140-190 daN/mm

!
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boron fibre with carbon core, this is a cheaper boron fibre with

2 2
Ez = 36500 and 38000 daN/mm , zB 327 daN/mm

silicon carbide (SiC fibre), this is a cheaper fibre (than boron
2 2fibre) with E = 41000 daN/mm , a zB = 345 daN/mm

matrix materials:

- polyamides in conjunction with PMR process in composite production.

This matrix material is temperature resistant to 300 C and in addi-

tion the manufacturing process is cheaper than the conventional

manufacture of polyamide composites,

- PBBI plastic (polybutadiene, bissimide). The moisture effect is

less in this matrix material and the composite can be made more

cheaply (without autoclave and suction tissue), it is also advan-

tageous for thick components and simultaneous hardening of matrix

and adhesive.

The manufacturers are also propagating better exploitation of the poten-

tialities of the organic fibre Kevlar 49, such as making use of the extremely

good specific properties under tensile load at temperatures <lO 0°C and the high

impact resistance compared with inorganic fibres. They are therefore recommended

as hybrid fibres (ie mixed with other fibres), where, eg carbon fibres or the new

alumina fibres would take the compressive loads and Kevlar fibres would increase

the impact resistance.

11.7 Costs when using fibre composite materials

Reducing costs

Although considerable cost savings have been achieved in some fibre compo-

site structures, see Table 5 of Figs 11.9 to 11.11, all the possibilities of

fibre composite construction methods have not yet been exhausted. Many of the

present day fibre composite structures are still more expensive than metal

structures even in serial production; at present this is mainly due to the high

material costs which are not likely to drop below those of metals in the near

future. The prices of fibre and fibre composite materials valid at the moment

are quoted in Fig 11.18.

Related to the end price of fibre composite structural parts, which at

present is around 1250-2500 DM/kg, price development of the raw materials no

longer plays a decisive part. Today it is personnel and intrinsic costs which
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represent the greater part of the total cost. Therefore simplication of pro-

duction methods, saving, eg personnel costs, will in future lead to greater

price reductions. A target announced by the US Air Force is overall prices for

fibre composite structures of the order of 500-1250 DM/kg. It is intended that

this reduction should be achieved by the above mentioned developments in the

area of fibre composite methods of construction and fibre composite production.

Cost-effectiveness analysis

A cost-effectiveness analysis is used in individual applications to check

whether the use of fibre composites is economically viable, ie whether the anti-

cipated gain is greater than the extra expense. Here the costs must be calcu-

lated for conventional and fibre composite methods for the entire period of use

of the equipment. In military equipment, for instance fighter aircraft, the

cost effectiveness analysis ends with the comparison of these costs, since

eg differences in flight performance cannot be covered in price comparisons.

For commercially used aircraft, however, the differences in the commercial pro-

fits must also be included in the analysis to produce a fair comparison, other-

wise, for instance the advantage of a heavier useful load would not be included.

The following enter into the cost-effectiveness analysis199

- prime costs:

costs of : design

research

development

testing

evaluation

manufacturing costs (dependent on number)

tooling costs

profit margins

- operating costs:

inspections

repairs

maintenance

spares

- depreciation.
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Projek? He'stellIer Bauteil AMterial Stand Referenzen

B 737 Boeing Spoiler CFI( Flugiest 332

8 707 Boeing Foreflap BFK Flugtest 332, 151

L - 10l1 Lockheed Querrudef CFK, Keviar Flugtest 332

L - l0ll Lockheed Fairing Kevlar Flugtest 332

L - 1011 Lockheed Bodensturzen CFK, Flvgtest 552

DC - 10 Douglas Sei tenruder CFK, GFK Flugtest 332

DC - 10 Douglas Aft Pylon-Haut Bat-Aluminium Fluglest 332

DC - 9 Douglas Nalcelle CFK Flugtest 332

VC - ,10 BAC Sei tenruder CFK Flugtest

VC - 10 BAC Access Doors CFK Flugtest

BAC 1-11 BAC FlUgelenden CFK Bodentest

B 727 Boeing Htshenleitwerc- CFK Entwicklung
R uder

B 737 Boeing Hahenleitwerc CFK Entwicklung 554

L - 1011 Lockheed Seitenleitwerk CFK Entvwiclclung 332

DC - 10 Douglas Seitenleitwerk CFK Entwiclclung 554

DC - 8 Douglas HIlhenleiterk CFK Entwicklung

* 300 Deutsche Airbous Fairing/ tsohenleit- GFK Serie 295

werk-Rurnpf
A 300 Deutsche Airbus Spoiler CFK, BFK Flugtest

*300 Deutsche Airbus Querruder CFK Entwiclclung

*300 Deutsche Airbus Flop-Track CFK-Titan Entwicklung

VFW-614 VFW-Fokker Spoiler BFK Flugtes i

VFW-61 4 VFW-Fokkrer Fahrwerktoren CFK/Kevlor Fluglest
LTA Domier Ruder, Nosen CFK, Keylar Projekt.

Lear Avia Lear Fan 2100 Rumpf u. Fl;lge I CFK-Gewebe Enrwicklung

uerruder =wing flap
BodenstUtzen =base supports
Seitenruder =side rudder
FlUgelenden =wing ends.
Fahrwerktiren =landing gear doors
Rumpf u. FlUgel =fuselage and wing

Ln~

Fig 11.6 (Table 2) Applications of fibre composites in civil aircraft projects

j
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Projekt Bouteil Werkstoff Referenzen

Polaris

Minuternan Treibstoff GFK und Kevlor 155, 300

Trident Druckbehtsl ter

Atlas

Mariner IV Antenne Bor/Alurniniumn 155

Trident, C 4 Zellentedl CFK-Gewebe 287

Shuttle TUren fUr Spacelob CFK 332

Shuttle Rumpfhout (hinten) CFK

Atlas Zwischenstiick Bor/Alurniniumn 500

ATS, Satellit Fochwerke CFI( 158

areibstoff Druckbeh~lter = fuel pressure tank
Zellenteil = airframe part
TUren = doors
Rumpfhaut (hinten) = fuselage skin (rear)
ZwischenstUck = intermediate piece
Fachwerke = trusses

Fig 11.8 (Table 4) Applications ff fibre composites in space vehicles
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Key to Figs 11.9 to 11.11 (Table 5)

Gew.Ant. Faserverbund = weight fraction fibre composite
Faserverbundkonstruktion Werkstoffe/ = fibre composite construction, materials/
Bauweisen construction methods

Gewichtsersparnis = weight saving
Reduktion der Einzelteile = reduction in individual parts
StUckzahl = number of pieces
Stand der Entwicklung = state of development
Haut = skin
Alu-Waben mit Metallkanten und = Alu honeycomb with metal edges and
Beschl~ge fittings

Mehrk. (Ersatzkonstruktion) = extra cost (replacement construction)
Glasfaser-Gewebe = glass fibre cloth
Erprobung/Versuche = trials/tests
Landeklappen = landing flaps
Metall-Rippen = metal ribs
Fliegerprob. = flight test
Einteilig = one piece
Formgepresst = compression moulded
Verklebt = bonded
Einsatz = in use
Ruder (Seitenleitwerk) = rudder (vertical tail surface)
Bremsklappe - air brake
Versteifung = reinforcement
Hdhenleitwerk = horizontal tail surfaces
Anschluss: Stahl/Titan-Unterstruktur/ = junction: steel/titanium substructure/
Titan-Platte mit Bor/Ep. Haut verklebt titanium plate bonded to boron/ep. skin
Glas/Epoxy-Kanten, Bolzen = glass/epoxy edges, bolts
Geklebt + genietet bonded + riveted
Tragfl che = lifting surface
Teurer = dearer
Rumpfvorderteil = fuselage front section
Zwi schenw~nde - partitions
Mit gestuftem Titan Pivot-Beschlag = with stepped titanium pivot armature
Vorder- u. Hinterkante = front and rear edge
Rumpfteil, hinten (zwischen den = fuselage section, rear (between
Triebwerken) engines)
Spant = frame
Gebaut zur Entwicklung d. Technologie, = built to develop technology, static
stat. Versuch test

Rumpfteil, vorn = fuselage section, front
UmhUilIung = envelope
Rumpfholme = fuselage longeron
Leitwerk = tail unit
Sonst vernietet mit Alu-Unterstruktur = otherwise riveted with aluminium sub-
Klebung und Neitung structure, bonded and riveted

Zwischenlagen = intermediate layer
FlUgel-Aussenteil = wing external part
Im Bereich = in the area
von Bohrungen = of holes
Stege (teilweise) = straps (partly)
Rahmen (Holme, Scharnier-Rippe) = frame (spars, hinge-rib)
Dichtmittel fur Treibstoff = jointing medium for fuel
Sinusf~rmige Stege von Holm und Rippen = sine wave webs for spars

/Cont.
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Key to Figs 11.9 to 11.11 (Table 5) (concluded)

FlUgelvorderkante = wing leading edge
Klebung Klarsicht Epoxy Anstrich = bonding transparent epoxy coating
Von 800 auf weniger als 80 = from 800 to less than 80
Inneres Querruder = inner aileron
FlUgelmittelkasten = wing centre section
Teurer = doors
Schwenklager-FlUgelbeschlag = swing bearing wing fitting
Verstgrkung aufgeklebt auf = reinforcement bonded to steel
Stahlkonstruktion construction
Heckkonus tail cone

-.
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BACKTO7 RACK ., ORONIGRAPNITE/HVSfP.O
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Fig 11.14 Fibre composite construction in the primary structure of the
B-1 horizontal tail surfaces
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SECION A.A

GRAPH ITE/BORON-EPOXY U ~ T~~
HYBRID SKiI PANELS

C=GRAPHITE-EPOXY SUBSTRUCTURE

C=ALUMINUM STRUCTURE l~v$nEYCOMB SKINS. SPARS, AND RIBS
COMPOSITE FACE SHEETS

Fig 11.16 Fibre composite construction in the primary structure of
the A-7D wing (Ref 553)0-
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Fig 11.18

PRICES OF FIBRE COMPOSITE MATERIALS AS AT END 1978

Boron-Epoxy 1.000 DM/kg

Carbon-Epoxy (HT) 300 DM/kg

CFC cloth 440-500 DM/kg

Bor/Aluminiun 150 DM/kg

Carbon HT-fibre 175 DM/kg

Carbon A-fibre 150 DM/kg

Carbon P-fibre 100 DM/kg

Keviar 49-fibre 65 DM/kg

0 -
t.R.
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12.1 Introduction

The literature search on the strength properties of fibre composite

materials has yielded the following conclusions in regard to their use as struc-

tural materials for aircraft construction and appropriate recommendations for

future research.

12.2 Conclusions

- Fibre composites differ from metals in the areas of:

- manufacture

- material behaviour

- damage development

- fracture mechanism and

- reaction to environmental effects.

In comparison with metal this requires different techniques and methods

for:

- testing

- inspection

- design and

- theoretical treatment of the above areas,

while special mention should be made of the fact that methods of analysis are

required which take the anisotropy of the composite material into account.

- Present design criteria, partially taken over from methods for metal cons-

truction, are unsuitable for fibre composites because

- they do not allow the material properties of fibre composites to be

fully exploited,

- they do not allow for material, design concepts, manufacturing

methods and scatter of load and environmental conditions and

- they permit translation of residual strengths and permissible life

values from the material coupon to the component, which is not 
rI

permissible in fibre composite design methods.

- Residual strengths and properties under creep and fatigue loads should be
determined in fibre composite components, particularly joints, and plates

1-

with holes and other structural notches by testing under load/environment-
0jJ

time conditions appropriate to service usage. U,

1
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Further work is required in development, experimental testing and the

inclusion of reliability concepts in practical design procedures.

Structural notches have great influence on the static strength of fibre

composites; this is in contrast to the behaviour of most metal materials.

Therefore analytical methods and accompanying experimental techniques should

be developed for the design of joints, cutouts and changes in section.

12.3 Recommended subjects for research

The subjects for research listed below refer primarily to the creation and

preparation of design material in the form of data and calculating methods.

These are most urgently required for the fibre composites already in serial

production:

GFC

CFC

BFC

Boron aluminium and

KFC (kevlar/epoxide resin)

The order in which these materials are listed corresponds to the volume of

design data available, ie there are most for GFC and fewest for KFC.

On the introduction of new constructional materials the stage at which

design data are generated is preceded by other development stages whose subjects

are not listed here. For instance, the fibre composites with a polyamide matrix

or a metal matrix (except boron-aluminium) are in these early development stages.

Newly developed fibre composites and their possible applications were mentioned

in section HI.

In the list which follows of research work required, each individual subject

is marked with the letters S, A or L to indicate the following:

S - Work on the subject is still in progress, but is approaching saturation.

A - Work on the subject is in progress and the existing gaps are still wide;

further research is still required at present.

L - The subject is recognised as a research project but has not yet been dealt

with intensively.

*This valuation of research subjects refers only to CFC, which is the fibre

composite used to the greatest extent at present. Since the matrix material of

the named fibre composites with plastic matrix is universally epoxide resin,
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many of the research results can be transferred to materials with different

fibres if the special properties of the fibre, the quality of the fibre/matrix

bond and the arrangement of the fibres in the matrix are taken into account. For

boron-aluminium composites further investigations are needed into residual

strength, fatigue strength and fracture behaviour under suitable load/environ-

mental conditions. However, the analysis methods of metals are suitable in

certain areas for metal matrix composites. The methods of fracture mechanics

are an example of this.

The following research subjects are recommended in regard to the use of CFC

fibre composite materials in the construction of air frames:

(a) Load and environmental data recorded in various aircraft should be sifted

and evaluated for the specific purposes of reliability considerations. This

yields the following separate subjects:

A - collection of data on moisture absorption,

S - theory and calculation of moisture absorption,

A - investigations of simplifying changes in the load/environment

programme,

A - derivation of a method to take into account scatter of load and

environment in a suitable model for proof of reliability,

L - investigations into the relationship between residual stresses due

to manufacture and environment and the load sequence.

(b) Methods for design of composite structure (fibre orientation and arrange-

ment of layers), joints, cutouts and other structurally necessary notches for

static strength, stiffness, residual strength and fatigue strength should be

developed and tested. Appropriate design data should be set up, taking account

of random loading and environmental conditions. This results in the following

subjects:

A - investigation of environmental effects,

A - standardisation of load/environment sequences, taking account of the

interaction of load, temperature change and humidity cycles,

S - development of test methods for joints,

L - investigation of failure criteria for joints,
41

L - effects of manufacturing and design tolerances in joints,

T
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A - investigation into the effect of surface notches,

L - investigation of the design of simple specimens, structural members,

structural components to determine the applicability of results from

coupon specimen tests to the structure (edge effects),

L - investigations of stress concentrations under biaxial loads,

L - behaviour after the failure of one layer in the composite,

A - investigations into the effect of changes in thickness and width,

L - effects of size and the incidence of defects on life,

A - stability investigations on reinforced plates and elements of wing

units,

L - behaviour of composites under biaxial load (tests with tube specimens,

'off-axis' specimens, cross specimens),

A - behaviour of mechanical joints, bonded joints and plates with cutouts.

Parameters to be varied are the geometry of the notch, introduction

of load at the notch, and laminate lay-up,

A - effect of local reinforcements and special measures to reduce stress

peaks and of further joint parameters on behaviour under high load

transfer.

(c) Development of suitable methods of prediction

- of failure of the composite based on characteristics of the individual

layer,

- of fatigue strength and deformation behaviour,

- of residual strength,

- of endurance.

The following explanation is required on the research subjects in this

area:

In methods of prediction the applicability of the behaviour of the indivi-

dual layer to the laminate plays an important part. So far it is not possible

to predict or explain all the mechanical properties of angle ply composites

solely from test results of the uni-directional individual layer; probably this

4 will not be possible in the future either. In developing methods of prediction

tests must also be performed on angle ply composites. On the other hand, data

I
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on the behaviour of the uni-directional layer also contribute to an understanding

of interrelationships, ie tests on uni-directional composites are useful for this

reason too.

In detail the research subjects are:

L - investigation of strength through the thickness of the laminate

(characteristics of the transverse direction are generally used here.

This procedure is frequently not admissible since in most layers

distribution of the fibres in the matrix in a transverse direction

is different from that in the direction of thickness),

A - investigations on the behaviour of the composite under interlaminar

shear in monotonic and repeated loading (important for valuation of

edge delamination and load transfer in the composite),

A - fracture hypotheses for fibre composites, including interlaminar

stresses (in the macromechanical range) and micromechanical stresses,

L - extension of the fracture hypotheses for holes to non-circular

cutouts,

L - fracture hypotheses for bonded joints, taking account of geometry

and.effect of size,

A - failure models for the individual layer based on statistical methods,

L - relationship between individual forms of failure,

L - establishment of damage criteria,

A - creation of statistically backed data on residual strength and

endurance for various laminate families (see Handbook Fibre Composite

Light Construction),

S - investigation of the effect of fatigue loading with random load

sequence (flight-by-flight tests) on the drop in strength and

stiffness,

L - generation of relationships between composite damage or types of

fracture and endurance,

A - investigation of applicability of residual and fatigue strength

values for the individual laytr to the residual and fatigue strength

of a composite, 0
41
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A - development of a damage accumulation hypothesis, taking account of

results of investigations on environmental effects; here its applica-

bility to joints and components with other structurally necessary

notches should also be observed.

(d) Investigation of the durability of the fibre composite structure in creep

and after damage by the impact of hard and soft objects. Investigation of the

following subjects is recommended for this purpose:

L - creep strain tests on adhesive joints,

L - effect of moisture in creep strain test,

A - damage tolerance towards hits and strikes,

L - investigation of methods of construction to increase damage tolerance,

A - effect of damage already detected, but not eliminated, on life,

A - effect of UV radiation, rain erosion, lightning strikes and radio-

active radiation and investigation of protective measures.

(e) Investigations to improve the non-destructive test and inspection methods

already in use.

The following detailed research subjects are recommended:

A - checking the chemical composition of the resin to ensure quality

maintenance,

A - monitoring and improvement of the curing process,

A - testing the resin for resistance to environmental effects,

A - development or improvement of non-destructive inspection methods at

holes and edges,

L - proof-load concepts.

The areas of research to demonstrate

- static strength,

- fatigue strength,

- residual strength and

- stability

of composite materials are shown in a 'structural diagram' in Fig 12.1.

!-
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In this the research areas are sub-divided into the following main

subjects:

- stresses inherent in operation,

- stresses inherent in coustruction in composite, component, structure,

- effect of typical material properties,

- damage mechanics, behaviour of component material in damaged condition,

- damage control to demonstrate and monitor reliability of the structure

and

- tests in regard to requisite test techniques and appropriate

standardisation.

The research subjects listed earlier can be allocated to at least one of

these areas of research. Examples are the terms in the 'structural diagram'

which are not in boxes.

C-
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Key to Fig 12.1

1 = eg gust statistics, etc 34 = reliability of structure
evaluation methods 35 = NDT techniques

2 = effect of loss of stiffness 36 = clamping
3 = effect of climate buckling restraint

space conditions frequency
4 = determination of multiaxial load accompanying measurements for

sequence in composite damage indication
5 = residual stresses from curing 37 = specimen

cycle load and climatic sequence
residual stresses from moisture 38 = statistical concepts
absorption scatter

6 = statistical measurement and effect of size
presentation of loads incidence of defects

7 = dynamic response of the structure 39 = eg ultrasonics and radiography
8 = load assumptions moisture measurement
9 = effect of temperature, media and chemical analysis of resin

radiation 40 = material
10 = environmental conditions 41 = damage mechanism
11 = o-E sequence due to loading 42 = effect of constituents
12 = change with time of residual 43 = effect of manufacture and

stresses in operations treatment
13 = impact of hard and soft objects 44 = material behaviour
14 = local stress 45 = moisture absorption
15 = stress 46 = behaviour after failure of a layer
16 = interlaminar stresses 47 = damage development. Relationship

force distribution in the layers between individual defects
stress concentration 48 = increase in deformation
load on adhesive layer 49 = determination of load/environment-

17 = damage tolerance time conditions giving equal
residual strength damage

18 = local thickening 50 = stiffness of fibre
19 = fibre hybrids fibre diameter
20 = crack stopper concept thermal expansion
21 = stress-strain analysis 51 = prepreg production
22 = effect of laminate structure on curing cycle glass equilibrium

stress and strain temperature
23 = design of the component 52 = o-E behaviour under tension and
24 = structural design (simultaneous compression

curing) deformation behaviour under fatigue
25 = measures to reduce stress peaks load
26 = measures to improve impact 53 = diffusion coefficient

resistance saturation volume
27 = measures to improve damage 54 = specifying failure criteria

tolerance methods of failure prediction
28 = composite, component, structure relationship between life and
29 = static strength, fatigue strength, residual strength

residual strength, stability 55 = permissible simplifications in
30 = test tests
31 = damage control
32 = performance techniques
33 = standardisation

ih -
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